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Abstract((This(project(concerns(the(social(enterprise(SkyHands,(which(attempts(to(solve(an(inequality(in( time(between(busy( families(with( too( little( time(and(unemployed( flex(workers(with( too(much(time.(The(project(has(its(outset(in(a(curiosity(of(which(social(challenges(SkyHands(can(face(in(the(realisation(process.(Our(empirical(data(consist(of(two(focus(groups(with(a(total(of(eight(flex(workers(as(well(as(semiBstructured(interviews(with(three(families,(the(job(centre(in(Roskilde(and(with(Jane(Markmann,(the(founder(of(SkyHands.(Our(theoretical(framework(is(based(on(Bourdieu(and(his( concepts(of( capital(and(habitus(along(with(Goffman(and(his(concepts(of(categorisation(and(stigma.(In(our(analysis(we(point(out(that(an(essential(task(for(SkyHands(is(to(change(the(categorisations(that(are(linked(to(flex(workers,(and(through(this(convince(the(families(to(trust(the(flex(workers(and(hire(them(for(the(jobs(that(the(flex(workBers(perceive(as(meaningful.(We(discuss(the(balance(between(structure(and(agency(and(how(the(two(influence(each(other(when(defining(meaningfulness.(We(conclude(that(the(matter(of(SkyHands( should( be( considered( on( both( microB( and( macroBlevel( to( achieve( a( nuanced(understanding,(and(that(the(main(social(challenges(Marckmann(will(face(are(the(question(of(economy,(prejudices(and(differing(expectations. (((((((((((((((((
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0.0(Readers(Guide((Dear(reader,((You(are(about(to(start(reading(our(project(on(the(WISE(called(SkyHands.(The(following(will(be(a(short(guide(that(will(provide(you(with(an(understanding(of(how(we(believe(the(project(should(be(read(in(order(to(understand(the(project(fully.(((
Chapter#1(is(our(problem(area,(where(we(have(set(the(tone(for(why(we(find(it(relevant(and(interesting(to(work(with(SkyHands(IVS.(This(will(be(followed(by(our(problem(formulation,(which(will(sum(up(exactly(what(points(we(will(work(with(during(our(project.(This(chapter(will(end(with(a(clarification(of(the(different(terms(and(concepts(we(utilise.(((
Chapter#2(is(an(account(of(social(enterprises,(and(how(we(see(SkyHands(as(a(WISE.(Because(SkyHands(is(still(in(its(startBup(phase,(we(find(it(relevant(to(reflect(upon(how(it(can(be(perBceived(as(a(social(enterprise.((
Chapter#3(is(an(elaboration(on(both(our(philosophical(considerations(and(our(methodologiBcal(choices(regarding(the(project.(This(chapter(is(a(crucial,(as(we(perceive(good(research(as(transparent(research.((
Chapter# 4( is( a( presentation( of( our( theoretical( framework.(We( have( chosen( to(work(with(Goffman(and(Bourdieu(and(we(use( this( chapter( to(present( the(different( concepts( that(we(have(decided( to(utilise( in(our(analysis.( Further,( as( the( two( theorists(have(different(philoBsophical(outsets,(we(present(an(outline(of(how(it( is(still(valuable( to(use( them(in( the(same(project.((
Chapter#5( is(our(analysis.( In( this(chapter(we(will(process( the(empirical(data( that(we(have(compiled.(We(wish(to(juxtapose(the(data(with(our(chosen(theoretical(framework.(Our(analyB
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sis(is(organised(around(different(themes,(which(we(detected(when(reading(through(our(emBpirical(data.((
Chapter#6(is(the(discussion(regarding(the(realisation(of(SkyHands.(Here(we(discuss(alternaBtive(solutions.(Apart(from(drawing(upon(the(findings(we(have(made(in(the(analysis,(alternaBtive(practical(and(theoretical(perspectives(is(taken(into(consideration.(((
Chapter#7( contains(our( conclusion(of( the(project( and(provides(an(answer( to(our(problem(formulation.(((
Chapter#8( is(our(afterBthoughts,(and(entails(reflections(on(what(we(would(have(liked(to(do(differently,( if( we( could( start( over( again.( Furthermore,( the( chapter( contains( an( epilogue(formed(as(a(letter(with(recommendations(to(the(founder(of(SkyHands,(Jane(Marckmann.((((We(wish(you(a(happy(reading(and(we(hope(you(will(find(it(as(interesting(as(we(believe(it(to(be.((((((((((((((((
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1.0(Introduction(
1.1#Problem#Area#We(live(in(a(society(that(is(built(upon(the(idea(that(everyone(contributes(to(our(welfare(sysBtem.(We(are(a(nation(of(working(people,(and(a(big(part(of(how(we(perceive(our(identities(is(connected(to(what(we(do(for(a(living((Gehlert(2009).(((Another(part(of(the(story(we(tell(about(ourselves(is(that(we(are(busy.(This(has(taken(a(sigBnificant(share(in(our(selfBunderstanding((Remar(2010;(Kvist(2012),(and(to(a(certain(extent(it(does(make(sense.(As(individuals(in(our(contemporary(society(we(are(expected(to(be(able(to(keep(several(balls(in(the(air(at(a(time.(We(are(expected(to(be(committed(fellow(citizens,(raise(children(to(be(the(same,(take(care(of(our(continuing(education,(so(we(can(be(good(and(effiBcient(employees,(have(time(for(family(and(friends,(have(lots(of(hobbies,(be(active(on(social(medias(etc..(As(Kvist(writes:( “Yes,# it#has#become#high#status# to#be#busy.#And#to#such#degree#
that#you#are#what#you#do.#What#does#your#father#do?#–#He#is#a#managing#director.#Or#worse:#
What#my#father#does?#He#does#nothing.#He#is#unemployed”*1((Kvist(2012).((Over( the( course( of( the( last( year( a(major( debate( has( permeated( the(Danish( society.( It( reBvolves(around(the(stress(that(some(families(feel(is(saturating(their(everyday(lives.(A(debater(wrote(in(Politiken:(”[...]#the#politicians#want#us#to#work#more#(otherwise#the#Chinese#will#leave#
us#behind),#they#would#also#like#us#to#give#birth#to#more#children#(otherwise#the#welfare#state#
will#go#to#hell…)”*#(Frovin(2013).((We(see(a(clear(tendency(towards(people(in(their(30s(being(the(ones(that(work(the(most(and(the(hardest( and(at( the( same( time(being(expected( to(have(more( children( to( lift( the(demoBgraphic( challenges( we( are( facing.( However,( as( Karen( Lumholt,( managing( director( of( the(think(tank(Cura,(points(out:(“Innovation#does#not#necessarily#stem#from#an#ambitious#37Wyear#
old#parent#with#a#neglected#family#back#home”*((Lumholt(2014).((The(debate(reflects(incongruence(when(the(blame(for(the(families’(stress(needs(to(be(placed.(Many( debaters( have( cast( the( blame( on( the( society( and( our( system( as( a( whole( (Kastrup((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
1(Please(note(that(*(from(now(on(will(be(a(denomination(of(quotes(from(Danish(books,(articles(etc.(that(are(translated(by(us.( 
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2013;( Frovin( 2013),( other( debaters( blame( each( other( and( the( missing( solidarity( (Beck(2014;(Mølgaard(2014),(and(others(again(find(it(to(be(an(individual(problem(that(people(canBnot(structure(their(lives(and(prioritise(what(to(use(their(time(for((Dinesen(2014).(The(issue(is(that(the(pressure(is(present,(and(that(families(are(afraid(to(ask(for(help(for(fear(of(being(accused(of(whinging((Beck(2014).(We(do(live(in(a(time(that(pays(homage(to(individualism(and(selfBactualisation.(Problems(can(arise(e.g.(when(a(busy(family(believes(the(grandparents(ought(to(step(in(and(lend(a(helping(hand,(and(the(grandparents(at(the(same(time(are(in(the(midst(of(using(their(golden(days(to(realise(themselves(anew((Mølgaard(2014).(Even(though,(we(live(in(a(society(that(has(a(welfare(safety(net,(and(leaves(no(one(behind,(it(seems(we(are(left( alone(with(our(business( (Beck(2014).(We,(as( sole( individuals,( are( responsible( for(our(own(destiny(when(it(comes(down(to(getting(our(everyday(lives(structured,(so(we(have(the(time(to(be(the(good(parent,(the(good(wife,(and(the(good(citizen.(In(an(article(in(Information(a(journalist(states(how:(“[…]#basically#one#should#consider#oneself#as#human#capital.#That#the#
sole#individual#is#responsible#to#optimise#–#or#at#least#maintain#–#one’s#value”*((Løntoft(2014).(((
1.1.1#The#Potential#for#SkyHands#Standing(apart(from(this(socio(paradigm,(exists(a(group(of(unemployed(who(does(not(live(up(to(these(expectations(of(being(busy,(and(fulfilling(the(role(of(the(ideal(citizen.(In(the(overall(debate(emerges(the(tendency(to(view(and(repudiate(this(group(as( lazy(free(riders((Werge(2014;(Rylund(2014).(Werge(puts(it(like(this:(“When#we#in#a#common#context#can#comment#on#
the#unemployed#as#lazy#people#who#does#not#want#to#collect#dogshit#[...]#when#the#recognition#
that# unemployment# is# not# necessarily# a# result# of# laziness# is# almost# absent# the# alarms#must#
sound”*#(Werge(2014).(((The(hypothesis( is(that(there(exists(an(inequality( in(time.(On(one(side(we(see(a(substantial(group(of(busy(families(trying(to(keep(their(everyday(lives(together,(and(on(the(other(side(we(see(an(extensive(amount(of(unemployed(people( falling(out(of( the(system(because( they(do(not(have(jobs.(((However,(there(might(be(a(possibility(for(these(two(groups(of(people(to(collaborate(and(help(each(other(to(create(a(more(sustainable(and(meaningful(everyday(life.(Jane(Marckmann,(an(
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entrepreneur( from( Roskilde,( has( created( SkyHands( IVS.( It( is( a( newly( started( enterprise(which(aims(at(connecting(these(two(groups(by(giving(the(families(more(time(in(their(busy(schedule,(and(the(unemployed(something(to(do(every(day(creating(somewhat(an(equalisaBtion(of( their( time.(SkyHands( is( still( a( concept( in( the(commencement(of( the(process(of(beBcoming(a(social(enterprise,(and(thus(we(are(not(able(to(interview(people(that(have(already(had(an(experience(with(the(company.(Nevertheless,(we(still( find(it( interesting(to( look(into(the(realisation(process(that(such(a(company(goes(through.((In(collaboration(with(the(job(centre(in(Roskilde,(Marckmann(has(decided(to(focus(on(a(speBcial( group(of(unemployed(people,( the( flex(workers.( In(2012(new(reforms(were(presented(regarding(flex(job.(The(limit(for(whether(you(were(approved(for(a(flex(job(or(given(the(opBportunity( to( receive( employment( and( support( allowance( was( changed( with( the( reform.(Whereas(twelve(hours(were(the(limit(before,(now(no(lower(limit(exists.(Now(almost(half(of(the(13.000(flex(jobs(that(exist(in(Denmark,(are(less(than(ten(hours(per(week((Rehling(2014).(The(consequence(is(that(“you#cannot#any#longer#receive#employment#and#support#allowance,#
if#the#municipality#determines#that#you#–#despite#of#your#illness#–#are#suitable#for#a#flex#job”*((Rehling(2014).(((These(reforms(have(created(a(significant(increase(in(the(number(of(unemployed(flex(workBers.(The(people(that(beforehand(would(have(received(employment(and(support(allowance(are(instead(approved(for(a(flex(job.(So(the(number(of(flex(workers(increases(more(than(the(number(of(flex(jobs.(Jørgen(Skadhede,(journalist(from(Altinget,(writes:(“Since#new#years#1200#
flex#workers#have#been#added#to#the#unemployment#queue“*((Skadhede(2013).((We( see( several( societal( gains( if( SkyHands( succeeds.( The( busy( families( could( be( relieved(from(some(of(the(tasks(that(make(the(their(daily(lives(chaotic.(The(unemployed(flex(workers(could(have(something(to(get(up(for(in(the(morning,(be(activated,(and(get(a(new(role(in(sociBety.(Further,( it( could(create(a( strong(social(value(because(meaningful( relations,( solidarity,(and(networks(will(be(created(between(the(unemployed(and(the(families.((
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1.1.2#Solving#a#Wicked#Problem#When(discussing(the(matter(of(SkyHands(it(is(relevant(to(mention(the(idea(of(wicked(probBlems.((The(planning(theorists,(Horst(Rittel(and(Melvin(Webber(present(two(different(types(of(probBlems:(tame#problems(and(wicked#problems.(The(tame(problems(are(the(problems(you(face(in(engineering( and( natural( sciences;( problems( that( are( definable(with( a( right( or(wrong( anBswer,(and(can(be(solved(through(different(tests.(The(wicked(problems(on(the(other(hand(are(the( problems( that( are( not( definable( and( that( are( subjected( to( differing( opinions.( These(kinds(of(problems(can(at(best(be(‘reBsolved’((Rittel(and(Webber(1973:(160).((We( find( it( relevant( to(utilise(Rittel( and(Webber( as(we( regard(SkyHands’(problem( to(be( a(wicked(problem.(One(of(the(main(reasons(for(this(is(that(unemployment(is(a(societal(probBlem(and(a(matter(that(everyone(has(an(opinion(on(how(to(be(solved.(We(believe(that(unemBployment(is(one(of(the(problems(that(will(always(exist,(and(thus(a(problem(that(society(will(have(to(reBthink(solutions(for(several(times.((Another(point(that(is(relevant(for(us(to(consider,(in(relation(to(Skyhands,(is(that(there(are(no(right(and(wrong(answers(when(it(comes(to(wicked(problems.(Many(different(parties(will(be(qualified( to( judge(what(will( be( a( ‘good’( or( ‘bad’( solution( (Rittel( and(Webber( 1973:( 163).(These(judgements(depend(greatly(on(interests,(values,(and(ideologies.((When(applied(in(combination(with(the(French(sociologist(Pierre(Bourdieu(this(perspective(is( interesting(as( it(can(be(argued(that(people’s(opinions(towards(wicked(problems(will(be(different(according(to(their(habitus(and(their(position(in(the(employment(field.(We(wish(to(utilise(Bourdieu’s(theory(about(habitus(and(capital(in(relation(to(our(two(groups;(the(famiBlies(and(the(flex(workers,(as(this(will(likely(produce(a(‘good’(solution(to(subject(to(the(parBties( involved( in(SkyHands.( It( is( interesting( for(us( to(see(how(their(different(habitus(affect(their(views(on(SkyHands,(and(what(kind(of(challenges(the(different(habitus(might(raise(in(an(amalgamation(of(these(two(groups.(((In(regards(to(the(realisation(process(of(an(initiative(like(SkyHands(questions(will(inevitably(occur,( that( need( to( be( investigated.(We( find( it( relevant( to( look( at( which( interests( a( flex(
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worker(would(have(in(helping(out(a(family(they(do(not(know,(and(how(could(this(be(meanBingful( to( them.(Further,( it( is( interesting(whether( it( is(actually(plausible( that(a( family(with(children(would(let(a(stranger( into(their(home(for(tasks( like(childcare,(gardening,(or(house(cleaning.((Another(interesting(perspective(is(whether(Marckmann’s(initiative(brings(a(provisional(fix(to(a(more( complex(problem( for( the(busy( families(who(are( struggling(with( their( everyday(lives.(A( thought( that( leads(us( to( the(question(of(whether(a(solution(really(exists( for( these(families( for( creating( a( more( sustainable( everyday.( Returning( to( Rittel( and( Webber,( all(wicked(problems(are(symptoms(of(something(else,(which(implies(that(there(are(many(difBferent(levels(on(which(to(define(a(wicked(problem((Rittel(and(Webber(1973:(165)(dependBing(on(how(high(a(level(you(can(trace(your(problem.(The(lower(level(a(problem(is(defined(on(the(more(likely(it(is(to(be(curing(symptoms(instead(of(the(root(cause.(This(creates(the(danBger(of(making(it(even(harder(to(address(the(problem(on(the(higher(levels((Ibid.).(We(find(it(relevant(to(discuss(whether(Marckmann(might(be(operating(on(too( low(a( level( to(actually(solve(the(structural(problem(that(she(is(striving(towards.(We(find(it(possible(to(argue(that(it(might(not(be(enough(to(have(flex(workers(undertaking(tasks(on(behalf(of(the(families,(as(it(is(actually(a(stopgap(measure(for(something(bigger.(
1.2#Problem#Identification#and#Problem#Formulation#We(would(like(to(investigate(the(response(to(the(idea(among(the(future(users(of(SkyHands(initiative.(Further,(it(is(interesting(whether(a(possibility(exists(for(the(two(groups(to(meet(in(a(meaningful(collaboration(to(create(a(sustainable(everyday(life(for(the(busy(families.((To( some( extent( it( seems( to( us( like( Marckmann( has( focused(more( on( the( final( goal( B( an(equalisation(of(time(between(flex(workers(and(busy(families(B(than(given(actual(thought(to(the(process(that(exists(before(the(endBgoal(can(been(reached.(Thus,(we(find(it(interesting(to(look(at( the(process,(which(an( idea(goes( through(before(a(realisation( is(possible.(As( future(entrepreneurs(it(seems(important(to(be(aware(of(the(kinds(of(social(challenges(one(can(enBcounter.(((
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These(considerations(lead(us(to(the(following(problem(formulation:((
Which#social#challenges#does#SkyHands#as#a#social#enterprise#encounter#in#the#
realisation#process#of#the#project#and#why?((Through(the(entire(process(we(have(discussed(whether(or(not(SkyHands(was(a(realistic(idea(and(what(challenges(the(initiative(might(face.(Have(Marckmann(actually(considered(all(asBpects(needed(when(wanting( to( solve(a(higher( structural(problem( like( this?( In( theory,(our(informants( agree( that( SkyHands( is( a( very( interesting( and( useful( initiative.( However,( it(seems( like( there(are( some(problems(when( it( comes( to( the( implementation(of( the(project,(and(these(are(the(problems(we(wish(to(investigate(further(through(this(project.((
1.3#Definitions#To(get(a(full(understanding(of(our(problem(formulation(we(wish(to(explain(some(of(the(conBcepts(mentioned,(and(elaborate(on(our(understandings(of(them(and(how(we(utilise(them(in(our(project.(((
Realisation#process:#With(realisation(process(we(refer(to(the(time(between(Marckmann’s(idea( has( been( defined( until( SkyHands( starts( functioning(with( employees( and( customers.(Even(though(Marckmann(has(a(CVRBnumber,(we(do(not(perceive(the(realisation(of(the(enBterprise(to(be(complete.((
Social#challenges:(This( is(a( term(we(utilise( to(describe( the(social(difficulties(Marckmann(risk(facing(in(the(realisation(process(of(SkyHands.(With(social(difficulties(we(mean(the(obBstacles(that(can(emerge(when(you(are(working(with(people(in(a(social(setting.(Thus(we(seek(to(incorporate(the(theoretical(perspectives(of(Bourdieu(as(well(as(Goffman,(as(both(of(them(are(situated(within(the(space(of(the(social(arena.((
Social#enterprise:(An(enterprise(can(be(defined( in(different(ways(according(to(what(purBpose( the( enterprise(possesses.( The( social( enterprise(does(not( subtract( anything( from( the(
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regular( definition( of( an( enterprise,( but( adds( a( purpose( to( create( social( value( (Hulgård(&(Andersen:(2009).(Social(enterprise(stands(in(contrast(to(commercial(enterprises(where(the(purpose(is(to(gain(profit(for(personal(and(shareholder’s(wealth((Austin(et(al.(2006:(2).(((
1.4#Clarification#of#Concepts#As(we(wish(to(provide(the(reader(with(the(best(starting(point(as(possible,(we(decided(to(deBfine(some(of(the(concepts(we(utilise(throughout(this(project.(Several(of(the(terms(we(menBtion(below(are(Danish(concepts(that(do(not(have(English(equivalents(thus(we(find(it(importBant(to(define(the(translations(we(have(made.((
Flex#workers:(Flex(workers(are(people(whose(working(capacity(is(permanently(and(signifiBcantly(reduced((Ministry(of(Employment(2014a).(When(referring(to(flex(workers(throughBout(our(project(we(think(of(the(group(of(people(that(we(interviewed(in(focus(groups.(((
Flex#job:#This(refers(to(jobs(specifically(created(to(suit(the(flex(workers’(capacity.(The(emBployer(will(pay(for(the(hours(of(work(he(gets(from(the(flex(worker(and(the(municipality(will(pay(compensation( to(match(a( full( time(salary.(This( full( time(salary(will(be(regulated( from(the(income(the(flex(worker(had(before(he(became(a(flex(worker.(((
The#job#centre:(When(we(are(referring(to(the(employees(from(the(job(centre(through(our(project(this(is(the(four(people(we(conducted(an(interview(with.(These(are(the(ones(who(are(working(with(the(flex(workers(in(Roskilde(municipality.(((
Unemployed:(We(use(the(term(unemployed(when(we(are(referring(to(unemployed(people(that( do( not( necessarily( suffer( from( any( physical( or( mental( limitations( that( reduce( their(working(capacity.(We(acknowledge(that(there(is(a(discrepancy(in(using(this(term(only(about(people( who( are( unemployed( on( regular( terms( as( flex( workers( can( also( be( unemployed.(However( we( needed( a( term( to( differentiate( between( the( unemployed( flex( workers( we(talked(to(and(other(unemployed(people,(we(therefore(chose(the(terms(flex(workers(and(unBemployed(to(describe(the(two(groups.(
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(
Normal:#Goffman(utilises(this(term(when(defining(the(people(without(stigmas.(As(this(proBject( focuses( on( the( structures( of( the( labour(market(we( utilise( this( term(when( describing(people,(who(are(included(in(the(labour(market.(Cf.(chapter(1.0(we(find(these(people(to(be(the(ones(who(are(able(to(conduct(a(full(time(job,(and(thus(live(up(to(the(norm(of(contributing(to(the(society.(((
Abnormal:#As#we(see#normal#as(those(who(are(capable(of(living(up(to(the(norm(of(contriBbuting( to( society,(we(understand# abnormal( people( to(be( the(ones( that( fall( outside(of( this(categorisation.(In(this(particular(project(it(means(that(you(are(not(able(to(work(or(if(you(are(it(is(only(a(limited(number(of(hours.(((
Employment#and#support#allowance:(This(refers(to(the(Danish(term(førtidspension,(which(in(its(essence(is(early(retirement,(but(with(monetary(subsidies(from(the(state.((
Offer#of#Activation:#The(municipality(is(able(to(send(people(who(are(on(social(security(out(in(different(jobs.(It(is(more(of(an(obligation(to(work(for(your(public(benefit(than(an(offer(of(a(job.((In( the( following( chapter(we(wish( to( elaborate( on( the( definition( of( social( enterprises( and(clarify(why(we(believe(SkyHands(to(be(perceived(as(such.(((
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 2.0(Social(Enterprises(B(SkyHands(as(a(WISE(As(we(wish(to( investigate(which(social(challenges(SkyHands(will(encounter( in( the(realisaBtion(process,(we(find(it(relevant(to(commence(by(looking(at(the(general(challenges(and(opBportunities(a(social(enterprise(will(face(as(opposed(to(a(commercial(enterprise.(This(will(lay(the( ground( for( a( short( introduction( of( SkyHands( that( has( been( the( inspirational( socioBeconomic(enterprise(for(this(project.((
2.1#Social#Enterprises#There(are(many(different(definitions(of(social(enterprises(from(which(it(follows(that(the(difBferences(between(social(and(commercial(enterprises(are(not(clearBcut(either.(According(to(Austin,(Stevenson,(and(WeiBSkillern(a(general(distinction(is(made(based(on(the(purpose(that(drives( the( enterprise( (Austin( et( al.( 2006:( 2).( For( social( enterprises,( the( purpose( will( be(social(value,(and(for(commercial(enterprises(the(purpose(will(be(personal(and(shareholder’s(wealth((Ibid.).(One(important(distinction(between(these(two(types(of(enterprises,(is(the(fact(that(market( failure(that(challenges(commercial(enterprises(will(often(create(opportunities(for( social( enterprises( in( terms( of( social( needs( (Ibid.:( 3).( Thus( social( enterprises(will( freBquently(face(an(excess(of(opportunities(to(create(social(value(compared(to(resources(availBable( to(meet( these(social(needs((Ibid.(4).(Although(this( fact(does(create(challenges( for( the(social(enterprises(it(is(their(alternative(business(strategy(and(innovative(minds(that(create(a(demand(for(them(in(the(public(sector(to(help(solve(social(problems((Hulgård(2014:(66).((The(most( urgent( challenges( social( enterprises( face( are( raising(money,( and( recruiting( the(necessary(talents((Austin(et(al.(2006:(12).(Thus,(a(strong(network(is(extremely(important(for(a( social( entrepreneur( in( the( startBup( phase( in( order( to( attract( donors( and( employees.(Equally(as(important(is(to(be(known(by(others(and(to(create(a(good(reputation((Ibid.:(11).(A(good(reputation(can(be(built(on(many(grounds,(and(for(social(enterprises(the(fact(that(they(are(working( towards(meeting(specific( social(needs(can(be(one(of( them.(Social(enterprises(will( often(have(difficulties( competing(with( commercial( enterprises( solely(on( financial( criB
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teria((Nyssens(2014:(219).(They(will(thus(have(to(rely(on(their(ability(to(make(a(good(repuBtation(for(themselves(in(order(to(raise(funds.((In(their(search(for(funds,(social(enterprises(face(another(challenge,(namely(to(stand(by(their(initial(social(purpose.(Holding(on(to(their(initial(identity(can(propose(a(challenge(for(several(reasons.( Initially(when( social( enterprises( experience( pulls( for( contrasting( demands( from(many(different(potential(donors((Austin(et(al.(2006:(7).(Further,( they(can(encounter(presBsure( from( rules( and( regulations,( competition( from( commercial( enterprises,( and(demands(for( both( production( and( social( needs( (Nyssens( 2014:( 220).( Lastly( the( pressure( can( stem(from(changing(contexts,(e.g.(in(the(political(environment((Austin(et(al.(2006:(9).((
2.2#SkyHands#the#WISE#Social(enterprises(will(evidently(face(challenges(simply(caused(by(being(a(social(enterprise.((This(project( is(concerned(with( the(socioBeconomic(enterprise,(SkyHands.( In( the( following,(we(will(shortly(introduce(SkyHands.(The(introduction(is(based(upon(our(interviews(with(the(founder,(Jane(Marckmann(and(her(ideas(for(the(enterprise.(This(will(be(followed(by(a(short(discussion( of( SkyHands( as( a( work( integration( social( enterprise( (WISE).( Further,( we(will(look(into(the(scope(of(the(problems(Marckmann(wishes(to(solve,(and(outline(the(challenges(and(opportunities(that(stem(from(this.((Marckmann(had(the(idea(for(SkyHands(from(an(article(she(read((Appendix(G:(1.54),(as(she(realised(that(there(is(an(uneven(allocation(of(time(between(different(groups(in(our(contemBporary(society.(On(the(one(hand(there(are(many(families(with(children(struggling(to(balance(family( life,( careers,,( and( all( the( practical( daily( tasks,( and( on( the( other( hand( a( rather( big(group(of(unemployed(people(in(short(of(meaningful(activities(to(fill(their(days(with.(MarckBmann(saw(an(obvious(opportunity(in(connecting(these(two(groups((Ibid.:(2.32).(Through(an(app(she(wants(to(set(the(families(up(with(unemployed(people(who(can(help(with(the(daily(tasks(such(as(childcare,(gardening,(doing(groceries,(cooking(and(cleaning((Ibid.:(8.18).(With(this(setup(she(envisions(creating(a(conventional(business(that(will(function(on(regular(marBket( terms( (Ibid.:( 2.45),( and( alongside( generate( jobs( and(welfare,( which( she( perceives( as(
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social(value((Ibid.:(55.18).(However,(as(Marckmann(herself(puts(it:(“There#is#no#physical#sysW
tem#yet,#there#are#many#that#like#the#concept,#and#that#is#fine,#but#there#has#to#be#funding#and#
that#is#what#I#am#doing#at#the#moment”((Ibid.:(5.17).(In(this(regard(creating(an(alliance(with(the(municipality(has(been(crucial((Ibid.:(16.24),(and(currently(Marckmann(is(collaborating(with(the(job(centre(in(Roskilde(municipality’s(department(working(with(flex(workers.(The(job(centre(sees(an(obvious(possibility(for(job(creation(within(SkyHands,(as(it(is(a(challenge(to( find( jobs(for(the(flex(workers((Appendix(F:(30.26)(On(this(background,( it( is(palpable(to(place(SkyHands(in(the(category(of(WISEs,(defined(as(social(enterprises(that(“help#disadvanW
taged#unemployed#people,#who#are#at#the#risk#of#permanent#exclusion#from#the#labour#market”(and(“integrate#them#back#into#work#and#society”((Nyssens(in(Nyssens(2014:(211).(Since(SkyBHands(is(still( in(the(pipeline(there(are(many(details(that(are(not(yet(available(for(analysis,(and(we(must(draw(on(the(ideas(and(visions(that(Marckmann(and(the(job(centre(have(preBsented(us(for.(This(means(that(we(cannot(define(SkyHands(as(a(WISE(based(on(its(governBance(structure(or(its(function.(However,(we(can(place(SkyHands(in(one(of(the(four(categories(suggested(by(Nyssens((Ibid.:(pp.(215)(and(present(the(challenges(and(possibilities(the(conBcept(might(face(being(a(WISE(in(the(process(of(realisation.(((SkyHands(fits(in(two(of(the(four(categories(outlined(by(Nyssens.(The(first(category(of(WISEs(provides(employment(supported(by(public(subsidy,(and(considers(the(demands(of(the(reguBlar(job(market,(as(well(as(the(abilities(of(the((flex)(workers((Nyssens(2014:(215).(However,(the(job(centre(already(encompasses(this(function,(why(SkyHands’(actual(competences(might(be(closer(related(to(the(second(category,(which(offers(self(financed(permanent(employment((Ibid.).( The(municipality( will( in( accordance(with( the( regulation( on( flex( jobs( pay( the( flex(worker(the(gap(between(his(actual(working(hours(and(a(full(time(job((Ministry(of(EmployBment(2014b),(from(which(it(follows(that(there(will(be(no(subsidies(from(the(municipality(for(the(work(actually(done(by(the(flex(worker(in(SkyHands’(framework.((This( fact( might( create( a( challenge( for( SkyHands( because(WISEs( usually( cannot( compete(with( forBprofit( companies(merely( on( financial( criteria( (Nyssens(2014:( 219).(WISEs(might(need( to( compromise(on( the( type(of(product( they(offer( in(order( to( consider( the( skills( and(possibilities(for(their(workers((Ibid.:(221).(Thus,(WISEs(often(depend(on(other(criteria(than(regular(market(standards,(e.g.(the(value(of(integrating(flex(workers(in(the(job(market(when(
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competing(with(forBprofit(companies(for(production(contracts((Ibid.:(218).(Typically(WISEs(are(contracted(to(deliver(a(social(service(for(the(public(sector(whose(choices(can(be(reguBlated(to(take(the(social(missions(of(the(WISE(into(consideration.(At(present,(SkyHands(will(not(have(any(economical(relationship(with(the(municipality.(However,(an(official(document(delineates(a(funding(strategy(that(focuses(on(social(enterprises:(“The#objective#with#a#socio#
economic#strategy#is#to#create#better#framework#conditions#and#growth#in#the#socio#economic#
sector# in# Roskilde#Municipality”*# (Roskilde(municipality( 2014:( 1).( The( document( specifies(that(better# framework# conditions#does( not( include( funding( for( dayBtoBday( operations,( but(must(be(for(the(sake(of(development(projects((Ibid.:(pp.(2).(Finally,(the(document(sees(the(creation(of(jobs(for(marginalised(as(a(central(point(for(the(strategy’s(operation((Ibid.:(pp.(2).(From(this( it(might(be(possible(to(argue(that(Marckmann(still(has(a(possibility(to(apply(for(funds(form(the(municipality.(((SkyHands(will(have(to(compete(on(the(regular(market(of(delivering(services(from(which(it(follows(that(SkyHands’(production(goal(becomes(as(important(as(its(social(goal.(When(setBting(goals(in(order(to(match(the(pressure(of(competing(with(forBprofit(companies,(rules(and(regulations(and(demands(from(the(public(sector,(WISEs(face(the(risk(of(isomorphism((NysBsens(2014:(220).(WISEs( thereby( jeopardise( their( original( identity,( and( the( characteristics(that(initially(set(them(apart(from(commercial(enterprises((Nyssens(2014:(220;(Austin(et(al.(2006:( 17).(However,( in( the( case( of( SkyHands,( as(with(many(other(WISEs,( the(production(goal(becomes(part(of(the(social(goal((Nyssens(2014:(222)(because(the(delivery(of(services(to(the(families(is(of(as(great(social(importance(as(integrating(the(flex(workers(into(the(job(marBket.( It( is(this( inspiration(that(drives(WISEs,(makes(them(innovative,(and(that(creates(a(deBmand(for(them,( in(terms(of(solving(persistent(structural(problems.(Urging(WISEs(to(adopt(only( one( social( objective( might( compromise( the( capacity( for( innovation( (Nyssens( 2014:(223).((In(its(role(as(a(WISE,(SkyHands(faces(different(structural(problems(in(terms(of(delimitations(in(the(legal(field,(competitive(problems(in(terms(of(market(conditions(as(well(as(the(overall(problem(of( trying( to( solve( a(wicked(problem( (Cf.( Chapter(1.2).( Further,(Marckmann,( as( a(social( entrepreneur,( will( be( facing( the( overall( challenges( of( raising( funds( and( creating( a(
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network,( attracting( customers( and(manoeuvring( in( a( field(where(unemployed( are( looked(down( upon( (Cf.( Chapter( 1.0).( In( our( analysis( we( investigate( the( environment( in( which(Marckmann( is(attempting( to(realise(SkyHands,( in(order( to( investigate(how(the( implicated(parties’(perceptions(contribute(to(or(enhance(these(possible(challenges.(((((
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 3.0(Methods(&(Philosophical(Considerations(((In( the( following( chapter(we(will( present( the(methodological( and( philosophical( considerBations(we(have(had(while(working(on(this(project.(The(chapter(will(begin(with(a(presentaBtion(of(our(view(on(philosophy(of(science.(It(continues(with(an(outline(of(research(approach(and(design,( triangulation,(and(subject(positions(after(which(an(exposition(of(our(data(will(follow.(We(will(present(our(considerations(on(delimitations,(critique(of(theory(and(conclude(with(thoughts(on(ethical(conduct(in(research.(((
3.1.#Philosophical#Considerations#on#Social#Contingency#We( believe( that( the( subject( is( created( in( the( relations( that( exist( within( the( surrounding(world.(We(assume(that(society(has(a(clear(impact(on(the(way(that(the(subject(interact(in(and(perceive(the(world.(However,(we(are(also(working(with(our(project(according(to(the(notion(of(the(experiencing,(acting(subject(and(the(idea(that(the(subject(somewhat(consciously(adBjusts(to(the(structures(in(its(own(way.(Thus(it(can(be(argued(that(the(perception(of(reality(is(created( by( the( sum( of( several( different( lifeBworld( experiences( combined(with( the( knowBledge(that(the(subject(absorbs(through(socialisation((Poulsen(1999:(132).(On(this(basis(we(see(a(dialectical(relation(between(agent(and(structure,(and(we(believe(that(if(one(wishes(to(investigate(a(subject(matter(it(is(necessary(to(include(reflections(from(both(the(microB(and(macroBlevel.(((With(these(considerations(in(mind(we(see(ourselves(working(in(a(philosophical(framework(that(converge(to(the(sociologists(Peter(Berger(and(Thomas(Luckmann’s(conception(of(social(constructionism.(Social(constructionism(is(here(an(expression(of(how(“[…](knowledge#is#not#
confined#to#the#world#of#science#but#is#also#to#be#found#in#the#everyday#world#where#social#acW
tors#cognitively#construct#their#world#using#cognitive#structures”((Delanty(and(Strydom(2010:(373).((
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Our(ontological( stance( is( that(we(perceive( the(world( as( socially( contingent.(This( includes(actions,(events,(processes(as(well(as(our(cognitive(patterns(of(thinking,(as(these(are(also(a(product(of(our(surroundings((Delanty(2005:(45).(Our(understanding(of(the(world(around(us(derives( from( these( cognitive( patterns.(Within( this( perspective( lies( the( consideration( that(the( subject( is( born( into( a( world( where( social( structures( and( meanings( are( preBexisting((Wenneberg(2002:(203).(Even(though,(we(feel(as(if(the(society(we(live(in(goes(beyond(our(lives,(it(is(actually(constructed(and(upheld(by(us(through(the(forms(of(interaction(and(comBmunication,(which(exist(in(our(everyday(lives.(The(social(structures(are(learned,(altered,(and(accepted( through(our( subjective( interpretation(of( our(upbringing( (Wenneberg(2002:(91).(Further,(our( language(creates( the(meaning( in( the(things(we(experience(and(the(situations(we(end(up(in(as(Berger(and(Luckmann(write:(“[...]#language#marks#the#coWordinates#of#my#life#
in#society#and#fills#that#life#with#meaningful#objects”((Berger(and(Luckmann(1966:(21).(((Further,(Berger(and(Luckmann(describe(how(people(have(a(tendency(to(create(habits(on(the(basis(of(their(actions.(Through(time(these(habits(are(externalised(and(spread(out((WenneBberg(2003:(91).(We(believe(that(values(and(ideas(are(externalised(the(same(way(as(habits(are.(With(this( in(mind,( it(can(be(argued(that( the(thought(of(your( identity(crumbling(when(you(lose(your(job,(or(the(idea(that(unemployed(people(are(lazy(free(riders((Cf.(Chapter(1.0)(can(be(externalised(and(told(as(a(truth(in(our(society.(Such(externalisations(might(cause(the(realisation(of(SkyHands(problems(when(it(comes(to(creating(a(relation(between(busy(famiBlies(who(are(active(on(the(labour(market,(and(unemployed(flex(workers(that(have(not(been(a(part(of(the(labour(market(for(a(while.(Thus,(we(find(it(relevant(to(look(at(how(the(families(and(the(flex(workers(perceive(each(other(and(themselves.(((Further,(Berger(and(Luckmann(describe(how(we(use(typifactory(schemes(all(the(time,(espeBcially( if(we(need(to(explain(unexpected(events(taking(place( in(our(everyday(lives.(TypifacBtory(schemes(can(be(seen(as(the(way(we(try(to(categorise(the(people(we(encounter(in(differBent(boxes(such(as( ‘flex(worker’,( ‘unemployed’,(or( ‘career(driven’.(As(Berger(and(Luckmann(write:(“The#reality#of#everyday#life#contains#typificatory#schemes#in#terms#of#which#others#are#
apprehended#and#“dealt#with”# in# the# faceWtoWface#encounters”((Berger(and(Luckmann(1966:(29).(Of(course(these(schemes(will(be(modified(along(the(way(as(the(encounter(takes(place.(
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Considering( our( subject(matter,( one( could( imagine( that( a( family(might( discover( that( the(typificatory(scheme(‘unemployed’(is(not(necessarily(synonymous(with(‘lazy’,(‘free(rider’,(or(‘someoneBweBhaveBtoBtakeBcareBof’((Cf.(Chapter(1.0).((We(explain(the(events(on(the(basis(of(the(conception(of(the(reality(we(know.(So(we(try(to(explain(things(in(a(way,(so(they(fit(into(the(knowledge(that(we(already(have.(The(knowledge(that(can(be(seen(as(an(internalisation(of(the(dominating(discourses(in(our(society.(This,(of(course,(will(also(determine(how(we(react( towards(people(whom(have(been( imposed(with(different(schemes((Berger(and(Luckmann(1966:(29).(Our(philosophical(point(of(departure(means(that(we(additionally(need(to(see(beyond(what(the(flex(workers(and(the(busy(families(say(about(SkyHands(and(also(discuss(the(labour(marBket( in(a(broader(perspective,(as( the(societal(structures(play(a(big(part( in(determining(our(mind(patterns.(((We(find(ourselves(within(a(metatheoretical(paradigm(where(we(must(accept(that(any(truth(is(subjected(to(the(reality(of(the(interaction(between(precognitions,(interpretations(and(the(interaction(between(the(field(of(research(and(the(researcher.(This(ultimately(means(that(as(we( interact(with(the( interpretation(of(our(research,(we(also(subjectively( the(research( furBther(to(our(own(understanding.(((For(us(to(reach(one(distinct(result(has(never(been(the(objective(of(this(project(–(neither(is(it(relevant(or(possible( in(the(philosophical( framework(that(we(have(constructed(around(our(work.(What(we(wish(to(investigate(is(how(the(truths(and(understandings(people(produce(in(the(relations(contribute(to(creating(challenges(for(a(WISE(like(SkyHands.((
3.2#Research#Approach#The(project(had(a(tangible(commencement(as(we(chose(to(work(with(SkyHands(and(thus(we(had( a( demarcated( field( very( early( in( the( process.( After( a( preliminary( interview(with( the(founder(of(SkyHands(we(decided(on(a(theory(in(the(field(of(social(capital,(and(on(this(backBground(we( conducted( our( interviews( and( focus( groups.( The( collected( empirical( data( has(formed( the( frame( for( the( theory( and( hence( for( the( analysis.( This( goes( in( line( with(
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Bourdieu's( research( approach,( as( he( believes( that( every( kind( of( knowledge( is( contextual(and(data(must(be(viewed(in(the(light(of(this((Bourdieu(2007:(91).(To(be(able(to(utilise(the(dataset( in( a( broader( perspective,( we(must( however( not( enslave( ourselves( to( Bourdieu's(method,(but(rather(keep(it(in(mind(as(an(inspiration(for(our(research(approach.(Afterwards,(we(returned(to(our(theoretical(framework(to(refine(our(use(of(the(concepts(as(well(as(reasBsess(if(we(needed(alternative(notions(to(comprehend(our(project(to(the(fullest.(As(Morgan(writes(“[...]#the#actual#process#of#moving#between#theory#and#data#never#operates#in#only#one#
direction”#(Morgan(2007:(70),(thus(we(use(a(dialectical(and(dynamic(process(in(the(project.(((
3.3#Theoretical#Triangulation#of#Bourdieu#and#Goffman#As(we(have(chosen(to(utilise(a(theoretical( framework(consisting(of(Goffman(and(Bourdieu(we(find(it(relevant(to(reflect(upon(triangulation,(as(we(acknowledge(that(the(two(theorists(have(different(points(of(departure(in(regards(to(the(relation(between(structure(and(agent.(Theory(triangulation(is(a(way(of(analysing(data(from(different(perspectives.(It(can(be(argued(that(triangulation(can(be(used(as(a(way(of(validating(one’s( findings(“[...]#when#results# from#
part#of#the#study#are#confirmed#by#congruent#(not#necessarily#equal)#results#from#other#parts#
of# the# study”# (Ammenwerth(et.( al(2003:(244).(Further,( it( can(be(argued( that( triangulation(can(both(lead(to(a(more(complete(understanding(of(your(subject(matter,(but(it(can(also(show(divergent(results,(which(can(be(very(important.(Ammenwerth(elaborates:(“[...]#as#divergent#
results#can#especially#highlight#some#points,#present#new#information#and#lead#to#further# inW
vestigation”#(Ibid.:(245).(On( the( basis( of( our( philosophy( of( science( our( theoretical( triangulation( is( not( focused( on(reaching(a(truth(or(the(only(result(possible.(It(is(focused(on(“[...](adding#a#sense#of#richness#
and#complexity#to#the#inquiry”((Bryman(2008:(4).(We(acknowledge(that(a(common(mistake(when(making(use(of(triangulation(is(to(think(that(it( is(possible( to(compare( two( theories(and(rank( them(alongside(each(other( (Ibid.).(This( is(not(our(objective.(We(believe(that(we(can(illuminate(both(microB(and(macroBlevel(and(thus(create(a(more(nuanced(presentation(of( the( subject(matter( in(our(analysis( and(discussion,(which(in(turn(will(serve(to(emphasise(and(strengthen(the(external(validation.((
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3.4#Subject#Positions#As(researchers(we( find( it( important( to(acknowledge(that(we(see(the(world( from(a(certain(perspective.(In(line(with(our(philosophical(positions,(we(perceive(ourselves(as(coBproducers(of( the( knowledge(we( generate,( but( at( the( same( time( as( subjects( to( structures( in( society(dominated(by(specific(discourses.(In(our(problem(area(we(claim(that(there(is(a(discourse(in(the(Danish( society( that( frowns(upon(unemployed(people.(As(no(one( can(be( set( free( from(discourses,(we(find(it(relevant(to(investigate(which(subject(positions(we(have.(This(is(espeBcially( important( as(we( utilise( a( theoretical( framework( that( partly( consists( of( Bourdieu,( a(theorist( who( praises( a( critical( selfBreflexive( research( approach.( We( all( have( preBunderstandings(of(our(subject(matter(that(will(affect(the(way(we(see(our(project,( the(data(we(gather,(and(the(conclusions(we(make(in(the(end.(We(do(not(see(this(as(a(problem,(but(as(something(that(is(necessary(to(be(aware(of.(((One(of(the(interesting(subject(positions(that(we(have(found(to(exist(in(our(group(is(that(we(are(split(when(it(comes(to(the(question(of(structure(versus(agency.(Some(members(of(our(group(believe(the(matters(of(stress(and(unemployment(to(be(problems(at(a(structural(level(and(not( an( issue( that( individuals( can(actually(deal(with,( as( they(are( subjected( to( the(disBcourses(that(saturate(the(way(we(see(things.(Others(in(the(group(have(a(clear(agency(focus(and(believe(that(if(change(will(happen,(it(will(happen(as(a(bottomBup(movement.(((A(point(that(several(group(members(raised(was(that(Marckmann,(the(creator(of(SkyHands,(does(not( seem( to(have( very(much( experience(within( the( field( of( social( entrepreneurship.(This(might(also(be(the(reason(why(it(seems(like(she(just(follows(her(first(impulses,(when(it(comes( to( her( enterprise.( The( reason( for( claiming( this( is( that(Marckmann( started( out( by(claiming(she(wished(to(work(with(unemployed(people(and(afterwards(moved(her(attention(to( flex( workers,( because( Roskilde( municipality( recommended( this( group( and( offered( to(help.(In(some(ways(she(is(in(a(vulnerable(position(in(the(startBup(phase(where(help(of(any(sort(is(welcome,(even(though(it(might(change(her(original(plan.(((Another(interesting(subject(position(is(that(no(one(in(the(group(had(extensive(knowledge(of(flex(workers(in(the(commencement(of(the(project.(However,(this(did(not(stop(us(from(havB
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ing(several(opinions(about(them.(From(this(acknowledgement(we(realised(that(we(wanted(to(examine(the(field(even(more(to(gain(knowledge(about(flex(workers,(their(situations,(and(the(rules(and(regulation(that(exist(when(being(a(flex(worker.(During(our(discussion(on(subBject(positions,(one( from(our(group(said( that( flex(workers(might(be(a(misunderstood(cateBgory,(as(it(differs(a(lot(from(being(unemployed(on(regular(terms.(Some(of(the(other(remarks(that(were(brought(up(regarding(the( flex(workers(were(that( they(pity( themselves(and(that(their(position(was(selfBinflicted.((Furthermore,(we(discussed(the(parents(in(the(busy(families,(whom(we(interviewed(as(a(part(of( our( data( gathering.(Our( understanding(was( that( the( families(might( frown(upon(unemBployed( and( flex(workers.( This( stems( from( our( understanding( of( the(Danish( discourse( on(employment( that( suggests( that( importance( lies(not( in(who(you(are,( but(what( you(do( and(thus(unemployed(people(are(viewed(as(less(worth((Werge(2014).((It( is( interesting( to( see(how(several(of(our(group(members(questioned(whether(SkyHands(actually(will( be( able( to( solve( the( described( structural( challenge,( or( if( the( enterprise(will(provide(a(stopBgap(measure.(This(point(will(be(further(elaborated(in(our(discussion.(((
3.5#Data#Collection#&#Empirical#Delimitation#Qualitative(research(is(a(tool(to(investigate(individuals(and(their(lifeBworld(and(it(suits(the(more(explorative(perspective(we(wish(to(undertake(in(this(project((Bryman(2008:(393).(The(reason(why(we(chose(the(qualitative(data(approach(was(mainly(because(we(wanted(to(analyse(and(understand(the(potential(of(SkyHands(and(how(it(would(be(received(by(its(imBplicated( parties.(We(wish( to( utilise( the( qualitative( insight( to( explain( and( understand( the(social(challenges(in(the(realisation(of(SkyHands.(Our(empirical(data(does(not(qualify(to(make(a(safe(prediction(of(the(future(of(SkyHands(and(how(or(if(it(will(have(success(as(a(social(enBterprise.(The(aim(of(the(project(however,(is(to(point(out(which(social(issues(we(can(identify(with( the( qualitative( insight( of( the( implicated( parties,( and( which( challenges( SkyHands( is(facing(in(the(realisation(process.(We(thereby(remove(ourselves(from(a(positivistic(methodBology(with( the(purpose(of( identifying,(verifying,(and(producing(regularities(within( the( reB
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search.(Our(adherence(to(a(more(qualitative(methodology(means(that( the( interview(situaBtion(in(itself(is(both(contextual(and(unique,(and(that(every(phenomenon(has(its(own(strucBture(and(logic((Kvale(and(Brinkmann(2009:(287).(By(analysing(meaning(and(structure(howBever,(we(believe(that(we(can(remove(ourselves(from(the(perspective(of(all(knowledge(being(unique(and(contingent(to(the(distinct(situation.((We(believe(that(knowledge(is(contextual(and(we(acknowledge(that(this(will(affect(the(way(we( conduct( our( research( and( the( understandings( we( have( of( our( data.( The( qualitative(methods(we(utilise(in(the(project(support(the(problem(formulation,(as(we(want(to(investiBgate( the(understandings(and(prejudices( that( the( flex(workers(and(the( families(have(about(SkyHands( to(gain( insight( to( the(hindrances(and(possibilities( for(SkyHands.(The( conversaBtions(during(the(interviews(create(a(chance(to(get(detailed(insights(on(the(individual’s(opinBion.(Quantitative(data(would(not(have(given(us( the(opportunity( to(understand( immediate(and(valuable(knowledge.(We(do(need( to( confront( and( challenge( the( families’( and( the( flex(workers’(opinions(in(order(discover(the(real(potential(and(challenges(in(the(realisation(proBcess.(((
3.5.1#Semi:Structured#Interviews#We( chose( to( conduct( semiBstructured( interviews,( as( we(wanted( a(more( flexible( process.(This(process(has(provided(leeway(for(the(informants(to(share(their(point(of(views,(which(is(how(we(as(researchers(can(gain(a(broader(knowledge(perspective.(Furthermore,(the(semiBstructured( interview( supplied( an(option( for( us( to( advance(our( knowledge(within( specific(themes((Kvale(and(Brinkmann(2009:(18).((The( semiBstructured( interview,( as( a( qualitative( method,( requires( refined( preparation( on(one’s(position(as(a(researcher.(It(is(important(to(know(what(the(available(knowledge(of(the(field(is,(and(how(this(will(influence(the(relationship(between(the(interviewer(and(the(interBviewee(and(the(data(produced,(and(finally(how(this(will(influence(the(presented(interpretaBtion((Ibid.:(100).((We(used( social(media( and(our(personal(networks( to( find( families( for( the( interviews.(Our(main(criteria(were(that(the(families(had(to(live(in(Roskilde(municipality,(as(this(is(the(area(
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where(SkyHands(has(its( focus(at(the(moment.(Furthermore,(we(wanted(families(with(chilBdren(no(older(than(twelve(years(old,(as(our(wish(was(to(investigate(how(the(families(could(make(their(everyday(lives(come(together(with(careers(and(children.(On(the(social(media(we(wrote:(“For#our#project#at#Roskilde#University#we#are#looking#for#families#in#the#municipality#
of#Roskilde#to#participate#in#short#interviews#about#their#everyday#lives.#Do#we#know#anyone#
that#knows#someone?”*(As(we(did(not(know(any(families(with(children(in(Roskilde,(we(drew(upon(our(network(and(through(this(we(obtained(contacts(to(three(families,(where(we(interBviewed(the(parents.(We(ended(up(with(six(informants(to(represent(the(busy(families.(As(we(did(not(find(any(of(the(interviewed(families(in(our(immediate(network,(we(believe(to(have(reached(a(wider(group(of(people(that(do(not(necessarily(have(the(same(preBunderstandings(as(we(do.((((Before( the( interviews(were(conducted,(we(created(an( interview(guide( that(contained(sevBeral(openBended(research(questions( (Appendix( I).(As(mentioned(above(we(wished( to(give(our(informants(the(opportunity(to(share(knowledge(that(might(not(have(been(presented(if(the(interviews(had(been(too(structured,(and(if(we(had(not(been(open(towards(the(new(perBspectives(that(a(semiBstructured(interview(can(reveal.(It(was(important(for(us(not(to(control(the(interview(too(much(but(instead(let(the(informants(take(the(lead(and(describe(what(they(saw(as(important.(This(follows(the(line(of(our(research(strategy,(as(we(see(our(informants(as(experts(in(their(own(lifeBworlds((Kvale(and(Brinkmann(2009:(45).(((Through(the(interviews(we(wished(to(obtain(an(insight(to(how(the(parents(felt(about(their(supposed(busy( lives.(When( framing( and(analysing( the( semiBstructured( interview( “[…]# the#
emphasis# must# be# on# how# the# interviewee# frames# and# understands# issues# and# events# […]”#(Bryman(2008:(438).(With(a(basis(in(our(philosophical(and(methodological(considerations(we( must( view( our( subject( matter( from( at( firstBperson( perspective.( Furthermore,( semiBstructured(interviews(can(create(better(workability(for(analysing(the(empirical(knowledge(and(it(is(easy(to(follow(the(researcher(and(demonstrate(a(better(transparency(when(there(is(a(clear(structure(and(the(interview(guide(is(prepared(in(advance.(This(is(also(why(the(interBview(guides(are(attached(to(the(project(in(the(appendix.((
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3.5.2#Focus#Groups#We(wished(to(gain(different(perspectives(and(views(on(SkyHands(and(thus(we(chose(to(conBduct(focus(groups(with(the(flex(workers(to(compliment(the(semiBstructured(interviews(that(we(conducted(with(the(families.(The(aim(was(to(grasp(how(they(perceived(SkyHands.((We(found(our(focus(group(participants(through(the(job(centre(in(Roskilde(who(have(a(manBdatory(meeting( for( the( flex(workers(every(Friday( from(9B11(o’clock,( in(which(our(project(group(was(invited(to(participate.(At(the(meeting(one(and(a(half(hour(was(put(at(our(disposal(and(in(this(timespan(we(conducted(our(focus(groups.(We(created(two(groups(with(four(peoBple(in(each(and(the(focus(groups(each(lasted(approximately(an(hour.(((The(focus(group(method(is(an(alternative(group(interview(where(participants(discuss(speBcific( predetermined( topics,( and( the( investigation( of( the( construction( and(meaning(within(the( group( is( the( objective( (Bryman(2012:( 502).(During( the( session( the( participants( chalBlenged(each(other’s(stands(and(built(new(understandings(of(each(other’s(situations(and(lives(as(flex(workers.(Because(the(flex(workers(are(personally(involved(in(the(matter,(they(could(qualify( the(debate(with( their( insights( (Bryman(2012:(503).( In( this(way(we(are(able( to(exBplore(the(research(question(in(depth.((To(conduct(a(focus(group(there(must(be(a(moderator,(a(person(to(make(sure(that(the(proBcess( stays( on( track( (Bryman( 2012:( 508).( New( perspectives( easily( emerge( by( allowing( a(fairly(free(rein(to(the(discussion,(and(it(gives(the(participants(a(chance(to(lead(the(discussion(into( areas( that( are( important( for( them.(However,( it( is( important( to( pay( attention( to( and(avoid( unwanted( group( effects( such( as( conflicts( between( participants( (Ibid.).( The( focus(group(is(a(process(that(must(be(structured,(but(at(the(same(time(is(meant(to(inspire(particiBpants(to(speak(their(minds(freely(so(the(researcher(does(not(miss(out(on(new(and(valuable(insights.(The(moderation(needs(to(be(done(with(a(great(sense(of(intuition((Ibid.).((There(exist(different(opinions(about(whether(it( is(better(to(choose(participants(who(know(each(other(beforehand,(or(if(it(is(better(to(gather(participants(who(are(mutually(estranged.(In( our( focus( groups( the( participants( had(met( before,( as( they( are( all( attending( the( same(
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course(at(the(job(centre.(Nevertheless,(we(believe(that(this(had(a(positive(effect(on(our(emBpirical(data.(They(were,(however,(not(familiar(with(each(other(prior(to(the(course.(The(reBsearcher( Jenny( Kitzinger( argues( that( the( quality( of( the( research( increases( by( involving(groups(that(are(already(established(because(the(situation(becomes(more(natural(and(so(do(the(discussions((Bryman(2012:(508).(They(had(an(understanding(for(each(other’s(situations,(which(we(believe(created(an(honest(and(understanding(atmosphere,(where(the(discussions(came(naturally(and( the(participants( felt( free( to(state( their(opinions(of( the(research( topics(guided(by(the(moderator.(On(the(other(hand,(because(of(the(familiarity,(we(had(precautions(about(how(to(avoid(discussions(where(meanings(were(taken(for(granted.(It(is(important(for(the(quality(of( the(research( to(make( it(possible( to(analyse( the(meaning(of(what(have(been(said((Ibid.).(However,(controlled(by(the(moderator(we(avoided(those(kinds(of(discussions.((
3.6#Delimitations#on#Applied#Theory#Our( two(main( theorists( in( the(project( are(Bourdieu(and(Goffman.(We(do(not(unfold( their(entire(conceptual(frameworks,(but(utilise(specific(elements(from(their(theories:(Bourdieu’s(concepts( of( habitus( and( capital,( and(Goffman’s( concepts( about( categorisation( and( stigma.#We(are(aware(that(a(full(outline(of(the(theories(of(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(would(provide(the(reader(with(a(more(varied(understanding(of( their( conceptual( frameworks,(but(we(do(not(consider(their(different(concepts(as(inseparable(for(the(cohesion(of(the(project(and(thus(we(do(not( feel( that(understanding( is( lost.(We(have(chosen(these(specific( theories(because(we(deem(them(most(relevant(for(the(problem(area(of(SkyHands.(((SkyHands(is(the(focal(point(in(our(project,(and(we(have(chosen(to(investigate(SkyHands(at(the( time( of(writing.(Marckmann( has( established( a(working( relationship(with( the(municiBpality( in(Roskilde,(which(has(determined( the( focus( from(which( she( is(working.(We( could(have(chosen(to(examine(SkyHands’(potential(in(a(broader(view(by(contacting(other(municiBpalities(in(the(nearby(communities(and(discussing(the(possibilities(for(collaborations.(((Our(empirical(data(contains(an(interview(with(the(job(centre(in(Roskilde(municipality,(two(focus(groups(with(eight(flex(workers,(and(semi(structured(interviews(with(three(families(in(
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Roskilde.(We(are(aware(of(the(delimitation(that(lies(in(only(interviewing(three(families.(We(assessed(that(the(empirical(data(collected(after(the(three(interviews(was(enough(to(conduct(an(analysis.(We(did(not(believe(that(more(empirical(data(would(have(contributed(with(beneBficial(knowledge(for(our(further(investigation.(Our(goal( is(not(to(generalise(or(to(draw(deBfinitive(conclusions,(but(to(gain(a(greater(understanding(about(which(kind(of(social(challenBges(SkyHands(faces(in(the(realisation(process.(((
3.7#Considerations#on#Critique#The( following( chapters(will( present( some(of( our( criticisms( regarding( our(methodological(choices(and(our(empirical(sources(as(well(as(considerations(on(reliability,(validity(and(ethBics.((
3.7.1#Methodological#Critique#We(chose(early(in(the(process(not(to(make(a(transcript(of(our(gathered(empirical(data.(We(are(aware(that(this(will(leave(us(without(a(methodological(key(concept(in(our(approach(to(manage( and( interpret( the( data( derived( from( the( interviews.( Through( the( process( of( onBgoing(discussions(and(categorisations(of(our(theoretical(outline(we(have,(as(a(group(and(as(individuals,( listened( to( the( interviews( several( times.( We( argue( that( the( insight( gained(through(transcribing(would(be(preBexisting(and(the(basis(for(transcribing(hence(redundant.(It( is( important(to(acknowledge(that(a(semiBstructured(interview(is(not(an(equal(conversaBtion(between(two(people.(It(is(the(researcher(that(defines(the(themes,(decides(which(quesBtions(that(deserve(a(followBup,(and(determines(when(a(new(question(is(brought(to(the(table((Kvale(and(Brinkmann(2009:(45).(This(means( that(we(as( interviewers(pick(and(chose( the(themes(and(direction(of(the(interview(according(to(our(own(interpretation(of(meaning(and(usefulness,(not(only(in(the(interview(situation,(but(also(before(the(interview(is(actually(initiBated.(By(producing(an(interview(guide(with(a(thematic(direction,(we(construct(an(artificial(auspiciousness(for(confirmation(and(validation(of(our(precognitions.(This( is(especially( imBportant(to(note(when(working(with(a(marginalised(segment(to(whom(stigmatised(precogniBtions(is(supposedly(part(of(their(everyday(life.((
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3.7.2#Validating#Factors#for#Reliability#This(chapter(will(discuss(and(summarise(the(internal2B(and(external#validity3(of(our(methodBological(approach(to(SkyHands(as(well(as(determining(the(reliability4(and(transferability5(of(the(conclusions(drawn.(((Bryman(views(validity(as(the(“integrity#of#the#conclusions#that#are#generated#from#a#piece#of#
research”((Bryman(2008:(31),(which(we(view(as(the(correlation(between(the(collected(data(and(the(outcome.(As(we(focus(on(understanding(the(social(setting(of(our(subject(matter,(we(rely(on(our(understanding(and(interpretation(of(the(behavioural(meaning(and(cognitions(of(the(social(settings(of(the(families(as(well(as(of(the(flex(workers.(This(means(that(when(formBing(an(argument(for(a(conclusion(rooted(deep(in(this(understanding(it(adds(to(the(contexBtual(reliance(while(defeating(the(transferability(of(the(argument(and(hence(exacerbating(the(external(validity((Ibid.:(pp.(376).(((To(strengthen( the( reliability( (Bryman(2008:(pp.(377),(we(have(provided(a(meticulous(exBplanation(of(our(interview(methods,(our(understanding(and(precognitions(on(the(field,(and(the(extracted(transcripts(analysed.(This(serves(the(purpose(of(establishing(information(for(any(reader(to(assess(the(justifiability(of(our(theoretical(inferences.(This(also(gives(a(notion(of(the(transparency(of(our(argument(in(the(making.(Finally,(this(provides(a(notion(of(a(defiBcit(in(our(internal(validity.(The(two(focus(groups(were(conducted(simultaneously,(with(flex(workers(from(the(same(job(centre,(and(this(serves(to(deepen(our(understanding(of(the(curBrent(flex(workers(in(Roskilde.(In(doing(this(we(disregarded(the(sensitive(psychological(naBture(of(our(subject( field.(Furthermore,( this(specific(method(had(a(negative( impact(on(parBticipants(from(each(focus(group.(Fie(felt(her(contribution(to(the(focus(group(was(of(less(imBportance,( and( ended( up( leaving( prematurely( (Appendix( E:( 34.41),( while( the( other( focus((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((2(The(internal(validity(revolves(around(the(concept(of(the(field,(which(is(being(investigated,(really(is(what's(being(investigated.(In(this(regard,(it(is(important(to(note(to(which(degree(the(research(design(provides(a(basis(for(clear(and(unambiguous(conclusions(from(the(dataset((Kvale(and(Brinkmann(2009:(pp.(225).(3(External(validity(focuses(on(the(degree(to(which(the(empirical(findings(can(be(generalised(in(addition(to(the(specific(research,(and(parallels(the(transferability(of(the(argument.((Bryman(2008:(376).((4(Reliability(concerns(the(degree(of(consistency(over(time.(Would(another(research(team(get(the(same(results(by(repeating(using(the(same(methodology.(In(this(regard(it(is(important(to(note(any(methodological(errors((Kvale(XX:(231).(5(Transferability(directly(refers(and(relies(to/on(external(validity. 
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group( had( to( be(momentarily( interrupted( because( of( Tove( leaving( the( group( for( several(minutes(due(to(a(wavering(interest(in(her(surroundings((Appendix(D:(29.39).((During(the(interviews(and(the(focus(groups(there(were(examples(of(the(interviewer(and(the(moderator(directing(specific(and(leading(followBup(questions(to(clarify(the(vague(answers.(While( this,( by( nature,( may( lead( the( interviewee( in( a( certain( direction,( this( was( done( to(verify(our(understanding(and(thereby(eliminating(possible(ambiguous(meanings.(Combined(with(our( research(position,(we(experienced( that( this( served( to( clarify( and( strengthen( the(internal(validity.((Every(interview(and(focus(group(was(conducted(in(the(native(language(of(the(interviewed(to( lessen(any(lingual(challenges,(and(thereby(strengthening(our(internal(validity.(By(doing(so(we(subject(ourselves(to(a(lingual(challenge,(when(translating(the(empiric(findings.(HowBever,( as(we( are( analysing( the(meaning,( this( does(not( suffer( from( translation.( For( readers(who(cannot(understand(Danish,(the(transparency(and(thereby(dependability(is(nevertheless(weakened.((
3.7.3#Ethical#Considerations#and#Critique#of#Empirical#Sources##In( our( contemporary( society( we( see( a( tendency( towards( a( tabooing( of( unemployment((Werge(2014).( It( is( a( sensitive( subject,( and( thus(we( find( it( important( to( reflect( upon(our(ethical(conduct( in(our(research,(as(Bryman(points(out(“[...]#writers#often#differ#quite#widely#
from#each#other#over#ethical#issues#and#questions#[...]”((Bryman(2008:(113).(In(the(following(subBchapter(we(wish( to( give( an( account( of(what(we(perceive( to( be( acceptable( behaviour(when(conducting(research,(as(well(as(present(our(considerations(on(the(empirical(sources(we(have.((The(reason(why(the(flex(workers(have(been(approved(for(a(flex(job(is(due(their(physical(and(psychological(disabilities.( For( some(people( this(might(be(an(emotional( topic( and( to(make(them(elaborate(on(their(personal(experiences(on(this(matter,(we(made(an(effort(in(order(to(create(a(safe(space(for(the(flex(workers(to(explain(their(personal(story.(An(example(is(that(
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we(went(to(great(length(to(explain(that(the(recordings(that(we(made(on(a(Dictaphone(during(the(focus(groups(were(for(academic(use.(We(emphasised(that(they(could(talk(freely(as(their(utterances(would(not(be(made(public.((Further,(a(perspective( that(we(had( to( take( into(consideration(was(how(much( information(our(informants(should(be(given(prior(to(their(interviews,(as(we(wanted(them(to(answer(as(spontaneously( as( possible.( As( Bryman(writes( “[...]# researchers# often#want# to# limit# particiW
pants’#understanding#of#what#the#research#is#about#so#that#they#respond#more#naturally#[...]”((Bryman(2008:(125).(We(could(have(risked(making( the(respondents(nervous(or(unsure( if(we(had(presented(the(project’s(purpose(in(a(way(that(contradicted(with(their(worldBview,(especially(if(the(subject(matter(is(seen(as(a(taboo.(On(the(other(hand,(it(was(important(that(we(made( it( clear( how(much( information( it(was( ethically( acceptable( to( keep( from(our( reBspondents((Harrits(et.(al.(2010:(169).(That(is(why(we(made(the(presentation(of(the(project(as(short(as(ethically(acceptable.(For(the(sake(of(our(informants’(right(to(privacy(we(decided(to(change(their(names(and(to(as(a(big(extent(as(possible(to(make(them(unrecognisable.(((Further,(we(find( it(relevant(to(reflect(upon(the(fact(that(we(have(chosen(to(work(with(the(interview(we(conducted(with(the(employees(from(the(job(centre(as(an(expert(source.(Their(positions,( as(experts,(derive( from( their( close(affiliation( to( the( flex(workers( in( the(municiBpality( of(Roskilde.(However,( the( job( centre( has( a( clear( interest( in( producing( relevant( job(opportunities(for(the(flex(workers(in(the(municipality(and(it(came(to(our(attention(that(as(a(public( body,( the( job( centre( is( required( to( increase( their( cooperation(with( socioeconomic(businesses( (Appendix( F:( 09.16;( Roskilde( municipality( 2014:( 2).( By( interviewing( the( tarBgeted( client(base( (the( families)( of( SkyHands,( and(by( reflecting(upon( the( families(possible(use(of(SkyHands,(as(a(social(enterprise,(one(can(argue(that(we(induce(a(false(environment(where( we( delimited( ourselves( from( the( perspective( of( SkyHands( marketing( themselves(thus( creating( the( idea(of( SkyHands(as( a( viable(option.(This( can(be( seen(as(neglecting( the(core(problem(with(the(busy(families,(which(SkyHands(is(trying(to(solve.(
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(4.0(Theory((In(the(following(chapter(we(wish(to(describe(our(theoretical(framework.(Firstly(an(account(of(Goffman(and(his(notions(of(categorisation(and(stigma(will(be(given.(This(account(will(be(followed(by(a(description(of(Bourdieu(as(our(other(main(theorist,(by(presenting(his(concept(of(habitus(the(forms(of(capital,(and(conversion(of(capital.(At(the(end(of(each(theoretical(reBview,(we(will(present(weaknesses(in(utilising(these(distinct(theories.(Our(chapter(on(theory(will(end(with(an(explanation(of(our(theoretical(triangulation.(That(is,(why(we(find(it(relevant(to(utilise(two(theorists(with(different(philosophical(outsets(in(our(project(and(how(it(is(posBsible.(
4.1#Erving#Goffman#When(analysing(the(intricacy(of(the(meeting(and(possible(collaboration(between(a(presumBably(stigmatised(segment(and(regularly(working(families,(we(find(it(relevant(to(make(use(of(sociologist(Erving(Goffman's(theorem(on(social(categorisation.(To(this(end(we(will(specifiBcally(explore(the(concept(of(stigmatisation,(as(this(will(supply(us(with(an(insight(to(a(definBing(factor(in(this(social(arena.(((
4.1.2#Categorisation#Goffman(sees(the(meeting(of(individuals(as(a(social(arena(where(each(party(corresponds(to(each(other(by(analysing(and(assessing(available(information(on(the(other(party.(This(inforBmation(can(be(prepossessed(or(sought(to(be(gained(in(the(specific(meeting((Goffman(1956:(1).( Impalpable(elements(as(charisma(and(body( language(are(examples(of( information(one(passes( on( to( one’s( social( surroundings( subconsciously.( Typically( the( information( that( is(sought( is( anything( from( self( conception( and( competence( to( trustworthiness( (Ibid.:( 11).(When(analysing( flex(workers(who,(as(a(group,(seem(to(be(preBdisposed(of(external( judgeBment( on( character,( the(nature( of( the( information( that( defines( the( initial( categorisation( is(crucial.(As(social(identity(is(built(projected(and(understood(on(the(foundation(of(this(inforBmation.( In( this( social( arena( the( first( impression( forms( a( determining( factor( for( how(we(
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categorise( and( view( the( individual's( social( identity.( This( categorisation( is( important( beBcause(it(helps(us(to(function(together(in(a(social(setting((Goffman(1986:(12).(((
"Information#about# the# individual#helps# to#define# the#situation,#enabling#others# to#know# in#
advance#what#he#will# expect# of# them#and#what# they#may# expect# of# him.# Informed# in# these#
ways,#the#others#will#know#how#best#to#act#in#order#to#call#forth#a#desired#response#from#him"#(Goffman(1956:(1).(((Creating(categories(helps(to(identify(and(decode(the(individual’s(own(position(and(the(situaBtion(surrounding(him.(From(this,(the(individual(can(adjust(himself(to(what(can(be(expected(of(him((Goffman(1986:(12).(The(categorisation(exists(because(society(allows(the(individual(to(divide(other(individuals(into(categories(in(different(social(environments((Ibid.:(12).(In(a(specific(social(environment(the(individual(can(expect(to(meet(a(specific(type(of(person(and(this(varies(in(the(different(social(environments.(When(it(comes(to(our(subject(matter(this(is(interesting(as(we(argue(that(unemployed(are(expected(to(be(free(riders((Cf.(Chapter(1.0.).(((
4.1.2#Stigma#The(social(identity(includes(a(number(of(expectations(for(the(properties(that(belong(to(this(category((Goffman(1986:(12).(The(categorisation(is(made(without(special(attention(and(the(individual( is(not(aware(of(him(being(categorised(before(he( is( forced( to(consider,(whether(the( other( party( possesses( or( lacks( the( features( expected( of( him( (Ibid.).(Within( the( social(identity(Goffman(distinguishes(between(the#virtual#social#identity(and(actual#social#identity,(where(the(virtual(social( identity( is( the(one(produced(and(presented(to( the(world,(and(the(actual(social(identity(is(the(elements(and(facets(actually(possessed((Ibid.).(In(a(meeting(with(another(individual,(an(attribute(can(appear(that(makes(the(individual(differ(from(the(cateBgory(that(is(available(to(him((Ibid.).(An(attribute(is(understood(as(a(quality(or(a(characterBistic(that(the(individual(can(possess,(or(be(perceived(by(others(to(possess.(Attribute(is(a(key(concept( in( Goffman’s( theoretical( framework( and( can( cover( dialects,( political( views( or( a(physical(appearance.(If(an(individual’s(attributes(do(not(live(up(to(the(expectations(that(othBers(have(concerning(these,(the(individual(is(reduced(from(a(whole(and(regular(person(to(a(tainted(and(fragmented(one((Ibid).(A(discrepancy(like(this(constitutes(a(dichotomy(between(
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the(virtual(and(actual(social(identity(and(is(called(a(stigma#(Ibid).(Hence(“a#stigma#is#a#relaW
tionship#between#a#stereotype#and#an#attribute”( (Ibid.:(13),(where(the(stereotype( is(a(cateBgorisation(ideal(from(which(the(decoding(and(measurement(of(the(social(identity(would(be(effectuated,(and(attribute(constitutes(the(unity(of(personal(attributes(like(honesty(or(intelliBgence,(as(well(as(structural(ones(such(as(occupation((Ibid.:(11).((Goffman(describes(different(types(of(stigmas.(The(first(one(is(a(physical(stigma(that(occurs(if(an(individual(has(any(physical(abnormalities.(Examples(of(these(could(be(scaring(in(the(face,(a(missing( leg(or(any(other( types(of(physical(handicaps.(The(second(one( is(a(psychological(stigma(and(occurs(when(an(individual(is(blemished(in(his(character((Goffman(1986:(pp.(13).(The(third(stigma(Goffman(presents,(is(a(cultural#stigma,#which(can(appear(when(people(difBfers(in(race,(nationality(or(religion.(The(cultural(stigma(can(be(transmitted(through(lineage(and(whole(families(can(be(included(in(the(stigma((Ibid.:(pp.(14).(Common(for(these(stigmas(are(that(possessing(the(attributes(associated(with(them,(differentiates(the(individuals(from(the(normal((Ibid.:(pp.(14).((When(differentiated(from(the(normal,(the(perceived(stigmas(can(either(be(described(as(disW
credited(or(discreditable.(In(this(sense,(stigma(contains(a(double(perspective:(if(the(individBual(believes(that(a(stigma(he(possesses(is(already(known(or(obvious,(he(is(in(the(category(of(a(discredited.(On(the(other(hand,(if(the(individual(believes(that(his(stigma(is(hidden(or(not(immediately(perceivable,(he(is(in(the(discreditable(category((Goffman(1986:(pp.(13).((With(unemployed(flex(workers(as(a(focal(point(in(our(project,(it(is(interesting(that(Goffman(categorise(unemployed(people( as( stigmatised.(Unemployment( is( seen( as( a( blemish( in( the(character,(which,(according(to(Goffman,(is(making(them(unwhole(human(beings.((The(dichotomy(between(stigmatized(discredited(and(discreditable( individuals( is(very(disBtinct.(The(stigmas(of(the(discredited(are(interfering(with(their(everyday(lives(by(being(obviBous,(unconcealed,(and(intrusive.(This(means(that(the(discredited(individual(must(then(focus(on( tension(management( in( the( social( interaction( through( the( nature( of( information( proBjected((Goffman(1986:(56).(By(acknowledging(and(confessing(to(the(title(of(flex(worker,(the(individual(simultaneously(accepts(the(categorisation(along(with(the(aspect(of(recognising(a(
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possession(of(discredited(attributes.( It(can(thus(be(seen(as(an(institutionalised(categorisaBtion.((Discreditable( individuals( can( in( some( instances( seek( to( be( perceived( as( normal( and( thus(they(rely(on(passing,(which(is(a(term(Goffman(uses(to(describe(how(individuals(try(to(hide(the(actual(social(identity(in(order(to(fit(in((Ibid.:(14).(Passing(is(the(conscious(concealment(of(creditable(facts((Ibid.:(pp.(52).(However,(discredited(individuals(will(often(experience(that(normal(people(and(people(who(share( their(stigma(behave(sympathetic( towards( them(and(treat(them(like(they(are(whole(human(beings((Ibid.:(pp.(29).(Even(though,(the(two(categories(are( different,( it( is( likely( that( every( stigmatised( individual( has( experienced( both( of( these((Ibid.:(pp.(13).(The(reason(why( it( is(possible( to(experience(both(situations,( is( that(stigmaBtised( individuals(will( be( in( different( social( settings(where( in( some(of( these( the( deviation(might(not(be(noticed.(((
4.1.3#Consequences#of#Stigma#Goffman( notes( that( stigmatised( individuals( can( experience( feelings( of( insecurity( when(meeting(a(normal,(because(the(stigmatised(do(not(know(how(he(will(be(perceived(and(idenBtified((Goffman(1986:(pp.(23).(Evidently(this(perspective(concerns(the(discredited(as(well(as(the( discreditable( stigmas.( This( position( provides( an( interesting( aspect( to( the( discredited(flex(workers( feeling(stigmatised,(as( they(may(endure(a( feeling(of(uneasiness( in(regards(to(how(the(families(will(perceive(and(categorise(them.(By(working(for(SkyHands(the(flex(workBers( have( already( accepted( a( job(within( an( institutionalised( discredited( faction,( thus( they(may( fear( that( the( families(will( identify( them( from( their( insufficiencies( and( shortcomings(connected(with(this(faction.(The(stigmatised(will( feel( insecure(because(they(will(be(uncerBtain(of( the(category( in(which( they(will(be(placed(and(whether(or(not( the(placement( is( faBvourable(to(their(current(position((Goffman(1986:(24).(In(the(case(of(SkyHands(in(which(an(openly(stigmatised(group(is(categorised(not(only(by(the(state(and(the(municipality(but(by( itself(and( its(surroundings(as(well,( it( is( relevant( to(conBsider( the( consequences( of( the( stigmatisation( that( emerge( in( the( work( relation.( The( flex(workers’(insecurity(about(what(the(families(might(really(think(of(them(might(prove(a(chalBlenge( to( this( relationship.(When( this( happens( the( stigmatised(will( also( start( being(more(
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careful(and(aware(of(what(type(of(information(he(presents(to(others,(which(can(be(problemBatic(in(a(work(relation((Ibid.(24).(Small(mistakes(or(failings(such(as(breaking(items(or(saying(too(much,(by(the( flex(worker,(may(be( interpreted(as(an(expression(or(result(of(his(stigma((Ibid.25).(((Normal(people(typically(react(in(two(ways(when(meeting(an(individual(with(a(stigma,(both(ways,(which(are(not(beneficial(for(the(stigmatised.(One(way(to(react(is(to(feel(a(sense(of(emBpathic( obligation( in( the( given( circumstance.( In( doing( so,( we( risk( overstepping( ourselves((Goffman(1986:(pp.(27).(The(alternative(reaction( is( to( ignore( the( fact( that( the(stigmatised(has(either(physical(or(psychological(limitations,(and(in(that(way(the(stigmatised(can(be(put(in(a(situation(that(requires(more(than(what(might(be(realistic.(Both(of(these(scenarios(bring(discomfort( for( the(stigmatised;(because( the(result( is( to(either( treat( the(stigmatised(better(than(we(really(feel(he(is(or(worse(than(he(actually(is((Ibid.:(28).((
#
4.1.4#Conceptual#Understanding#of#Goffman#The(following(will(demonstrate(our(conceptual(understanding(as(an(operational(outline.(We(view(the(overall(theoretic(framework(of(Goffman(in(the(light(of(the(subjective(perception(of(the(individuals’(social(connections;(this(applies(to(categorisation(as(well(as(stigma.((We(view(categorisation(as(a(way(the(individual(can(sort(the(social(connections(of(his(daily(life(into(known(categories(to(which(he(can(understand(and(react(accordingly.(How(to(divide(the( categories( is( a( skill( subjective( to( the( distinct( individual.( It( is( something( that(must( be(learned(when(growing(up(and(encountering(new(situations(with(new(people,(and(dependBing(on(the(situation(and(the(setting,(there(are(different(forms(of(normal.((
4.1.5#Critique#of#Goffman#Goffman(avoids( the(discussion(of(who(gets( to(define( the(normal(and( thereby(neglects( the(critical( perspective( of( who( benefits( from( stigmatising( social( groups,( stating( simply( that(stigma(can(be(employed(for(positive(and(negative(ends.(This(means(that(the(perception(of(normality,(which(is(created(and(perceived(in(our(subjective(understanding(in(relation(to(an(agreed( upon( ideal,( lacks( the( critical( perspective( of( stigma( as( a( normative( social( control(
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mechanism,(controlling(the(abnormals(in(society(through(social(connections.(This(perspecBtive(is(also(evident(in(the(phrasing(of(the(entire(theoretical(apparatus.(The(inherent(negative(meaning(of(words(like(stigma,(which(is(used(for(people(who(do(not(fit(the(categories(normal(and(hence(become(unwhole(and(fragmented(beings,#serves(to(underline(the(unceasing(degBradation( of( the( individuals( singled( out( in( both( the(minds( of( the( stigmatised( and( his( surBroundings.(((When( describing( the( stigma(Goffman( draws( a( very( clear( dichotomy( between( the( stigmaBtised( individual( and( the( normal.( In( his( rhetoric( he( places( himself( under( the( category(we(normals(which(supports(this(division.(At(the(same(time(he(mention(that(stigma(can(be(found(everywhere(why(it(can(be(difficult(to(talk(about(the(normal:("[…]#although#I#don't#propose#to#
continue#to#say#so,#in#part#because#there#are#important#attributes#that#almost#everywhere#in#
our#society#are#discrediting"#(Goffman(1986:(13).(The(normal(might(be(seen(as(a(joint(projecBtion(of(the(ideal,(but(it(would(be(wrong(to(assume(that(individuals(fit(in(and(are(considered(normal(in(all(aspect(and(categories(in(their(existence.((
4.1.6#Sub:Conclusion#According(to(Goffman(individuals(place(each(other(in(categories(in(order(to(be(able(to(funcBtion(in(a(social(setting.(These(categories(help(us(know(what(to(expect(from(a(social(engageBment(and(thus(how(to(react.(If(an(individual(has(a(stigma,(such(as(a(missing(leg,(being(unBemployed,(or(being(a( criminal,(he( falls(outside(of( these( categories,(which(make( the( social(interaction(complicated.(The(normal(will(not(know(how(to(treat(the(stigmatised,(because(he(does(not(fit(in(the(known(categories.(On(the(other(hand(the(stigmatised(will(feel(uneasiness(because(he(does(not(know(how(he( is(perceived,(and(thus(he(does(not(know(how(to(react.(These( concepts( from( Goffman( are( interesting( because( they( can( help( us( analyse( how( the(families(and(the(flex(workers(perceive(each(other(and(thus(the(possibility(of(connecting(the(two( groups( through( SkyHands.( To( complement( this(micro( perspective( in( the( interaction(between( the( individuals,( we( want( to( utilise( Bourdieu( in( order( to( be( able( to( analyse( the(meanings(of(the(structures(and(the(general(attitude(towards(unemployed(and(flex(workers((Cf.(Chapter(1.0).((
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4.2#Bourdieu#When(investigating(which(social(challenges(SkyHands(will(meet(in(a(realisation(process(we(find( it( interesting(to(study(the(structural(perspective(as(well(as( the(relations(between(the(agents.(By(utilising(Bourdieu’s(concept(of(habitus(we(are(able(to(explain(where(the(percepBtions( and( terms( of(ways(we( act( stem( from.( Further,(we(will( explore( Bourdieu’s( forms( of(capitals.(We(will(in(this(regard(touch(upon(his(definition(of(the(social(space(and(how(agents(are(differentiated(through(their(habitus(and(struggle(for(symbolic(capital.(These(will(all(conBtribute(to(our(understanding(of(the(perceptions(we(encountered(in(our(interviews.((
4.2.1#Habitus#Bourdieu’s(concept(of(habitus(can(be(explained(as(the(agent’s(role(in(a(society(of(structures.(Habitus( is( the(structuring(structure(of(practices(and(representations((Bourdieu(2007:(92)(and(is(defined(by(the(agent’s(capacity(for(reaction(and(taste((Bourdieu(2013:(166).(We(conBsider(SkyHands(as(a(solution(to(a(structural(problem.(However,(it(needs(the(participation(of(the(individual(families(and(flex(workers(to(make(it(operative.(Thus,(utilising(the(concept(of(habitus(in(the(analysis(can(help(us(explain(potentially(differing(positions(towards(SkyHands.(((Habitus( utilises( structures( from( previous( experiences( to( process( novel( ones,( but( at( the(same(time(new(experiences(can(affect(the(structures(that(habitus(utilises((Bourdieu(2007:(103).(The(only(time(the(structural(reproduction( is(completely(circular( is(when(a(situation(completely(matches(the(habitus’(conditions(of(production((Ibid.:(105).(However,(constancy(of(the(habitus(is(ensured(by(the(important(role(of(the(early(structures(and(experiences(met(by(the(agent,(which(also(works(as(a(barrier(against(change((Ibid.:(103).(This(signifies( that(people(in(the(same(social(group(will(have(habitus(that(resemble(each(other(and(the(personal(habitus(will(only(be(a(variation(of(the(lifestyle(that(characterises(the(social(class(to(which(he(belongs((Ibid.:(102).(Bourdieu(is(not(claiming(that(all(agents(in(a(group(are(identical,(howBever(they(will(perceive(the(world(and(structures(very(similarly.(Habitus(is(not(encoded(to(understand(reactions(and(distinctions(that(originates(from(a(difBferent( history( and(will( thus( fall( short( of( ‘appropriate’( reactions( in( a( situation( confronted(with(different(positions( (Bourdieu(1998:(pp.( 8)( e.g.( an( agent(with( a( job( and(a( family(will(
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have(trouble(relating(to(the(situation(of(an(unemployed,(and(might(have(a(tendency(to(perBceive(him(as(lazy.(Consequently,(habitus(is(just(as(relevant(in(explaining(instances(where(the(history(and(dispositions(are(inadequate(either(because(habitus(is(not(tailored(to(the(present(conditions(or(because(the(structures(habitus(is(built(on(are(obsolete((Bourdieu(2007:(105).(Language,(the(way(we(eat,(what(we(perceive(as(appropriate(or(inappropriate(are(all(pracBtices(that(are(distinguished(through(our(habitus(and(can(be(said(to(retranslate(its(characterBistics( into( a( lifestyle( from( which( choices,( taste,( and( practises( stem( (Bourdieu( 1998:( 8).(These( distinctions(will( differ( between( social( groups,( which( also(means( that( people( from(different(groups(will(not( immediately( like(each(other(or(have(much(in(common((Ibid.:10).(This(is(interesting(for(our(analysis(because(we(have(the(two(diverse(groups(where(one(conBsists(of( families(with(jobs(and(the(other(of(the(unemployed(flex(workers((Cf.(Chapter(1.0).(The(question(arises(as(to(whether(these(two(groups(will(be(able(to(interact.((Bourdieu’s( conviction( is( that( people( from( different( social( groups( will( not( meet,( because(their( different( lifestyles( and( positions( in( the( social( space( seldom( bring( them( together((Bourdieu(1998:(10).(Thus,(it(follows(that(the(meeting(between(the(families(and(flex(workBers(will(not(happen(naturally,(which(has(to(do(with(the(contrasting(tastes(and(interests(that(people(from(different(groups(have.(As(a(WISE,(SkyHands(can(create(a(social(environment(for(these(two(groups(to(meet.(Whether(or(not(they(will(be(able(to(connect(or(create(a(network,(or(it(will(not(succeed.(It(will(to(a(high(degree(depend(on(the(capital(that(each(group(or(agent(posses.(
#
4.2.2#Forms#of#Capital#Bourdieu(presents(a(space(where(the(agents’(social(positions(are(defined(between(the(posBsession(of(accumulated(and(dominating(type(of(capital((Bourdieu(1998:(5).(In(this(regard(he(distinguishes(between(three(forms(of(capital:(economic,(cultural,(and(social.(Economic#capiW
tal(is(directly(convertible(into(money,(but(reducing(capital(only(to(the(economic(form(is(not(a(complete(way(of(perceiving(the(structures(of(the(world.(Nothing(can(be(defined(without(an(opposite(and(Bourdieu(argues(that(pure(economic(theory(neglects(the(immaterial(forms(of(capital(that(makes(the(irregularities(of(the(social(world((Bourdieu(1986:(46).(Under(the(corBrect(correspondent(circumstances(every(form(of(capital(is(convertible(to(economic(capital,(
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but(will( lose(value( in( the(process,( as( capital( in( its( essence( is(not(directly( convertible( into(money((Ibid.:(47).((
4.2.2.1#Cultural#Capital#
Cultural#capital(exists( in(three(intertwined(forms:(embodied,(objectified,(and(institutionalBized((Bourdieu(1986:(47).(Embodied(cultural(capital,(also(defined(as(habitus,( is( the(differBentiating(skills(and(qualities(possessed(by(the(individual.(These(skills(are(needed(in(terms(of(utilising( objectified( cultural( capital:( books,( pictures,( instruments,( etc.( The( objectified( culBtural(capital(does(have(economic(value(and(can(be(traded,(but(its(value(depends(on(people(being(able(to(utilise(it.(Institutionalised(cultural(capital(is(the(legitimate(or(accepted(way(of(acquiring(the(skills(of(embodied(cultural(capital.(Institutionalised(cultural(capital(gives(the(opportunity(to(compare,(differentiate,(and(put(a(price(on(cultural(capital(–(and(thereby(conBvert(it(to(economic(capital((Ibid.:(pp.(47).((As(with(habitus(the(most(important(investment(in(cultural(capital,(is(the(one(we(bring(from(our(upbringing(and(heritage.(This(marks(a(good(example(of( the( limits(of(economic(capital(through(which(only(the(effect(from(the(institutionalised(cultural(capital,(e.g.(schools(will(be(recognised((Ibid.:(51).(((
4.2.2.2#Social#Capital#
Social# capital( is( the( accumulated( resources( one( can( obtain( from( belonging( to( a( network,(which(provides(recognition(and(ownership(of(the(accumulated(capital.(Social(capital(can(be(institutionalised(in(the(form(of(the(family,(a(tribe(or(a(club(with(membership(where(recogniBtion(is(ensured(through(the(common(name((Bourdieu(1986:(51).(However(a(network(is(not(a(natural(or(a(social(given,( it( takes(effort( to(produce(and(reproduce( the( ties(and(relationBships(that(last.(This(effort(is(an(investment(in(and(a(strategy(to(reproduce(social(ties((Ibid.:(52).(The(volume(of(social(capital(one(accumulates(from(belonging(to(a(network,(depends(on(the(amount(of(accumulated(capital(the(network(possesses(and(how(many(relations(you(can(mobilise.( In(regards(to(SkyHands(we(see(the(possibility( for(the(flex(workers(to(gain(social(capital(by(being(part(of(a(family(whose(accumulated(capital(will(be(higher(than(their(own.(As(long(as(the(flex(worker(will(be(able(to(mobilise(the(family’s(capital(to(their(own(gain,(e.g.(
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by(using(their(connections(to(get(a(better(job,(the(flex(workers(will(gain(social(capital(from(creating(a(network(with(the(family.((
4.2.2.3#Conversion#of#Capital#The( above(mentioned( is( an( example( of( goods( or( services( that( are( not( directly( accessible(through(economic(capital,(but(requires(social(capital(in(the(form(of(networks(or(reciprocity(to(come(by((Bourdieu(1986:(54).(The(conversion(between(the(different(forms(of(capital( is(the(logic(behind(their(function((Ibid.:(54),(why(a(purely(economic(view(of(capital(does(not(give(a(complete(picture(of(the(structures(in(the(world.(A(narrow(economic(view(would(find(social(efforts(a(waste(of(time,(however,(“an#apparently#gratuitous#expenditure#of#time,#attenW
tion,# care,# concern# [...]# has# the# effect#of# transfiguring# the#purely#monetary# import#of# the# exW
change#and#[...]#the#very#meaning#of#the#exchange”((Ibid.:(54).(Conversion(of(economic(capital(into(social(capital(is(required(to(give(a(gift(meaning(and(inspire(reciprocity((Ibid.).(ConverBsion(of( capital( is( the( foundation(of( reproducing( capital( and( thereby( ensuring( one’s( social(position((Ibid.).(This(is(interesting(in(regards(to(the(flex(workers(who(might(have(the(same(level(of(institutionalised(cultural(capital(as(some(of(the(families(in(terms(of(their(education.(However,( if(they(do(not(have(the(possibility(of(converting(their(cultural(capital(their(accuBmulated(capital(might(fall(and(thereby(also(their(position(in(the(social(space.((
4.2.3#Space#of#Social#Positions#The( space( of( social( positions( presented( by( Bourdieu( differentiates( positions( and( classes(through(two(dimensions:(first(dimension(being(the(agents’(accumulated(capital(and(the(secBond(dimension(being(the(type(of(capital(the(agent(is(wealthiest(in((Bourdieu(1986:(7).(In(the(analysis(this(can(be(utilised(when(looking(into(the(actual(differences(in(the(positions(of(the(families(and(the(flex(workers.(The(question(is(if(the(families(and(the(flex(workers(are(actuBally(that(far(in(the(social(space(in(terms(of(their(possessions(of(capital.(The(most(efficient(forms(of(differentiation(in(contemporary(societies(are(economic(and(culBtural(capital,(these(are(the(two(principles(that(distribute(agents(in(the(social(space((Ibid.:(6).(The( first( dimension( of( accumulated( capital( is( the(most( important( and( set( agents( such( as(industrial(employers,(university(professors(and(politicians(in(opposition(to(unskilled(workB
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ers(and(peasants((Ibid.:(5).(On(the(second(dimension(the(industrial(employers(and(the(uniBversity(professors(are(differentiated(through(their(wealth(in(economic(and(cultural(capital(respectively((Ibid.:(7).(This(form(of(distinction(is(what(sets(agents(apart(in(choices(of(food,(sports,(music( and(politics,( and( the( closer( agents( are( located( in( the( social( space( the(more(they(will(have(in(common((Ibid.:(6).(Through( these( positions( and( habitus( agents( are( provided(with( categories( of( perceptions(utilised(in(communication(and(recognition,(which(can(be(viewed(as(symbolic(capital.((
4.2.4#Symbolic#Capital##Symbolic(capital(accounts(for(recognised(domination(and(obedience(from(which(it( follows(that(adequate(perceptions(are(necessary(in(order(to(make(it(exist((Bourdieu(1999:(395).(In(order(to(gain(recognition(for(an(action(or(an(attribute(the(agent(must(be(part(of(a(group(that(is(able(to(perceive(them(as(distinctive.(The(opposition(between(a(working(man(and(an(unBemployed(only(provides(the(working(man(with(symbolic(capital(as(long(as(the(surrounding(world( accepts( the( difference( between( him( and( the( unemployed.( These( perceptions( stem(from(the(social(order,(which(is(structured(by(the(distribution(of(capital.(The( result( of( symbolic( capital( is( distinction,(which( primarily( comes( from(possession( and(exhibition(of(other(forms(of(capitals((Ibid.:(396).(This(way(symbolic(capital(can(be(instituBtionalised( through( rules( and( customs( that( establish( what( constitute( status( (Ibid.:( 396).(Thus,( symbolic( capital( can(be(possessed(either(by( singular( agents(or( social( groups( (Ibid.:(397).(“Symbolic#capital#is#the#capital#of#recognition#[...]”((Ibid.:(396)(and(is(always(preserved(or(expanded(through(struggle.(The(struggle(for(symbolic(capital(is(fundamental(in(the(conBtact(between(agents( (Järvinen(2005:(352),( the(struggle( for( the(power( to(define( legitimate(divisions(in(a(social(space((Bourdieu(1999:(396).(Further,(Bourdieu(argues(that( the(state(can(be(seen(as(a(nation’s(central(bank(of(accumuBlated(symbolic(capital(and(is(thereby(capable(of(conferring(on(agents(or(social(groups(idenBtities(or(social(titles(to(recognise(them(by((Ibid.:(397).(Utilising(the(concept(of(symbolic(capiBtal( in( the(analysis(can(shed( light(on(the(different(perceptions(of( the(busy( families(and(the(unemployed(flex(workers((Cf.(Chapter(1.1)(and(what(effect(these(have(on(the(realisation(of(SkyHands(in(the(possible(or(impossible(interaction(between(the(two(groups.((
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4.2.5#Critique#of#Bourdieu##Bourdieu(professes(to(a(structuralistic(constructivism(and(his(main(focus(is(placed(on(strucBtures( in( society,( however( he( disengages( himself( from( the( rigid( structuralists(who( do( not(leave(room(for(the(acting(subject((Järvinen(2010:(363).(He(believes(research(should(always(be(grounded(in(empirical(research((Bourdieu(1989:(14).(However,(Bourdieu(has(been(critiBcised( for(not( living(up(to(his(own(detachment( from(structuralism,(because(of(his( focus(on(reproduction(and(power((Järvinen(2010:(363).(Bourdieu(does(not(leave(much(room(for(the(possibility( of( change,( because( the( agents( are( caught( in( a( circle( of( reproduction,( in(which(habitus(defines(the(taste(and(actions(of(the(agent.(Especially(because(habitus(is(affected(by(early( structures( and( experiences,( and( is( predominantly( reBproductive( in( unfamiliar( enBcounters,(we(raise(the(question(of(how(change(then(comes(about.(Bourdieu(lacks(a(focus(on(the(possibility(of(resistance(e.g.(as(seen(in(the(works(of(Foucault,(which(open(the(possibility(of(changing(the(structures(that(we(are(subjected(to,(however,(still(within(the(frame(of(the(discourse.((
4.2.6#Sub:Conclusion#Agents(are(endowed(with(perceptions(and(terms(of(way(we(act(through(habitus.(Habitus(is(affected(by(the(structures(the(agents(live(by(and(the(experiences(we(encounter.(From(this(it(follows(that(agents(are(reproducing(the(structures(they(live(by(through(their(perceptions(of(the(world.(These(perceptions(differ(depending(on(inter(alia(our(position(in(the(social(space,(which( is(determined(by( the( forms(of(and( the(accumulated(capital(we(possess.(Converting(the(different(forms(of(capital( is(how(the(agents(reproduce(and(increase(their(accumulated(capital(and(thus(how(they(sustain(their(social(position.(When(wishing(to(analyse(the(differBences(between(groups(in(the(social(space(and(explain(their(different(perceptions(and(where(they( stem( from,( Bourdieu’s( conceptions( of( habitus( and( forms( of( capital( are( obvious.( BeBcause(of(the(differing(habitus(across(the(social(space,(agents(from(differing(social(positions(will(not(have(much(in(common(and(thus(they(will(seldom(meet.(This(is(interesting(in(terms(of(SkyHands(seeing(as( the(purpose( is( to(bring(two(different(groups(together( in(a(working(relation.((
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4.3#Triangulation#on#Goffman,#Bourdieu#and#Social#Constructionism#We( acknowledge( that( there( exists( a(mismatch( between( our( philosophical( considerations(and(the(considerations(made(by(Bourdieu(and(by(Goffman.(In(the(following(chapter(we(wish(to( explain( our( view( on( this( mismatch( as( well( as( to( argue( towards( an( applicability( of(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(in(the(same(project.((One(can(argue(that(SkyHands,(if(it(is(successful,(can(be(a(resolution(to(a(structural(problem.(However,(we(do(not(see(any(realistic(solution(if(the(target(group(is(not(involved,(as(we(see(our(subject(matter(to(be(in(the(area(of(tension(between(the(microB(and(the(macroBlevel.(To(get(the(two(ends(of(the(spectrum(to(meet(and(to(grasp(the(different(aspects(that(are(inBvolved,(we(find(it(useful(to(include(both(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(in(our(project.(((Even(though,(we(direct(ourselves(mainly(towards(Berger(and(Luckmann’s(constructionism((Rasborg(2007:(529),(some(points(exist(within(social(constructionism(that(permeate(most(thinking(within( this( field.(This( concerns,( inter( alia,( the(opinion( that(knowledge( is(historiBcally(and(culturally(conditioned(and(the(antiBessentialist(approach,(that(is(“[...]#both#the#indiW
vidual#and#the#society#are#products#of#social#processes#[...]”#(Ibid.:(531).(((
4.3.1#Philosophy#of#Science:#Bourdieu#Bourdieu(is(inspired(by(structuralism(because(of(hidden(structures(embedded(in(society.(He(draws(closer(to(structuralism,(than(to(existentialism(and(subjectivism((Bourdieu(and(WacBquant(1992:(11).(With(his(theory(of(practice(he(tries(to(bridge(objectivism(and(subjectivism(because( he( believed( both( views( are( valuable( for( research.( Bourdieu( believes( that( the( acBtions(of(the(actors(can(be(determined(by(their(own(understanding(of(the(system(and(at(the(same( time( limited( by( objective( structures.( Bourdieu’s( theory( focuses( on( both( the( social(structures(in(society(and(on(people’s(everyday(lives,(because(he(believed(that(both(insights(are( necessary( in( the( social( sciences;(without,(we( cannot( understand( social( practice( in( its(fullest((Järvinen(2005:(pp.(348).(((
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Predominantly( Bourdieu( ascribes( meaning( to( the( objective( structures( in( society( as( he(writes(that(habitus(“[…]#is#a#mediating#notion#that#revokes#the#common#sense#duality#between#
the#individual#and#the#social#by#capturing#‘the#internalisation#of#externality#and#the#externaliW
sation#of#internality”((Wacquant(in(Navarro(2007:(316).(Even(though(Bourdieu(professes(to(a( structuralistic( constructivism,(we(have( chosen( to(emphasise( the( social( constructionistic(perspective(of(his(writings,(as(we(believe(that(this(is(a(plausible(philosophical(frame(to(place(him(in(as(well.((We(follow(the(ideas(of(Berger(and(Luckmann(when(they(write(that(“[…]#the#relation#between#
the#man,# the# producer,# and# the# social#world,# his# product,# is# and# remains# a# dialectical# one”((Berger(and(Luckmann(1966:(57).(Both(Bourdieu(and(Berger(and(Luckmann(confess(to(the(idea(of( the(dialectical( relationship(between( individual(and(society(and( thus(we( find( them(applicable(to(investigate(the(same(subject(matter.((
4.3.2#Philosophy#of#Science:#Goffman#With( Goffman( it( is( a( greater( challenge( to( define( his( philosophy( of( science( as( his( theory(draws( on( several( different( theoretical( schools( of( thought( (Harste( and( Mortensen( 2007:(210).(However,(we(only(utilise(a(small(part(of(Goffman’s(conceptual(framework(B(stigma(and(categorisation,(and(we(perceive( these( two(concepts(as(highly( inspired(by(social( construcBtionism.(Goffman(writes(how(stigma(is(a(question(of(language,(because(characteristics(that(can(be(discrediting(in(one(connection(might(be(positive(in(another((Goffman(1986:(12).(BeBing(steered(by(the(language(is(a(clear(feature(of(social(constructionism((Rasborg(2007:(350)(and(because(categorisation(is(a(precursor(for(actually(being(able(to(define(stigma,(we(argue(that(it(is(possible(to(view(categorisation(in(a(social(constructionistic(perspective(as(well.(These(thoughts(are(followed(by(Rasborg(as(he(places(Goffman(in(a(constructionistic(frame,(though(an(interactionist(constructionism((Ibid.:(365).(Delanty(and(Strydom(do(the(same(as(they(write:(“This#concepts#of#constructivism#as#‘constructionism’#is#represented#in#a#more#reW
flexive#form#in#the#readings#by#[...]#Goffman”((Delanty(and(Strydom(2010:(373).((Goffman(concentrates(on(the(exchanges(and(presentations(of(self(that(exist(in(the(everyday(lives(as(Delanty(and(Strydom(writes(about(Goffman(that(“he#did#not#adhere#to#a#strict#sepaW
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ration# of# scientific# rationality# and# everyday# rationality”( (Delanty( and( Strydom( 2010:( 97).(This(converges(to(Berger(and(Luckmann(as(they(claim(how(not(only(scientific(knowledge,(but(everyday(life(knowledge(as(well,(is(socially(constructed((Rasborg(2007:(368).((Another(way(to(argue(that(Goffman(can(be(viewed(as(a(constructionist,( is(by(his(considerBations(on(the(self:(“Thus,#the#self,#considered#as#a#role#that#one#can#put#on,#is#not#an#organic#
mechanism#with#a#specific#location#[...]#It#is#a#dramaturgical#effect”((Goffman(1992:(208).(One(can(thus(not(argue(for(an(essence(as(the(self( is(a(production(created(by(the(social(circumBstances((Rasborg(2007:(367),(which(is(a(central(point(in(social(constructionism(as(well.((
4.3.3#Philosophy#of#Science:#Bourdieu#&#Goffman#Tim(Hallet(proposes(that(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(indeed(are(able(to(compliment(each(other.(Hallet(describes(how(Bourdieu’s(concept(of(habitus(is(a(reproduction(of(the(structures(on(a(microBlevel.( However,( he( does( not( find( Bourdieu’s( analysis( of( the( social( interaction( that(convey(these(microB(and(macroBlevels(satisfactory((Hallet(2007:(148).(Hallet(believes(GoffBman’s(account(of(social(interactions(to(be(very(giving,(but(finds(it(insufficient(when(it(comes(to(the(notion(of(power,(which(is(implicit(in(his(theory.(Thus,(Hallet(argues(that(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(together(draw(a(fuller(picture((Ibid.).(”Habitus,#capital,#and#institutional#fields#matW
ter,#but# interactions#are# the#vehicle# through#which#deference# is#created#and#deployed#as# the#
symbolic# power# to# define# actions,# situations,# and# events# in# ways# that# induce# compliance”#(Ibid.).( Even( though( Hallet,( in( this( quote,( gives( his( attention( to( deference( and( symbolic(power,(we(believe(that(the(juxtaposition(can(be(justified(when(it(comes(to(our(subject(matBter(as(well.(This(is(our(conviction,(as(we(early(in(our(process(chose(to(use(Bourdieu(on(the(basis(of(his(notions(of(capital(and(habitus.(Our(data(directed(us(in(this(direction,(as(we(found(those(concepts(useful(in(describing(the(issues(SkyHands(is(dealing(with.(However,(we(also(discovered( that( there(were( some(areas(of( our( collected(empirical(data,(where(Bourdieu’s(theory(was(inadequate.(The(data(pointed(us(in(direction(of(the(flex(workers.(Being(a(marBginalised( group( on( the( labour( market,( linked( to( a( significant( amount( of( prejudices,( we(realised(the(usefulness(and(applicability(of(Goffman’s(notions(of(categorisation(and(stigma.((
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Although( Bourdieu( criticises( Goffman( for( not( ascribing( enough( significance( to( the( social(structures( (Rasborg( 2007:( 370),( he( refers( to( Goffman( several( times( through( his(writings((Bourdieu( 2013:( 292;( Bourdieu( 2013:( 295)( and( in( “On# science# and# politics”( Bourdieu( deBscribes,( how( he( sees( the( battle( on( symbolic( power( display( itself( in( the( society( and( that(Goffman(is(one(of(those(theorists(who(describes(it( in(the(correct(manner((Bourdieu(1999:(396).(We(believe( this( contributes( to(our(approach(with( the( linking(of(Bourdieu(and(GoffBman.((We(do(acknowledge(the(differences( that(exist(between(Bourdieu(and(Goffman.(One(of( the(more(important(distinctions(that(we(encountered(was(that(the(two(theorists(define(the(subBject(differently.(Bourdieu(uses(the(term(agent((Bourdieu(2013:(293)(and(Goffman(uses(the(term(individual((Goffman(1974:(202).(In(our(theoretical(chapter(we(chose(to(be(true(to(the(terms(they(use(respectively.(This(shall(also(be(viewed(as(an(emphasis(of(our(awareness(that(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(perceive(the(subject(differently.(Unless(there(is(a(clear(reference(to(the(theory(in(the(text,(we(decided(to(stand(by(the(term(agent(through(our(analysis,(as(we(perceive(the(language(to(be(more(fluid(if(only(one(term(is(utilised.(((We( feel( that(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(are(able( to( compliment(each(other(on( these(different(levels(that(we(are(operating(on.(As(we(make(use(of(theoretical(triangulation(we(perceive(the(combination(of(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(as(a(way(of(creating(a(better(understanding(of(our(subject(matter(and( the(complexity( it(contains((Cf.(Chapter(3.3).(Bourdieu’s( theory(centres(around(structures(and(his(concepts(capital(and(habitus(focus(on(how(structures(internalise(in(agents(and(these(structures(are(externalised(again(by(the(agents.(Even(though,(the(theory(gives(leeway(to(agency(it(does(not(detach(itself(from(the(overall(structures.((On(the(other(side,(some(would(regard(Goffman(as(“[...]#the#most#sensitive#observer#in#SociolW
ogy# in#regards#to#social# interaction”((Harste(and(Mortensen(2005:(215).(We(perceive(GoffBman(as(operating(in(the(relation(between(individuals(and(that(his(aim(is(to(understand(and(describe(some(of( the(social(processes(which(play(out(when(people(meet.(We(find(this(relBevant(when(investigating(the(microBlevel(of(SkyHands(as(we(need(to(attain(an(understandB
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ing(of(the(agents’(everyday(lives(from(their(own(point(of(view,(if(we(wish(to(analyse(what(challenges(SkyHands(face(in(the(realisation(process,(as(a(social(enterprise.(((Even( though,( we( see( some( philosophical( differences( between( Berger( and( Luckmann,(Bourdieu,(and(Goffman,(they(all(perceive(knowledge(and(social(reality(to(be(created(in(the(everyday(life(sphere.(This(is(important(in(consideration(to(SkyHands,(as(it( is(the(everyday(lives(of(the(flex(workers(and(the(families(that(we(investigate.((In(the(light(of(the(considerations(mentioned(above(we(find(it(justifiable(to(utilise(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(in(the(analysis(of(SkyHands.(((
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 5.0(Analysis(In( the( antecedent( chapters(we( have( presented( relevant( perspectives( to( obtain( an( underBstanding(of(our(subject(matter.(The(objective(of(the(following(analysis(will(be(to(process(of(our(collected(empirical(data(through(the(conceptualised(theoretical(framework(of(Goffman(and(Bourdieu.(Our(data(consists(of(interviews(with(three(families(with(young(children,(two(focus(groups(with(eight(flex(workers(in(total,(an(interview(with(the(job(centre(in(Roskilde(and(two(interviews(with(Marckmann,(the(founder(of(SkyHands.(We(wish( to( present( our( analytical( contemplations( on( the( different( empirically( conceived(perceptions(associated(to(the(labour(market.(We(believe(the(relationship(between(the(flex(workers(and(the(families(to(be(a(core(element(in(SkyHands.(In(this(spectrum(we(investigate(the(varied(expectations(to(what(any(future(work(relations(should(contain.(Further,(we(will( examine( existing(prejudices( that( permeate( the( terms(of( flex(worker( and(unemployed.((This(leads(us(to(present(the(flex(workers’(sense(of(self.(We(deem(it(important(to(analyse(the(sense(of( self( as(we(believe( that( this(will( affect(how( the( flex(workers( fit( the( frame(of(SkyBHands.((The(final(paragraphs(of(the(analysis(will(review(our(considerations(on(the(financial(matters(that(we(identified(in(relation(to(Marckmann’s(aim(of(SkyHands(competing(on(regular(marBket(terms.(((The(analysis(will(be(concluded(with(a(summary(of(our(analytical(findings,(leading(the(reader(to(our(discussion(in(which(we(will(elaborate(on(questionable(issues(concerning(SkyHands,(including( the(discussion(on(structure(versus(agency(and( the( idea(of( structural( changes( in(the(Danish(labour(market.(
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#
5.1#Conceptions#of#the#Labour#Market#When(collecting(our(empirical(data(we(realised(that(our(informants(were(in(possession(of(some( interesting(conceptions(of( the( labour(market.(We(discovered(several(perceptions(of(the(differences(between(an(unemployed(and(a(flex(worker.(This(subBchapter(serves(to(idenBtify(these(diverse(conceptions.((Kathrine(from(one(of(the(families(believes(that(there(is(a(noticeable(difference(between(the(unemployed(people(who(will(not(bother( to(work(and(people(who(are(actively( looking( for(jobs((Appendix(B:(11.26).(Oliver(from(another(family(agrees(and(elaborates(by(saying:((( “I#think#it#varies#a#lot.#Some#of#them#have#simply#been#unlucky,#bad#luck,#and#then#there#are#
some#that#has#been# locked#out#by# the# society# for#many#years#and#have#accepted# to#receive#
public#benefits#[...]#maybe#they#have#been#that#for#ten#years,#twenty#years,#I#think#it#is#society#
that#really#has#a#problem#more#than#it#is#the#unemployed”#(Appendix(C:(05.26).((Oliver(acknowledges(that(getting(a(job(can(be(difficult(and(that(society(is(not(always(making(it(easier.(He(believes(that(a(flex(job(is(a(great(opportunity(for(people(who(want(to(work,(but(needs( to( do( it( on( their( own( terms.( He( raises( critique( towards( how( flex(workers( are( apBproved(and(the(process(of(which(they(are(taken(into(consideration(for(a(flex(job.(His(view(addresses( the( idea(of( flex( job,(as(a( structural( systemic(problem,(within( the(municipalities(that(actually(induces(a(selfBsustaining(feeling(of(sickness(when:(“[...]#you#don’t#have#anything#
to#get#up#for# in#the#morning.# If#you#do#not# feel#appreciated#and#if#you#do#not# feel#that# life# is#
worth#anything,#then#life#is#trivial”#(Appendix(C:(25.19).((This( supports(our(own(view(of( the(perception(of( identity(and(of(Denmark(being(a(nation(where(one(does(not(belong(when(one(is(unemployed,(which(further(affects(the(identity,(and(thus(the(sense(of(self.(Sebastian(inadvertently(supports(this(notion(by(supplying(a(contraBdiction(to(the(structural(problem,(as(he(claims(that(the(people(who(have(been(unemployed(through(many(years,(do(not(get(any(sympathy(from(him:(“Anyone#can#go#out#and#get#a#job.#
It’s# only# a# question# of# pulling# yourself# together# and# then# stop# being# picky”# (Appendix( B:(13.00).( This( variation(might(be( an( expression(of( how(people,(who(do(not(have( a( job,( are(
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demeaned(and(it(is(only(a(question(of(will,(to(get(a(job.(This(shows(a(clear(conception(of(how(he(views(unemployment.(((Lise(agrees(to(some(point,(and(says(that(she(will( ‘tip(her(hat’(to(anyone(who(cannot(find(a(job(within(their(distinct(field(and(are(willing(to(degrade(themselves(to(work(as(a(cashier(in(the(local(grocery(store((Appendix(C:(26.28).(Her(husband(Oliver(supports(this(and(goes(on(to(say:(“The#thing#about#doing#what#you#are#educated#to#do,#forget#that”((Ibid.:(26.06).(We(see(here(not(only(that(unemployment(is(frowned(upon,(but(also(that(doing(something(actively(to(broaden(your(possibilities(of(getting(a(job,(as(for(example(taking(a(job,(which(is(generally(considered(degrading,(earns(rewarding(respect(to(one’s(character.(Sebastians(follows(in(the(same(line(of(thought(when(uttering:(“It#may#very#well#be#that#you#have#a#dream#[...]#but#there#
is#a#reason#why#you#do#not#get#the#job,#and#that#is#simply#because#you#are#not#qualified#for#the#
job#that#you#want”#(Appendix(B:(13.53).(((It(should(be(noted(that(they,(refer(to(resourceful(people,(who(have(an(honest(possibility(of(managing(any(full(time(job,(which(by(definition(excludes(flex(workers.(This(does(not(necesBsarily(mean(that(the(interviewed(flex(workers(are(not(affected(by(these(conceptions.(Most(of(them(have(been(approved(for(a(flex(job(within(the(last(year,(and(have(had(injuries((either(psychological(or(physical)(ranging(up(to(twelve(years(prior(to(their(approvement(and(they(have( been( exposed( to(many( people( in( their( social( circles(who( are( uncomprehending( toBwards(their(situation.(Bodil(states:(((
“It#is#peculiar#when#you#meet#people#and#they#say:’#Well,#shouldn’t#you#get#a#move#on#soon?#
[...]#They#cannot#acquaint#themselves#with#the#situation#at#all.#They#believe#that#it’s#all#about#
just#getting#out# there#and#applying# for# some# jobs#and# then# it’ll# resolve# itself# just# like# that”#
(Appendix#E:#39.14).((The(notion(Oliver(gave(voice(to(B(that(municipalities(in(some(cases(do(not(distribute(enough(resources(for(creating(flex(jobs,(seems(to(be(supported(by(the(perceived(reality(of(the(flex(workers,(where(Fie(states(that(“Last#time#I#saw#my#shrink([...](she#said#to#me:#When#you#are#
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approved#for#a#flex#job#[...]# it# is#actually#what#you#call#to#receive#a#preWemployment#and#supW
port#allowance#because#there#are#no#flex#jobs”((Appendix(E:(15.34).((Another(point(that(Oliver(brings(up(is(that:(“They#[the#municipality#ed.]#have#no#right#to#have#
people#wandering#around#on#the#job#centres#and#then#not#send#them#out#to#work.#No#matter#if#
it# is#one# job#or#another,# it#doesn’t#matter”( (Appendix(C:(25.31).(He(claims( that( the(municiBpality(has(no(right(to(keep(people(away(from(the(labour(market.(It(seems(to(us(that(he(sugBgests(that( it( is(almost(a(human(right(to(work(and(it(should(not(be(allowed(to(keep(people(away(from(doing(this.(Once(again(we(see(how(it(is(a(deeply(ingrained(attitude(in(our(society(that(we(are(supposed(to(work.(((There(are(differing(opinions(towards(placing(the(blame(for(the(problem(of(unemployment.(On(the(one(hand(we(hear(that(people(can(always(get(a(job(if(they(are(willing(to(work(and(on(the(other(hand(there(might(not(be(any(jobs(to(take.(No(matter(if(the(problem(is(individual(or(structural(there(is(a(need(for(jobs(and(especially(flex(jobs.(Thus,(it(can(be(argued(that(there(is(a(need(for(SkyHands(and(thereby(a(potential(for(the(socio(economic(enterprise(to(create(social(value.(However,(as(stated(in(subBchapter(2.1,(social(enterprises(often(face(a(great(deBmand(for(their(services(even(if( the(resources(for(meeting(these(needs(are(scarce(and(thus(we(analyse(our(data(to(discover(some(of(the(other(challenges(that(SkyHands(faces.((
#
5.2#Prejudices##The(preBunderstandings(we(gained(as(we(interviewed(the(different(informants,(we(believe(to(be(at(the(centre(of(their(perception(and(thereby(their(answers.(The(following(subBchapter(will(thus(be(a(review(of(the(categorisations(and(prejudices(that(are(brought(into(play(conBcerning(flex(workers(on(the(Danish(contemporary(labour(market.(((
5.2.1#Prejudices#&#Categorisations#When( interviewing( the( families( it( became( clear( that( the( definition( of( a( flex( worker( and(hence( the( difference( between( a( flex(worker( and( an( unemployed(were( not( obvious( in( all(
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cases.(It(was(different(how(much(the(families(were(familiar(with(the(term(flex(worker.(Some(of(them(were(working(with(flex(workers(while(others(had(never(come(across(one.(Sebastian(for(instance(believed(a(flex(worker(simply(to(be(unemployed(and(not(necessarily(possessing(any(mental(or(physical(disabilities((Appendix(B:(9.24).(Oliver,(who(in(regards(to(his(job(as(a(general(practitioner(has(worked(with(flex(workers,(described(a(flex(worker(as(being(a(perBson(with(reduced(ability(to(work,(but(was(sceptic(towards(how(people(are(approved(for(flex(jobs((Appendix(C:(09.14).(Because(of(the(various(ideas(about(what(a(flex(worker(is,(one(of(our(first(questions(to(the(families(concerned(their(immediate(thoughts(about(flex(workers.(This(provided(us(with(a(general( idea(of(the(families’(thoughts(and(revealed(various(prejuBdices(towards(flex(workers.(((One(of(the(first(prejudices(towards(flex(workers(appeared(while(interviewing(Sarah.(Sarah(told(that(she(was(on(flex(time(at(her(job,(which(means(that(she(has(a(flexible(workday(with(flexible( hours.( The( interviewer( did( not( hear( her( properly( and( asked:( “Are# you# a# flex#
worker?”,(which(gave(us(the(following(answer:(“No#no#no,#it#is#called#flex#time.#Oh#no#no,#I#am#
not#a#flex#worker.#No#no”((Appendix(A:(3.45).(In(this(example(Sarah(makes(it(very(clear(that(she(is(not(a(flex(worker(as(being(on(flex(time(and(being(a(flex(worker(is(not(the(same(thing.(It( seems(very( important( for(her( to(make( that(distinction(and( tell(us( that( she( is(not(a( flex(worker.(With(this(remark(we(see(how(Sarah’s(preBunderstanding(of(flex(workers(emerges.(((According(to(Goffman,(our(world(exists(of(categorisations,(which(we(make(and(place(people(in,( to(better( identify(our(self(and(others.(We(all(have(assumptions(on(how(others(are(and(how(they(will(react(in(different(situations.(As(a(human(being(you(are(conscious(about(which(category( you( are(placed( in,( because( it( determines( how(other( people( look( at( and( think( of(you.(Sarah(draws(a(clear(distinction(between(herself(and(a(flex(worker,(and(with(her(utterBance(states(that(they(belong(in(two(different(categories.(It( is(obvious(that(she(is(not(interBested(in(being(placed(in(the(same(category(as(flex(workers.(((When(confusion(exists(about(what(lies(underneath(the(term(flex(worker,(it(becomes(difficult(to(categorise(them(and(place(them(in(a(certain(group.(Nevertheless,( it( is(necessary(for(the(families( to( do( so.(When( asking( for( a( definition( of( a( flex( worker( Oliver( states( that( a( flex(
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worker(is(a(person(who(for(some(reason(is(not(able(to(work(on(the(same(terms(as(others,(and(then(elaborated(by(saying:(((
“When#do#you#have#a#permanent#reduced#ability#to#work,#right?#Of#course#you#can#measure#it#
if#you#are#affected#in#your#nervous#system#and#cannot#walk,#that#is#something#you#can#relate#
to.#But#people#who#has#a# tendency# to#become#easily# stressed,# is# that#a#permanent# reduced#
ability# to# work# or# is# it# just# people# who# need# to# pull# themselves# together?”# (Appendix( C:(09.21).(((It(is(important(to(note(that(Oliver(shows(what(a(lack(of(precise(categorisation(can(do(to(the(reaction(towards(a(distinct(category.(As(Goffman(notes,(a(stigma(is(the(relationship(between(a(stereotype(and(an(attribute.(This(is(an(example(of(the(doubt(it(brings(when(the(agent(does(not(agree(with(or(is(not(certain(of(the(associated(attributes.(Therefore,(Oliver(suggests(that(flex(workers(can(be(people(who(becomes(easily(stressed.(Even(though,(there(are(some(flex(workers(who(are(diagnosed(with(stress,(it(is(not(necessarily(correct(to(assume(that(you(can(become(a(flex(worker,(if(you(simply(have(a(tendency(to(become(stressed.(A(similar(example(of( how( flex(workers( are( categorised( occurred(when( discussing( how( SkyHands( could( beBcome(an(attractive(offer(for(busy(families.(All(the(families(agree(that(trust(was(one(of(the(key(words(in(making(SkyHands(a(success.(Sarah(makes(a(remark(about(the(flex(workers:(((
“In#relation#to#flex#workers#we#also#need#to#know#if#it’s#a#person#who’s#mentally#ill.#It#is#again#
a#matter#of#trust#[...]#okay,#I#don’t#want#you#to#go#ahead#and#wreck#my#house#if#you#suddenly#
emerge#into#a#depressive#phase”#(Appendix(A:(26.10).((((Two(things(are(worth(pointing(out.(First(of(all,(we(here(see( the(same(tendency(to(make(a(fairly(broad(categorisation.(Like(Oliver,(Sarah(opens(up(for(the(category(of(flex(workers(beBing(someone(who(might(be(mentally( ill.(Some(of( the( flex(workers(do(suffer( from(different(psychological(setbacks,(but(you(ought(to(assume(that(the(flex(workers(who(are(expected(to(work(in(SkyHands(will(not(wreck(the(houses(they(are(supposed(to(be(working(in.(Again(we(see( a( need( to( place( flex( workers( in( a( category.( Another( thing( we( find( interesting( is( the(prejudice( towards( flex( workers,( which( also( emerges( here,( when( Sarah( raises( a( concern(about(how(a(flex(worker(might(react(should(they(emerge(into(a(depressive(phase.(She(exB
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presses(a(concern(towards(SkyHands(sending(people(to(work(for(her,(who(are(not(mentally(fit( to(do( the(work(required(of( them.( In( this( case( it( shows( that(a( lack(of( information(comBbined(with(the(negative(categorisation(of(the(flex(workers,(can(lead(to(an(assumption(of(disBcreditable(attributes,(which(in(turn(can(affect(the(perception(of(SkyHands(as(an(enterprise(negatively.((It(is(interesting(that(Sarah(creates(a(link(between(flex(workers(and(people(who(are(manicBdepressive,(but(what(is(particularly(interesting(is(that(she(is(familiar(with(flex(workers(from(her(own(job,(so(she(is(aware(that(being(a(flex(worker(is(not(necessarily(tantamount(to(being(mentally(ill.(Nevertheless,(Sarah(seems(to(think(that(it(is(not(an(inconceivable(option(that(a(flex(worker(wrecked(her(house.(((According(to(Goffman,(we(have(specific(perceptions(of(what(normal(looks(like.(At(the(same(time(we(have(a(perfectly(clear(image(of(what(abnormal(looks(like.(Due(to(Sarah’s(perception(of(what(normal( is(and( is(not,( it( is(clear( to(see(how(she(differentiates(herself( from(the(abBnormal(and( in( that(way(places(herself( in( the(category(of(what( she( finds( to(be(normal.(An(example(is(that(Sarah(is(working(in(a(Human(Resources(department(at(Copenhagen(UniverBsity(where(one(of(her(tasks(is(to(take(care(of(the(flex(workers(in(that(department(by(adminBistering( the(associated(paperwork( to( the(municipality( (Appendix(A:(4.25).(However,( even(though(Sarah(is(happy(with(having(a(flex(worker(at(her(job,(she(thinks(that(it(is(too(easy(for(the(flex(worker(to(go(home,(and(use(the(position(as(a(flex(worker(as(an(excuse:(“It#has#been#
too#easy#for#her#[the#flex#worker#ed.]#to#say:#‘Okay,#now#I#have#a#child#that#is#sick,#because#I#am#
only#a#flex#worker’”((Ibid.:(5.35).(In(this(case(it(seems(that(the(flex(worker(identifies(herself(as(a(flex(worker(and(thereby(adheres(to(her(amplified(stigma.(Utilising(Goffman’s(theory(on(stigma,(people(who(are(stigmatised(have(a( tendency( to(act( like(what( is(expected(of( them.(This( falls( under( the( category( of( the( discredited,( where( the( stigma( is( obvious( to( the( surBroundings.(In(this(case,(Sarah(does(not(mention(the(distinct(stigma,(but(notes(that(it(is(too(easy(for(her(coBworker(not(to(show(up(for(work(due(to(some(incident(at(home.(Disregarding(the(obvious(categorisation,(this(also(shows(the(structural(reaction(to(this(category,( from(a(coBworker’s(perspective.(As(we(do(not(know(of(the(situation(on(her(workplace,(we(cannot(discuss(whether(her(colleagues(agree(with(her(in(the(description(of(the(flex(worker(at(the(
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workplace,(we(can(however(hint(to(this(example(pointing(to(an(obvious(obstacle(for(the(fuBture(of(SkyHands.(((As( stated( in( the( beginning( of( this( paragraph,( the( knowledge( of( flex(workers( differed( deBpending(on(the(families’(experiences(with(flex(workers.(However,(the(example(above(with(Sarah(shows(that(even(though(she(knows(what(a(flex(worker(is(and(overall(has(positive(exBperiences(with( them,(she(still( categorises( them(as(abnormal(and(ascribe( to( them(extreme(behaviour(or(at(least(a(very(fragile(state(of(mind.((
5.2.2#Tolerance#Towards#Flex#Workers#Another( assumption( that( emerged( about( flex( workers( was( that( they(were( fragile,( which(could(create(some(challenges(in(their(work(life.(When(we(asked(the(families(how(they(felt(about(the(fact(that(flex(workers,(by(definition(are(a(group(of(people(who(has(some(physical(or(mental(disabilities,(the(families(displayed(understanding(and(tolerance:(((
“As#long#as#you#are#sick#a#single#day.#Or#a#couple#of#days#in#a#row.#There#will#be#an#underW
standing#for#that.#It’s#not#like#a#company#that#is#providing#a#service.#They#[the#flex#workers#
ed.]#are#people#that#need#a#little#nursing#[...]#Of#course#the#flex#workers#will#have#more#ughW
days”#(Appendix(C:(17.38).((This( statement(displays( tolerance( towards( flex(workers(and(shows( that( the( families(have(prejudices(about(flex(workers(being(more(fragile(in(a(work(situation.((There(are(two(typical(outcomes(from(the(interaction(of(a(normal(and(a(stigmatised,(neither(of(the(outcomes(are(advantageous(for(the(stigmatised,(because(they(will(not(be(treated(acBcording( to( their( self(perceived(category( (Cf.( SubBchapter(4.1.3).( In( this( case( it( could( seem(that(the(families(are(very(understanding(and(sympathetic(towards(the(flex(workers,(which(is(not(necessarily(a(good(thing(as(it(can(present(the(flex(workers(as(being(in(a(worse(condiBtion( than( they( are.( The( families’( prejudices( towards( flex(workers( are(making( them(more(sympathetic(and(understanding(in(relation(to(what(you(can(expect(of(flex(workers.(((
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The(flex(workers(seem(to(agree(with(the(families(in(believing(themselves(to(be(fragile,(and(thereby(enforcing(the(stigma(placed(upon(them.(Multiple(times(they(express(how(they(feel(vulnerable(and(fragile.(During(one(of(the(focus(groups(Fatima(says:(“You#are#handicapped,#
when#you#are#in#flex#work,#right?#It#is#because#you#are#not#normal”#(Appendix(D:(27.38).(Even(though,(there(is(no(doubt(that(flex(workers(are(facing(some(challenges,(it(is(interesting(that(Fatima(is(stigmatising(herself,(not(because(of(her(unemployment,(but(because(of(her(physBical( injuries.( Fatima( suffers( from( a( whiplash( from( two( previous( car( accidents( and( is( no(longer(able(to(maintain(a(job(in(the(same(way(that(she(used(to.(In(this(quote(she(is(labelling(herself(as(handicapped(and(abnormal(because(she(is(a(flex(worker.(She(acknowledges(that(there(is(a(normal(and(an(abnormal(group(and(places(herself(in(the(abnormal(group.(Fatima(might(not(have(an(immediate(visible(injury,(but(she(still(seems(to(identify(herself(from(her(whiplash(and(her(position(as(a( flex(worker.( In( that(sense( it(makes(Fatima(discredited(beBcause(she(acknowledges(her(stigma(and(sees(it(as(obvious(to(the(world(around(her.(AccordBing( to(Goffman,(discredited( actors(will( however,( from( time( to( time,( experience(how( their(surroundings(are(empathic(towards(their(stigmas,(which(is(also(shown(and(confirmed(in(the(utterances(from(the(families.(Goffman(stresses(that(when(you(become(stigmatised(you(will(be(reduced( from(being(a(whole(person( to(a( fragmented(one,(which( is(what(appears( to(be(what(is(happening(for(Fatima.(((It(looks(like(the(families(and(flex(workers(agree(on(the(fact(that(flex(workers(can(be(seen(as(fragmented(people(and(one(could(get(the(impression(that(this(was(not(the(optimum(group(to(use(in(a(project(like(SkyHands.(However,(during(the(interview(with(the(employees(from(the(job(centre(the(flex(workers(came(across(as(being(exactly(the(right(group(for(making(such(an(initiative(function((Appendix(F:(13.35).(The(employees(from(the(job(centre(describe(flex(workers(as(having(a(tendency(of(being(careful(to(make(promises(that(they(might(not(be(able(to(fulfil((Appendix(F:(24.33).(Goffman(mentions( that( stigmatised( individuals,( especially(discredited(ones,(will( feel( inseBcure(when(meeting(others(who(are(normal.(They(will(be(very(selfBaware(because(there(will(be(some(uncertainty(about(how(they(will(be(perceived,(thus(it(will(make(it(difficult(for(them(to(know(how(to(act.(As(we(have(seen,(the(families(have(a(tendency(to(be(overly(sympathetic(and(perceive( the( flex(workers(as(weaker( than(normal(people.(Hiding(behind( their( stigma(
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and(using(it(as(an(excuse(is(a(natural(reaction(in(these(situations(where(the(flex(workers(are(insecure(on(how(to(act.(Many(of(the(flex(workers(have(been(used(to(being(pushed(too(hard(and(have( thus( experienced( expectations( that(did(not(match( their( abilities,(which( support(their( insecurity:(“The#way#the#municipality#are# fighting#you#and#breaking#you#all# the#time#W#
please# just#give#me#some#peace,# I# can’t# stand# it#any# longer”( (Appendix(E:(17:30).(However,(after(they(have(been(approved(for(flex(job,(this(experience(have(changed(and(they(have(exBperienced(more(understanding((Ibid.:(17.40).(((
5.2.3#Roskilde#Job#Centre’s#View#on#Flex#Workers#The(employees(at(the(job(centre(who(are(cooperating(with(Marckmann(think(SkyHands(is(a(good(idea(and(they(describe(the(flex(workers(as(a(perfectly(stable(workforce(and(if(given(the(right( job( they(will(be(very(conscientious( (Appendix(F:(13.42).( It( appears( that(a(mismatch(exists(between(how(the(employees(from(the(job(centre(view(the(flex(workers,(how(the(famiBlies(view(flex(workers,(and(how(the(flex(workers(view(themselves.(According(to(Bourdieu,(changes(in(habitus(are(quite(languid(and(highly(affected(by(earlier(experiences.(This(could(explain(the(differences(in(the(perceptions(of(the(flex(workers.(As(opposed(to(the(families(the(employees( at( the( job( centre(work(with(many(different( flex(workers( every(day( and(might(have(a(more(realistic(picture(of(who(they(are,(and(what(they(are(capable(of.(An(example(to(illustrate(this(is(the(employees(at(the(job(centre’s(argument(for(the(fact(that(flex(workers(do(not(have(more(sick(days(than(others:((
”Well,#we#usually#say#that#flex#workers#should#not#have#more#sick#days#than#other#people,#beW
cause#there#is#already#been#made#a#compensation#in#relation#to#the#reduced#number#of#hours#
and#special#considerations”#(Appendix(F:(23.49).(((However,(Sarah’s(experience(with(flex(workers(is(that(they(use(their(title(as(flex(workers(as(an(excuse,(and(even(though(the(employees(from(the(job(centre(might(have(more(experience(working(with( flex(workers,( they(do(not(experience( them(at( the(specific(working(place.(As(we(do(not(have(any(empirical(data(supporting(either(of(these(experiences(it(is(not(possible(to(know(who(is(right,(neither(is(it(ethical(nor(possible.(However,(it(is(interesting(to(note(the(
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difference(especially(because( it(seems(that(the(families(and(the(flex(workers(are(more(coBherent(in(their(perception(of(the(flex(workers’(abilities(than(the(employees(at(the(job(centre.((The(employees(explained( that( the( flex(workers(are(very(well(aware(of( the(condition( they(are( in,( and(what( they( are( capable( of;( nevertheless( the( flex(workers( do( not( share( the( job(centre’s(positive(perception(of( their(abilities.(The( flex(workers(we( talked( to(are(all(newly(approved( for( flex( jobs( and(have( therefore( never( had( a( flex( job.( Their( earlier( experiences(from(up(to(twelve(years(of(unemployment(have(taught(them(that(they(do(not(live(up(to(the(expectations(of(the(job(market,(why(these(are(the(structures(their(habitus(will(draw(on.(This(might(explain(why(the(flex(workers’(and(the(job(centre’s(perceptions(differ.(The(flex(workBers(are(used(to(meeting(prejudices(and(lack(of(understanding(for(their(situations((Appendix(E:(21.00).(Fatima(is(familiar(with(the(prejudices(towards(flex(workers,(from(the(time(when(she(was(on(the(labour(market.(((
”I#used#to#work#in#SKAT#and#there#we#had#flex#workers.#Now,#I#have#never# looked#down#on#
them#myself,#but#you#have#talked#about#them.#That#is#what#you#do#in#the#hallways.#‘Ew,#she#
earns#just#as#much#as#him,#but#does#not#work#as#much#as#he#does’#and#all#that#kind#of#stuff.#So#
of#course,#you#do#look#down#on#flex#workers”#(Appendix(D:(27.04).((Fatima(has(experiences(with(working(with(flex(workers(back(when(she(was(not(one(herself.(She(pulls(opinions(and(prejudices(from(that(time(and(projects(these(on(to(herself(now(she(has(become(a(flex(worker.(Even(though,(she(says(that(she(never(frowned(upon(flex(workers,(she(states(that(it(is(perfectly(normal(to(do(so.((
5.2.4#Sub:Conclusion#It(has(become(clear(that(the(families(have(different(preBunderstandings(about(the(perceived(category(of(flex(workers(depending(on(whether(they(had(worked(with(flex(workers(beforeBhand.(Even(though,(the(spectre(of(these(preBunderstandings(vary,(it(definitely(shows(us(that(they(perceive( flex(workers(as(a(stigmatised(entity.(The(noticeable(point( for(the( families( is(the(need( to(make(a( clear(distinction(between( the( flex(workers( and( themselves,( not( to(be(linked(to(the(issues(associated(with(that(specific(categorisation.(Further,(we(see(that(the(flex(
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workers(also(see(themselves(as(stigmatised(and(discredited,(which(creates(insecurity(when(meeting(normal(people,(because(they(do(not(know(how(they(will(be(perceived.((The(job(centre(advocates(that(the(flex(workers(are(capable(of(more(than(they(indicate(and(thus(there(seem(to(be(a(mismatch(in(the(perception(of(flex(workers(between(the(different(groups.(We( find( this(point( significant( for( SkyHands’( realisation(process( as( these(differing(perceptions( of( flex( workers( will( be( a( challenge( when( bringing( the( families( and( the( flex(workers( together.( Marckmann( might( need( to( break( down( these( prejudices( in( order( to(realise(the(potential(of(the(flex(workers(and(thereby(SkyHands’(possibilities(of(creating(the(social(change(Marckmann(is(striving(for.(Based(on(the(contemplations(from(chapter(2(one(can(argue(that(in(order(to(affect(the(families'(understandings(of(the(flex(workers,(a(strong(network(is( important(in(order(to(create(a(positive(narrative(about(the(realisation(process,(and(generate(a(good(reputation(for(SkyHands.((
5.3#Self#Image#In( accordance(with( the( existing( prejudices( and( stigmas( surrounding( both( the( title( of( flex(worker,(and(the(title(of(unemployed,(as(well(as(several(years(of( identifying(themselves(by(the( categorisation( of( unemployed,(we( find( it( important( to( take( a( closer( look( at( how( flex(workers(perceive(themselves.(We(believe(this(will(have(an(impact(on(how(the(flex(workers(will(experience(SkyHands.(Thus(this(subBchapter(will(engage(in(the(perceptions(that(the(flex(workers(have(of(themselves(and(their(surroundings.((
5.3.1#A#Sense#of#Belonging#Nowhere#One(of(the(flex(workers,(Torben,(describes(how(he(have(had(difficulties(settling(down(with(his(new(identity(as(a(flex(worker:((( ”I# find# it#hard#to#decide#what#I#can#do#and#what#I#can’t.# I#am#use#to#working#from#5# in#the#
morning#to#8W9#in#the#evening.#Every#single#day,#right?#And#I#have#never#in#my#life#been#sick.#
And#suddenly# I#am#sick.# I# find# it#difficult# to#see#where# I#am#suppose# to# fit# in”#(Appendix(E:(6.58).(((
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According(to(Goffman,(an(individual(that(experiences(discrepancy(between(the(virtual(and(the(actual(social(identity(can(feel(cut(off(from(himself((Goffman(1986:(pp.(29).(We(argue(that(this(is(exactly(what(happens(to(Torben,(as(he(does(not(know(where(he(belongs(in(the(space(between(his(old(life(where(he(worked(several(hours(more(than(fullBtime(and(now(where(he(can(work(no(more(than(the(10B15(hours(that(he(has(been(approved(for((Appendix(E:(7.23).(We(see(this(as(a(sign(of(how(Torben(is(unsettled(in(his(new(life(situation.(((Further,(we(find(it(quite(interesting(that(Torben(defines(himself(as( ‘sick’.(We(acknowledge(that(he(has(an(injury(in(his(back.(However,(he(can(still(work,(although(fewer(hours.(Torben’s(acceptance(of(his(stigma,(can(be(seen( in(his( linguistic(phrasing(of(his(categorisational(disBcrepancy.(We(believe(that(his(description(should(be(viewed(as(a(cultural(stigma.(((
“The#standards#he#has#incorporated#from#the#wider#society#equip#him#to#be#intimately#alive#
to#what#others#see#as#his#failing,#inevitably#causing#him,#if#only#for#moments,#to#agree#that#he#
does#indeed#fall#short#of#whit#he#really#ought#to#be”((Goffman(1986:(17).((As(we(have(argued( in(chapter(1.1(we(see(a( tendency( in(our(Danish(contemporary(society(which(dictates(that(if(you(are(not(actively(engaged(in(the(labour(market(and(work(the(ordiBnary(37,5(hours,( then( you( are( out( of( line(with( the(perception(of( normality.( Furthermore,(Goffman’s( research( indicates( that( unemployment( is( perceived( as( a( clear(blemish( to( one’s(character,(and(by(extension(viewed(as(a(stigma.(((Another(point(to(make(concerning(Torben’s(thoughts(on(where(he(belongs( is( that(habitus(might(still(be(connected(to(his(old(work(life.(Bourdieu(describes(how(the(early(experiences(will( have( the( greatest( effect( on( your( habitus( and( Torben( has( been(working( as( a( butcher(since(the(age(of(8.(It(can(thus(be(very(difficult(for(Torben(to(change(his(view(of(himself(as(it(lies(so(deep(within(him(to(work(hard,(as(he(also(points(out:#“If#I#was#being#set#to#work#now#I#
would#need#a#supervisor,#because#otherwise#I#would#just#keep#on#working.#It#has#just#become#
so#natural#for#me.#When#you#work,#you#just#work,#right?”((Appendix(E:(9.27).(So(it(is(a(chalBlenge(for(him(to(change(his(way(of(working,(because(his(way(of(doing(things(is(so(inculcated(in(his(habitus.(He( still( has( a( strong( sense(of( self( regarding(his(work( situation( (Ibid.),( and(
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now(he(finds(it(difficult(to(adapt(to(the(new(situation(and(his(future(sense(of(self(because(of(his( life( changes.( Torben( is( an( example( of( how( languid( habitus( is( as( Torben( tells( how( he(would(not(be(able(to(stop(working(unless(someone(told(him(to,(because(that(is(what(he(is(used(to.(In(the(same(line(we(see(Bodil,(who(states:(( “I#haven’t#got#a#four#year#long#education#as#a#pedagogue#and#IWdon’tWknowWhowWmany#years#
of#experience#to#be#a#cleaning#lady#in#some#random#home#for#some#random#people#who#have#
chosen#to#go#out#and#make#a#shitload#of#money”((Appendix(E:(26.47).(((Even(though(Bodil(is(a(flex(worker(she(still(uses(her(experiences(from(earlier(structures,(her(education(as(a(pedagogue,(to(manage(her(identity(as(a(flex(worker.(She(is(not(willing(to(be(filling(just(any(position(as(she(feels(that(she(is(worth(more(than(that.(SkyHands(should(not(only(work(on( the(prejudices(presented(by( the( families( and(our( society,( but( also(with( the(sense(of(self(that(the(flex(workers(have.((Further(cleaning(is(not(a(position(you(need(an(education(for,(which(means(that(in(principle(everyone( could( do( it.( Bourdieu( states( that( symbolic( capital( is( a( question( of( distinction,(which(you(obtain(through(the(capital(you(accumulate,(e.g.(your(education.(By(denying(a(job(as(a(cleaning(lady,(Bodil(holds(on(to(the(cultural(capital(that(sets(her(apart(from(unskilled(workers(and( tries( to(maintain(a( social(position( she(might(no( longer(have.(When(you( lose(your(job(you(lose(both(social(and(economic(capital,(because(your(income(falls(and(you(fall(out(of(an(important(network.(Thus(your(accumulated(capital(is(reduced(why(also(your(social(position(will(change.(According(to(Bourdieu(your(accumulated(capital,(and(thereby(your(social(position,(is(reproBduced( through(conversion(of(capital.( In(Bodil’s(and(many(of( the(other( flex(worker’s(cases(they(are(no( longer(able(to(convert( their(cultural(capital( in(the( form(of( their(education(beBcause( they(can(no( longer(work.(Maybe(because(of(her(habitus,(Bodil(has( trouble(realising(that(she(is(no(longer(able(to(enter(the(job(market(the(way(she(used(to,(however,(by(refusing(jobs(through(initiatives(like(SkyHands(she(will(not(reproduce(the(capital(she(had.(By(taking(a( job(as(a(cleaning( lady(with(a( family(she(might(be(able( to(convert(her(cultural( capital( to(social( capital,(which( could(provide(her(with( a(better( job( eventually.(This( is( supported(by(
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Lise,(who(does(not(see(child(care(as(an( initial(option:( “But#you#could# start#with# something#
else.#Something#in#the#house.#Then#you#could#clean#for#a#period#of#time#and#then#we’ll#get#to#
know#each#other”#(Appendix(C:(13.20).(Additionally,(a(job(in(SkyHands(will(raise(Bodil’s(inBcome(and(thereby(her(economic(capital.(A( job( in(SkyHands(will( thus(potentially(cast(both(economic(and(social(capital.(Although(the(question(still(remains(how(a(job(in(SkyHands(afBfects(the(symbolic(capital.(((
5.3.2#Working#for#a#WISE#Bodil(appears(to(have(the(urge(to(emphasise(that(she(has(an(education(and(she(points(out(that(she(has(only(been(a(flex(worker(for(a(short(period(of(time.(A(reason(for(this(can(be(her(fear(of(how(normal(people(will(perceive(her( if( she(was(working( for(a(WISE(and( thus( she(underlines(that(she(is(a(pedagogue,(which(is(also(her(point(in(the(following(quote:(“If#a#perW
son#like#me,#with#those#resources#that#I#have,#came#in,#I#would#not#use#them#to#clean.#I#would#
use#them#for#all#sorts#of#other#activities”((Appendix(E:(1.11.53).(What(Bodil(needs(to(emphasise(is(that(she(has(an(education(as(a(pedagogue,(and(she(knows(how(people(perceive(unemployed(and(flex(workers.(Thus(she(has(to(distance(herself(from(the(category(of(flex(workers,(as(she(does(not(want(to(belong(in(that(category.(She(states(that(she(is(something(more(valuable(because(of(the(cultural(capital(she(has(in(terms(of(her(eduBcation.( The( question( is( if( she( is( realistic( about( her( options( qua( her( new( status( as( flex(worker.(((Most(of(the(flex(workers(we(spoke(to(are(newly(approved(for(flex(work,(but(have(been(unBemployed(for(a(long(time(because(of(their(reduced(working(capacity.(As(mentioned(earlier(Bourdieu(does(not(leave(much(room(for(change(in(habitus(and(structures(in(general.(HowBever,(he(does(states(that(habitus(is(affected(by(new(experiences,(thus(we(find(that(the(flex(workers( who( have( been( unemployed( in( as(much( as( ten( years,( must( have( experienced( a(change(in(their(habitus(and(position(in(the(social(space(inter(alia.(because(of(a(reduction(of(accumulated(capital(as(both(their(economic,(social(and(symbolic(capital(has(decreased.(This(is( to(some(extend(apparent(as( the( flex(workers(emphasise( the( importance(of(not(meeting(too(high(expectations,(and(that(the(jobs(that(they(would(apply(for(need(to(match(their(abiliBties.(Utilising(Goffman(this(appears(damaging(to(their(social( identity(caused(by(the(discreB
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pancy(between( their( own( ideas(of( their( virtual( and(actual( identities.( If( they( still( perceive(themselves(as(what(they(used(to(be,(their(demands(for(themselves(will(not(match(their(acBtual(self(and(every(meeting(with(reality(will(create(selfBhate((Goffman(1986:(17).(A(solution(to(this(can(be(an(attempt(to(correct(this(discrepancy(through(a(form(of(passing(by(acting(like(a(normal(and(denying( jobs( they(perceive(as(demeaning.(A(good(example(of( this( is(Fatima(who(does(not(wish(to(work(for(the(families(at(all:(“I#am#not#comfortable#working#in#private#
homes,#I#was#employed#in#the#public#sector#so#I#haven’t#tried#that#[working#in#private#homes#
ed.]#so#that#is#not#an#option#for#me”((Appendix(D:(10.09).(Most(of(the(other(flex(workers(are(not(dismissive(towards(working(for(the(families,(but(bring(up(child(care(as(a(possible(task,(perhaps(because(they(feel(that(this(might(still(provide(an(opportunity(to(utilise(their(qualifiBcations.( According( to(Bourdieu,( these( qualifications(would( be( seen( as( the( cultural( capital(that(the(flex(workers(have(and(as(the(embodied(cultural(capital(can(be(translated(to(their(habitus(tasks(as(child(care(might(fit(with(their(perceptions(of(what(is(recognisable(work(and(thereby(give(rise(to(their(symbolic(capital.(((We(find(it(relevant(to(reflect(upon(how(several(of(the(flex(workers(do(not(have(visible(stigBmas,(but(still(seem(to(view(themselves(as(stigmatised.(By(doing(so(they(are(placed(in(GoffBman’s(category(of(discredited(stigmas,(because(they(see(their(inadequacies(as(obvious(to(the(outside(world,( even( though( they(might(not(be.(Torben(has(back(problems,(Fatima(suffers(from(a(whiplash(and(Louise(has(ADHD.(When(these(people(live(their(everyday(lives,(no(one(will(be(able( to( tell( that( they(are(different( than(others.( In( this(perspective( it( is( relevant( to(note( that( their( stigma( is(only(evident(when(put( in(a( situation,(which(requires( them(to(do(something(directly(connected( to( the(attributes(of( the(distinct(stigma.(The( interesting(part(comes(when(numerous(of(the(flex(workers(think(that(SkyHands(is(a(brilliant(idea(and(easily(could(see(themselves(working(for(this(WISE,(as(long(as(the(tasks(they(fulfil(are(meaningful((Cf.(SubBchapter(5.4.1).(By(working( for(a(WISE(we(argue,( that( the( flex(workers(stigmatise(themselves((additionally)(because(a(key(definition(of(a(WISE(is(that(they(focus(on(people(in(the(peripheral(of( the( labour(market((Nyssens(2014:(211).(As( long(as( the( flex(workers(are(working(in(SkyHands(there(will(be(a(risk(that(they(continue(to(stay(stigmatised(and(will(not(be(connected(to(other(companies(that(hire(normal(workers.(((
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On(the(other(side,(being(a(flex(worker(working(for(a(WISE,(and(through(this(exposing(one’s(stigma,(might(actually(create(sympathy(for(their(situations,(because(they(choose(to(work(in(spite(of(their(disabilities.(Henrik(from(one(of(the(families(is(an(example(of(a(person(who(has(a(favourable(view(upon(flex(workers(compared(to(other(unemployed(people:(”Flex#workers,#
in#my#opinion,#are#the#ones#that#actually#would#like#to#work”#(Appendix(A:(10.25).(He(believes(that(because(they(have(fewer(hours,(they(will(feel(more(motivated(and(excited(to(work.(((
5.3.3#Acknowledgement#or#Refutation#of#the#Flex#Workers’#Limitations#To(make( SkyHands( function( it(was( crucial( for(Marckmann( to( find( collaborators( to( create(links(between( the( families(and( the( flex(workers.( In( this( relation( the(employees(at( the( job(centre(in(Roskilde(municipality(have(come(to(play(an(important(role.(The(employees(at(the(job( centre( have(become( the(mediators( and( feel( confident( that( they( can(be( beneficial( and(help( the( flex(workers( to(make(and(match( the(profiles(needed( in(SkyHands.(As(mentioned(earlier,( they(are(certain(that( the( flex(worker(group( is( the(right(one( for(SkyHands.(The( job(centre’s( task( is( to(make( qualified( profiles(with( the( flex(workers( that(matches( the( latter’s(qualifications(and(also(states(their(limitations.(The(employees(from(the(job(centre(are(able(to(do(so(because(of(the(amount(of(time(they(spent(with(the(flex(workers.(They(have(gained(a(sense(of(what(each( flex(worker( is( capable(of.(The(employees( from( the( job(centre(deem( it(focal(that(the(flex(workers(are(properly(represented,(which(in(this(context(indicates(that(the(flex(workers(get(profiles(that(match(their(skill(sets.(They(trust(that(these(profiles(can(create(a(good(basis(for(giving(the(flex(workers(the(best(possible(work(environment((Appendix(F:(15.32).(However,(the(employees(from(the(job(centre(express(in(the(interview(that(the(proBcess(requires(that(the(flex(workers,(when(matched(with(the(families,(are(handed(over(to(the(enterprise.(((
But#of#course#we#cannot#vouch#for#them#100%,#when#they#are#sent#out#to#work,#in#terms#of#
what#they#can,#and#cannot#do.#And#how#they#behave#at#a#workplace.#Regarding#this#matter,#
we#do#only#have#our#intuition#and#their#history”#(Appendix(F:(16.23).((Even(though(the(employees(from(the(job(centre(can(offer(their(help,(the(outcome(will(in(the(end(depend(on(the(flex(workers’,(and(the(families’(motivation(and(efforts.(
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(During(the(focus(groups(all( the( flex(workers(agreed(that(they(felt( that(the( job(centre(took(good( care( of( them(and(were( considerable( towards( their( given( situation.( Some(of( the( flex(workers( have( had( unfortunate( experiences( with( earlier( collaborations( with( the( municiBpality;(before(they(were(approved(for(flex(jobs.(In(these(cases(they(have(found(the(municiBpality(to(be(inconsiderable(and(unrealistic(towards(the(flex(workers’(limitations.(Louise(did(not( feel( satisfied(with( the(collaboration(with( the(municipality.(She(was(sick( for( five(years(and(she(stayed(home(unable(to(work.(At( first( the(municipality(made(her(work(two(days(a(week,( for(two(hours.(Then(they(increased(the(workdays(and(the(hours,(which(had(serious(consequences( for(Louise’s( life.( She(describes( the(experience( like( this:“[...]# stress#broke#me,#
which# obviously# affected# the# kid# at# home# because# I# couldn’t# get# out# of# bed”# (Appendix( E:(19.48).( In( the(end(Louise( received(a(diagnosis( from(her(doctor,(which( forced( the(municiBpality(to(find(a(suitable(solution(for(her((Appendix(E:(34.17).(This(is(an(example(of(a(situaBtion(where(the(municipality(did(not(take(into(consideration,(that(her(situation(was(different(from(others.(According(to(Goffman,(you(could(argue(that(the(municipality(might(find(it(diffiBcult(to(understand(the(different(life(situations,(because(most(of(the(flex(workers’(limitations(are(not(visible.((Goffman(describes(how(stigmatised(people(can(feel(insecure(when(meeting(normal(people,(as(they(do(not(know(how(they(will(be(perceived.(One(could(argue(that(this(counts(especially(for(flex(workers.(Because(their(stigmas(are(not(visible,(they(might(be(even(more(afraid(that(people(expect(too(much(of(them,(and(when(normal(people(are(not(able(to(see(what(is(wrong(with(the( flex(workers( it(might(be(easier(to(raise(the(number(of(working(hours(or(tasks(at(work(and(thereby(be(uncomprehending(to(why(they(cannot(just(find(a(job.(((As(Louise,(several(of(the(other(flex(workers(in(the(focus(groups,(indicated(that(they(are(very(vulnerable(and(that(very(little(could(be(expected(from(them#(Appendix(E:(3.24;(Appendix(D:(7.50).(However,(as(the(employees(from(the(job(centre(state:(((
“There#are# also#many# flex#workers#who#are# afraid# to#make# too#many#promises.# Then# they#
might# [...]# take#all#kinds#of#precautions#about# ‘but# it#might#be#because# I#am#sick’#and#[...]# ‘I#
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have#days,#where#I#cannot#be#there#and#this#and#this#might#happen’#And#in#that#way#you#get#
the#impression#that#they#are#much#more#absent#than#they#actually#are”#(Appendix(F:(24.33).(((This(statement(from(the(employees(could(be(seen(as(an(indication(of(the(point(that(the(flex(workers(are(afraid(to(end(up(in(a(situation(where(they(fall(short(because(they(cannot(live(up(to(the(expectations(set(by(normal(people:(“And#then#suddenly#to#be#carpet#bombed#back#to#
having# a# lot# of# limitations# […]# It#would# be# nice# to# get# out# there# and# feel# that# someone# still#
needs#you.#Because#I#think#I#still#have#a#lot#to#offer”#(Appendix(E:(16.44).((The(flex(workers(do(see(themselves(as(stigmatised.(As(earlier(stated(the(flex(workers(menBtioned(several( times(that( they(are( ’handicapped’(or( they(said( ’something# is#wrong#with#us’.(Even( though( they( acknowledge( that( they( are( different,( their( habitus( are( still( directed( toBwards(being(active(on( the( labour(market.(Which( is(what(both(Torben(and(Bodil(mention.(Bodil(also(says:(”I#am#not#bored.#I#don’t#have#a#bad#life.#I#do#everything#that#I#can#manage#and#
when#I#cannot#manage#it#anymore#I#take#it#from#there”((Appendix(E:(40.36),(which(states(that(she(feels(like(she(have(something(to(offer.((It(does(not(seem(as(if(the(flex(workers(feel(stigmatised(because(they(are(out(of(a(job.(They(feel(stigmatised(because(of(their(sense(of(self(and(the(sense(of(their(physical(limitations.((Even(though,( the(main(point( is( that(our( interviewed( flex(workers( feel(stigmatised(not(beBcause(of(their(unemployment,(but(because(of(their#‘handicap’,(it(is(their(physical(limitations(that(restrain(them(from(being(active(on(the(labour(market.(It(might(be(that(it(is(more(tanBgible( for( the( flex( workers( identify( themselves( through( their( injuries( rather( than( dealing(with(the(fact(that(they(to(some(extent(are(excluded(from(the(labour(market.((Goffman( explains( how( the( individual( is( not( necessarily( aware( of( the( fact( that( it( is( being(categorised(before(facing(a(situation(where(a(specific(behaviour(is(expected.(One(could(arBgue(that(the(flex(workers(have(been(in(more(situations(where(they(have(been(forced(to(conBsider(their(own(categorisations( in(proportion(to(their(physical( limitations(than( in(proporBtion( to( their( unemployment( situation.( This( signifies( that( the( flex(workers( identify( themBselves(more(through(the(first(category(than(the(latter.(((
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5.3.4#Sub:Conclusion#The(force(of(the(habit(is(significant,(and(we(find(it(plausible(that(starting(off(by(being(a(part(of(the(regular(labour(market(and(then(becoming(a(flex(worker(can(result(in(a(confusion(of(your(sense(of(belonging.(Even(though(your(habitus(will(change(accordingly(over(time(it(can(still(be(connected(to(your(old(life.(If(your(life(situation(changes(it(becomes(difficult(to(adapt.(As(a(WISE,(SkyHands(focuses(on(people(in(the(periphery(of(the(labour(market.(Flex(workers(working(in(SkyHands(could(end(up(stigmatising(themselves(additionally(and(cut(themselves(off(from(working(with(people(who(are(not(flex(workers.(This(emphasises(the(importance(of(breaking(the(prejudices(there(are(against(flex(workers((Cf.(Chapter(5.2),(in(order(to(present(a(genuine(possibility(for(the(flex(workers(to(join(the(labour(market.(As(we(see(a( tendency( towards( flex(workers( identifying( themselves( through(their(physical(stigma(rather(than(the(problem(they(represent(in(the(structural(capacity,(it(helps(to(identify(which(prejudices(SkyHands(needs(to(break.((
5.4#(Im)possible#Relationships#The(flex(workers(found(meaningfulness(to(be(alpha(omega(in(their(potential(new(jobs,(while(trust(was(the(core(issue(for(the(families,(if(they(had(to(let(a(stranger(into(their(home.(In(this(regard,(both(parties(found(the(relationship(between(worker(and(employer(very(important,(which(is(also(part(of(Marckmann’s(original(idea:(((
“After#the#first#meeting#they#will#know#if#there#is#a#connection#and#then#there#will#automatiW
cally#be#created#a#form#of#network#[...]#that#will#last#beyond...#so#you#[the#flex#worker#ed.]#will#
end#up#coming#regularly#in#the#family”#(Appendix(G:(37.49).(((However,(going(beyond(this( initial(agreement(we( found(a(considerable(amount(of(contraBdictions(between(what( the( two(groups(perceived( as( important( and(meaningful.(Based(on(Bourdieu’s(concept(of(habitus(and(symbolic(capital(we(will(in(the(following(paragraph(anaBlyse(the(reasons(for(these(different(perceptions,(and(whether(it(is(likely(that(the(two(groups(can(come(together(through(SkyHands.((
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5.4.1#Meaningfulness#The(term(meaningfulness(was(a(matter(that(recurred(several(times(during(the(focus(groups.(Two(nuances(seemed(to(emerge,(firstly(it(was(immensely(important(for(the(flex(workers(to(get(a(job(that(they(wanted(and(could(find(meaning(in.(Bodil(puts(it(like(this:(((
“You#won’t#go#out#and#apply#for#a#job#unless#it#is#a#job#that#you#want.#I#wouldn’t#apply#for#a#
job#as#a#check#out#lady#in#Netto,#would#I?#[...]#and#we#wouldn’t#apply#for#a#job#as#a#director#
either.#You#have#to#find#a#job#that#fits#your#situation”#(Appendix(E:(1.05.56).(((Fatima(makes(the(same(point:(“It#wouldn’t#do#it#for#me#either,#because#I#have#other#qualificaW
tions#[...]#it#would#be#a#waste#of#qualifications,#I#would#say#[...]#To#cook#and#pick#up#kids”#(ApBpendix(D:(9.12).( Further,( it( is( important( for( the( flex(workers( that( the( jobs( they(get(mean(something,(that(they(are(appreciated(and(needed.(Torben(stresses(that:(“The#job#you#go#out#
and#get,#it#has#to#be#because#you#feel#appreciated,#that#you#have#a#function,#that#it#is#a#work#
relief# for# the#company”#(Appendix(E:(28.50).(Bodil(backs(him(up:(“It#really#has# to#be#someW
thing#where# you# feel# you#make# a# difference#when# you# are# there”( (Ibid.:( 8.23).( Both( issues(seemed( equally( important( and( both( relating( to( the( feeling( of( having( a( job(with(meaning,(however,(we(see(a(contradiction(between(the(two(nuances(as(well.(On(one(hand(they(want(jobs( that( fit( their( qualifications( and( interests,( which( according( to( Bourdieu,( can( be( exBplained(through(their(habitus.(As(mentioned(earlier(habitus(is(greatly(affected(through(the(early(experiences(and(structures,(why(it(is(natural(for(the(flex(workers(still(perceive(themBselves(in(terms(of(their(educational(qualifications(and(the(job(they(have(been(doing(most(of(their(lives.(Especially(because(they(are(now(in(a(situation(that(is(unfamiliar(to(their(original(position.(As(well(as(Fatima(who( finds( it(a(waste(of(her(qualifications( to(cook(and(pick(up(children(for(a(family,(Bodil(underlines(that(cleaning(would(be(waste(of(her(qualifications(as(well(as(she(tells(how(she(does(not(see(the(logic(in(getting(a(long(education(and(having(many(years(of(experience(just(to(become(a(cleaning(lady((Cf.(SubBchapter(5.3.1).((On(the(other(hand,(the(flex(workers(also(emphasise(the(importance(of(having(a(job(where(they(make(a(difference(and(feel(appreciated.(Bodil(exemplifies(this(with(an(earlier(experiBence:(“[...]#so#it#was#all#kinds#of#tasks#I#was#doing,#you#see?#And#they#thought#it#was#great#I#was#
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there#‘cause#then#they#didn’t#have#to#do#all#those#things,#and#it#was#also#something#I#was#happy#
to#do”((Appendix(E:(37.00).((The(question(is(why(cleaning,(painting,(and(going(to(the(post(office(is(meaningful(in(one(setBting(when(demeaning(in(another.(If(meaningfulness(comes(from(being(appreciated,(we(find(it(peculiar(why(cleaning(for(a(busy(family(is(not(as(meaningful(as(being(an(oddBjobber(for(an(exhibition(company(as(Bodil(has(done(as(Bodil(has(done.(To(this(end,(Bourdieu(argues(that(accumulated(capital( is(accessible(when(being(part(of( the(social(network(of(a( family.(Bodil(overcame(her(categorisational(stigma(by(mobilising(capital(as(an(extension(of(her(brother,(from(which(her(initial(categorisation(on(the(workplace(emanated.(An(alternate(explanation(could(be(that(Bodil’s(feeling(of(meaning(can(derive(from(a(feeling(of(increased(social(capital(as(she(subconsciously(invests(in(her(existing(relationship(to(her(brother,(by(creating(value(at(his(workplace((Bourdieu(1986:(52).((According(to(Bourdieu(agents(are(always(struggling(for(symbolic(capital,(which(we(believe(can(come(from(having(and(keeping(a(job.(However,(symbolic(capital(is(a(question(of(recogniBtion(and(honour,( and(your(perception(of(when( these( apply(will( differ(depending(on(your(habitus.(If(you(are(used(to(being(part(of(society’s(working(population(and(having(symbolic(capital(because(of(your(title(as(e.g.(pedagogue,(butcher(or(accountant,(your(perceptions(of(the(world(and(dispositions(in(the(social(space(stem(from(there.(They(might(differ(between(the(flex(workers,(explaining(why(Fatima(does(not(want(to(work(for(the(families(at(all,(and(why(Bodil( finds(childcare(appealing.(The( flex(workers(do(not(want( jobs( that( they(used( to(perceive(as(belonging(to(a(different(position(in(the(social(space(than(their(own.((If( Bodil( can( surpass( the( normative( boundaries( of( her( usual( category,( by( mobilising( the(social(and(symbolic(capital( from(her( family(network(and(thus(obtain(a(position(worthy(of(appreciation,(we(see(the(same(possibility(for(SkyHands(as(a(network(for(the(flex(workers.(As(argued(by(James(Austin(et(al.( it(is(important(for(a(social(enterprise(to(have(a(good(reputaBtion.( If(SkyHands(can(establish(a(reputation(of(providing(good(and(reliable(services( it(can(provide(a(social(network(from(which(the(flex(workers(can(mobilise(capital(and(recognition.((
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5.4.2#Trust#Across#the#Social#Field#A(theme(that(penetrated(our(interviews(with(the(families(was(the(issue(of(trust.(It(was(very(important( for(all( three( families( to(know(whom(they( let( into( their(homes,(especially( if( the(person(in(question(had(to(interact(with(their(children.(Sarah(puts(it(like(this:((
“Nannies,# that’s# again# the# question# of# trust.# It# should# really# be# like…# like# when# you# hear#
about#these#‘substitute#grannies’#and#what#not,#where#you#get#to#know#the#person#and#get#a#
relationship# and# then# they# take# care# of# your# child# regularly.# Its# different# once# you# get# to#
know#a#person.#But#I#would#still#need#that#relationship#of#trust”((Appendix(A:(21.30).((Sebastian( expresses( a( similar( opinion:( “A# total# stranger# would# be# coming# into# the# house,#
right?# Then# it# would# be# really# important# for# us# that# the# chemistry# is# good”# (Appendix( B:(30.13).(Thus(the(families(agree(that(child(care(would(not(be(their(first(choice(in(tasks(they(would(hire(a(flex(worker(for,(and(Sarah(is(quite(clear(about(it:(“It#wouldn’t#be#a#flex#worker#I#
would#use#for#child#care.#I#would#say#that#was#a#task#for#neighbours#or#friends”#(Appendix(A:(17.01).(Kathrine(and(Sebastian(agree(on(this(point(and(add(that(they(too(would(turn(to(peoBple(they(know(from(the(neighbourhood,(even(if(the(price(was(the(same((Appendix(B:(25.29).(Even(though(Lise(seems(a(little(more(open(she(also(agrees:((( “You# can’t# just# take# in#a# stranger# [...]# It#would# take#me#a# long# time# to# feel# safe# enough# to#
leave#my#kids# to#a# stranger# [...]# but# you# could# start#with# something# else.# Something# in# the#
house.#Then#you#could#clean#for#a#period#of#time#and#then#we’ll#get#to#know#each#other”#(ApBpendix(C:(13.20B14.50).(((The( families( do( not( see( child( care( as( their( priority( tasks( for( ‘strangers’,( but( they( are( not(completely(rejecting(the(possibility(as(long(as(they(see(a(possibility(for(gaining(social(capital(through(a(relationship(of(trust.(The(question(is,(if(they(believe(that(this(is(possible(with(the(flex(workers.(The(families(perceive(the(flex(workers(as(what(Goffman(would(call(fragmented(human(beings,(on(whom(the(families(might(not(fully(depend.(In(subBchapter(5.2.1(we(presBent(several(statements(from(the(families(showing(sympathy(for(the(flex(workers’(conditions.(The(families(seem(to(perceive(the(flex(workers(as(people(who(need(nursing.(They(also(emBphasise(that(trust(is(crucial(in(order(for(SkyHands(to(be(successful.((
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(A(trustful(relationship(is(clearly(an(issue(for(the(families(even(though(they(might(not(see(the(possibility( of( completely( trusting( the( flex( workers.( This( can( be( explained( through(Bourdieu’s(theory(of(positions(in(the(social(space.(Even(though(there(is(convergence(of(culBtural( capital( in( form( of( educational( backgrounds( e.g.( Lise( is( a( teacher( and( Bodil( a( pedaBgogue,(they(can(be(said(to(be(quite(far(apart(on(the(dimension(of(accumulated(capital.(The(flex(workers’( economical( situation( is(very(different( from( the( families’;( their( symbolic(and(social(capital(is(lower(inter(alia.(due(to(their(unemployment.(As(the(positions(on(the(dimenBsion(of(accumulated(capital(is(the(most(important(in(terms(of(differentiating(groups(in(the(social(space,(the(evidently(lower(accumulated(capital(possessed(by(the(flex(workers(differBentiates(them(from(the(families.(((According(to(Bourdieu,(groups(from(different(positions(in(the(social(space(will(not(naturally(meet(and(if(they(do(they(might(not(like(each(other(and(will(not(have(much(in(common.(From(this(it(might(be(argued(that(the(families(are(a(little(nervous(in(terms(of(creating(this(contact(across(the(social(space(to(the(flex(workers.(Utilising( Goffman,( this( could( also( be( explained( by( the( uneasiness( of( interacting(with( the(stigmatised(groups,(because( it( is(difficult( to(know(exactly(how( to(behave.(This( could(also(explain(why(the( families(are(comfortable(by( leaving( their(kids( to( their(neighbours(or(stuBdents(that(work(shifts(in(their(childrens’(nurseries.(They(are(much(more(confident(that(they(are(able( to(build( the(relationship(of( trust(with( these(people(because( they(are(presumably(closer( in( the(social( space.( It( could(also(entail( that( they( trust(a(specific(category( in(certain(situations,( inter( alia.(meaning( that( they( view( schoolgirls( and( their( associated( categorised(attributes(as(trustworthy(for(this(specific(task.(((All( the( families(stress( that(when(you(are(unemployed(you(cannot(expect( to(get(a( job( that(matches( your( qualifications,( you( need( to( be( flexible.( Nevertheless,( all( three( families( emBphasise(that( they(do(not(want(to(hire(a( flex(worker(who( is(not(motivated.(Lise(and(Oliver(agrees(that:(“I#wouldn’t#want#a#flex#worker#around#who#didn’t#actually#want#to#do#the#things#I#
needed”#(Appendix(C:(28.49),(which(Oliver(supports:( “It# is#good#to# find#out# if# it# is#a#person#
who#has#the#urge#or#if#it#is#more#by#force”#(Appendix(B:(23.28.)(We(find(it(peculiar(why(the(
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families(put(so(much(emphasis(on(this(point(when(they(at(the(same(time(have(the(conviction(that(unemployed(people(cannot(necessarily(expect(to(find(a(dream(job.(Kathrine(might(exBplain(this(when(stating(that:(“You#would#think#that#it#is#the#lowest#status#of#jobs#to#come#home#
to#a#family#and#do#all#the#work#which#is#in#excess”#(Ibid.:(28.47).(This(indicates(that(the(famiBlies(share(the(flex(worker’s(views(on(the(tasks(the(families(are(willing(to(offer(through(SkyBHands.(When(analysing(the(importance(of(meaning(from(the(families’(perspectives,(we(canBnot( directly( analyse( it( through( our( selected( theoretical( glasses.( Nevertheless,(we( can( adBdress( it( through( the( perceived( value( of( converted( capital.( When( considering( the( overall(paradigm( B( identity( through( job,( and(meaning( through( social( capital( B( of( the( Danish( job(market,(we(can(associate(meaningfulness(with(better(performance.(We(also(base(this(assoBciation(on(the(utterances(and(analysis(from(the(subBchapters(5.3(and(5.4.1.(Therefore,(when(families(hire(a( flex(worker( to(whom(the( tasks(are(meaningful,( the( families’( investment(of(economic(capital(might(yield(a(better(result.(Further,(Bourdieu(argues(that(building(and(susBtaining( networks( and( thereby( social( capital( takes( effort.( Even( though,( Bourdieu( does( not(directly(address(trust,(we(argue(that(the(relationship(of(trust(that(is(so(crucial(for(the(famiBlies( can( be( a( question( of( accumulating( social( capital( by( building( a( network( between( the(family(and(the(flex(worker.(The(families(might(find(it(more(likely(to(build(a(relationship(of(trust(with(a(flex(worker(if(the(person(in(question(finds(meaning(in(working(for(the(family.(As(an(example(Sarah(stresses(that:(“Then#[during#the#first#meeting#ed.]#we#will#be#able#to#see#
if#it#is#a#person#who#actually#wants#to#be#here#or#if#it#is#more#like#‘okay#I#just#have#to#get#this#
over#with”#(Appendix(A:(23.28)(and(Sebastian(agrees(because(it(is(crucial(that(the(chemistry(is(right((Appendix(B:(30.24).((In(this(spectrum(we(find(that(the(reason(why(flex(workers(find(meaning(in(their( jobs( it( is(because(they(are(converting(cultural(capital(into(social(capital((Cf.(SubBchapter(5.3.1).(This(will(be(an(insurance(for(the(family(in(terms(of(their(concerns(related(to(their(categorisation(of(the(flex(workers.(Bourdieu(is(quite(clear(that(agents(across(the(social(field(will(not(naturally(meet(and(if(they(do(they(will(not(like(each(other(or(have(much(in(common.(This(is(also(what(we(have(seen(through(the(analysis.(By(giving(the(flex(workers(a(possibility(of(converting(cultural(capital(to(social(capital(SkyHands(can(provide(meaningful(jobs(for(the(flex(workers(and(thus(create(
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a(positive(space( for( the( families(and(the( flex(workers( to(meet.(However,( this(will(be(chalBlenged(by(the(fact(that(the(flex(workers(and(the(families(do(not(quite(agree(on(the(tasks(they(imagine(as(part(of(a(job(in(SkyHands.((
5.4.3#Sub:Conclusion#There(are(some(clear(discrepancies(between(what( the( flex(workers(and(the( families(want(from(SkyHands(respectively.(While(the(flex(workers(want(meaningful(jobs(as(child(care,(the(families(are(not(ready(to(leave(their(children(to(strangers.(According(to(Bourdieu,(this(can(be( explained( through( their( different( positions( in( the( social( space,( which( does( not( leave(room( for( the( two( groups( to(meet( in(meaningful( situations.( However,( if( the( flex(workers(working(in(SkyHands(are(motivated(for(the(work(they(can(do(for(the(families,(it(might(open(a(window(for(these(relations(to(work(out(after(all.((
5.5#Considerations#on#Financial#Perspectives#A(focal(point(for(the(families,(if(faced(with(a(choice(between(a(commercial(or(a(social(enterBprise,(is(the(economic(aspect(of(pricing.(Every(family(mentioned(this(point(several(times(and(we(find( it( interesting(to( investigate(which(effects( this(might(have( for(SkyHands(as(MarckBmann’s(wish(for(the(WISE(is(that(it(is(able(to(compete(on(regular(market(terms.((((One(of(the(families(pointed(out(that(they(believe(workers(from(a(professional(firm(are(more(reliable(and(if(the(company(is(providing(help(for(a(price(that(is(lower(than(what(SkyHands(can(offer,( they(will(choose(the(professionals:# ”I#must#admit,# if# the#company#is#based#on#flex#
workers#who#receive#and#all#that,#and#there#is#a#professional#company#on#the#other#side,#then#
the#professionals#wins.#If#the#price#is#the#same”((Appendix(A:(32.46).(Oliver(and(Lise(prioritise(in(the(same(way:(”When#we#have#to#decide,#and#if#the#gardener#is#cheaper,#we#would#choose#
the#gardener”#(Appendix(C:(15.30).(((Some(of( the( families( emphasised( that( they(will( not( support( SkyHands( if( its(purpose( is( to(compete(with(small(commercial(enterprises:(“Some#people#out#there#pull#themselves#together#
and# start# their# own# small# businesses.# I# think# that# it#would#be# such#a# shame# if# anyone# [SkyW
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Hands#ed.]#started#to#compete#with#them”#(Appendix(A:(18.18).(This(might(be(a(challenge(as(it(goes(against(a( focal(part(of( the(plan(with(SkyHands.(Additionally( this(displays(a(discreBpancy( of( the(wishes( of( the( families,(where( a( cheaper( alternative(would( not( only( provide(competition(to(small(businesses,(but(in(some(instances(put(them(out(of(busyness.(Further,(according(to(Henrik(and(Sarah(they(will(only(consider(hiring(a(flex(worker(if( it( is(very(cheap((Appendix(A:(24.50).(When(asked(whether(their(answers(would(be(affected(by(the(thought(of(helping(a(marginalised(group(into(the(labour(market,(the(family(responded(that(they(did(not(have(the(required(economic(capital(to(prioritise(like(that.(However,(all(the(families(still(agree(on(the(fact(that(the(idea(of(SkyHands(is(brilliant.(Thus,(for(SkyHands(to(be(an(attractive(alternative(it(needs(to(be(cheaper(than(the(competitors’(offers.((The(opposing(point(of(view(is(presented(by(Marckmann(when(she(explains(some(of(the(conBsiderations(she(has(had:(“Do#the#families#then#also#pay#something#extra#that#will#go#into#some#
kitty#in#the#enterprise#that#can#end#up#in#this#fund?”((Appendix(G:(11.33).(Clearly(Marckmann(is(not(certain(about(the(financial(structures(in(SkyHands(yet.(However,(as(pointed(out(she(is(considering( that( the( families( should(not(only(pay( the(same(price(as( they(are(supposed( to(when(hiring(labour(from(a(commercial(company(B(they(should(actually(pay(a(bit(more,(so(it(can(be(moved(to(the(fund(Marckmann(is(referring(to.((The( families( seem( to( take( it( as( a(matter( of( course( that( the(municipality(will( supply( SkyBHands(with(subsidies(and(thereby(reduce(the(costs(for(the(families.(Oliver(states:(“And#then#
the#municipality#will#give#some#kind#of#subsidy,#so#these#people#[the#flex#workers#ed.]#will#get#
paid# a# decent# salary,# but# the# families#will# be# helped# and# have# a# less# stressed# everyday# life”((Appendix(C:(19.50).((According(to(the(employees(at(the(job(centre,(the(offer(from(SkyHands,(however,(will(not(be(any(cheaper.(We(asked(them(whether(it(could(be(seen(as(an(economic(advantage(to(hire(a(flex(worker(from(SkyHands(compared(to(someone(from(a(private(cleaning(company.(They(answered:(”No,#not#offhand.#Because#there#is#no#kind#of#extra#subsidies”((Appendix(F:(45.09).(The( employees( from( the( job( centre(were( very( clear( about( the( role( of( the(municipality:( it(ends(as(soon(as(the(flex(worker(has(a(job(and(a(salary.(The(flex(worker(will(be(paid(for(the(
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hours(he(works(directly(from(the(employer(and(the(municipality(will(pay(the(compensation(to(match(a( full( time(salary( (Ibid.:(16.45).(The( flex(workers(are(not(expected( to(be(able( to(work(with(100%(efficiency(thus(the(families(should(only(pay(for(the(effective(hours(spend(on(working,(which(realistically(would(be(the(same(as(in(a(commercial(enterprise.(SkyHands(and(the(job(centre(will(not(collaborate(on(payments(and(the(municipality(will(not(subsidise(SkyHands(to(any(operational(degree((Roskilde(municipality(2014:(5).(((Nyssens(writes(that(many(WISEs(find(it(difficult(to(compete(on(regular(market(terms(and(on(these(grounds(public(authorities(sometimes(have(to(step(in(and(“[...]#take#their#social#dimenW
sion#into#account#when#awarding#public#contracts“((Nyssens(2014:(219).(As(the(families(are(not(willing(to(pay(the(extra(fee(that(Marckmann(envisages(them(to(be(paying,(and(the(muniBcipality( dissociates( itself( from( paying( subsidies( to( SkyHands,(Marckmann(might( run( into(some(financial(problems(in(the(realisation(process.(However,(the(inconsistent(nature(of(priBvate(funding(through(grants(and(foundations,(disqualifies(a(secure(reliance(on(private(fundBing(and(hence(its(position(in(a(business(model(budget.(The(municipality(of(Roskilde(outlined(its(socio(economic( funding(strategy,( to(support(developing(activities(with(a(clear( focus(on(WISEs((Cf.(Chapter(2.1).(We(argue(that(SkyHands(in(its(developing(phase(would(be(able(to(enter(an(economic(relationship(with( the(municipality(of(Roskilde,(but(must(partly(rely(on(private( funding( to(meet( any(operational( costs,(which( is(not( covered(by( the(budget(of( the(business(model.((As(shown(earlier(in(our(analysis(the(term(flex(worker(is(affiliated(with(many(prejudices(and(one(of(the(categorisations(that(the(flex(workers(are( labelled(with( is(that(they(are(not(perBceived(as(the(best(labour:(“If#the#price#is#good#and#it#seems#legitimate.#Then#it’ll#be#possible#to#
overlook#that#someone#might#have#trouble#with#showing#up#every#time”((Appendix(B:(39.25).(We( have( described( how( the( flex(workers( are( categorised( as( people(who( have(more( sick(days(and(should(be(nursed(more.(This(quote(affirms(this(point(again(as(the(family(just(exBpects( that( there(will(be(days(where( the( flex(workers(will(not(appear.(The( families(do(not(mind,(however,(as(long(as(it(is(then(cheaper(than(it(otherwise(would(be.(Further,(in(this(line(of(argument(Sarah(points(out:(“You#can#watch#my#house,#‘cause#fair#enough#it’s#a#house,#if#it#
burns#to#the#ground#I#can#get#compensation,# I#can’t#get#my#kids#back.# It’s# just,# it’s#really# imW
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portant# with# trust”( (Appendix( A:( 21.48).( Sarah( indicates( in( this( quote( that( she( does( not(really( trust( the( flex(workers.( As(mentioned( earlier( in( the( analysis,( she( is( rather( nervous(about(the(flex(workers(suddenly(emerging(into(a(depressive(state(of(mind(and(wrecks(her(house( (Cf.( SubBchapter(5.2.2).(This( shows(how( there(exist( some(rather( serious(prejudices(around(flex(workers,(and(this(might(end(up(being(a(big(problem(for(Marckmann(if(she(holds(on(to(the(idea(that(it(is(the(flex(workers(that(will(be(the(labour(for(SkyHands.(((James(Austin(et(al.(describe(how(a(social(enterprise(needs(a(good(reputation(exactly(because(they( cannot( compete(on( financial( criteria( solely( (Cf.(Chapter(2.0).( From( the(quotes(above(one( can( argue( that( SkyHands( needs( to( instigate( change( to( the( categorisations( that( are(linked(to(flex(workers((Cf.(subBchapter(5.2.4).(As(the(families(do(not(wish(to(pay(the(same(amount(of(money(for(the(flex(workers,(as(they(would(to(a(normal(worker,(and(the(municiBpality(does(not(intend(to(provide(any(operational(subsidies,(the(idea(Marckmann(has(about(SkyHands(competing(on(regular(market(terms(is(not(enough(for(this(WISE(to(survive.(FurBther,(the(employees(from(the(job(centre(states(that:(“Comparing#with#the#other#competitors#
on# the#market,#which#would#be# the#girl#next#door#walking# the#dog# W#moonlighting.#Then# the#
price#will#be#tough#to#match”((Appendix(F:(46.35).(Finally,(reliance(on(private(funding(should(be(considered(a(bonus(and(not(part(of(a(business(model(budget.(Thus,(it(seems(even(more(important(to(work(on(a(better(reputation(for(the(group(of(people(she(wishes(to(employ.(As(an( example(Marckmann(will( be( able( to( offer( professional( relevance( for( specific( types( of(tasks.(We(have(shown(how(Bodil(as(a(pedagogue(would(be(willing(to(work(with(childcare.(If(SkyHands( could( succeed( in(matching( the( price( to( commercial( enterprises( or( even(moonBlighting,(and(she(can(offer(a(pedagogue( for( childcare(or(a(gardener( for(gardening,(MarckBmann(might(be(able(to(build(a(reputation(that(can(sell(her(services.((
5.6#Sub:Conclusion#Throughout( the( analysis(we(have( seen(how(one(of( the( essential( tasks( for( SkyHands( is( to(change(the(categorisations(and(prejudices(linked(to(flex(workers(and(create(a(good(reputaBtion( as( it( cannot( survive( on( financial( competitiveness( solely.( A(way( to( do( this( is( for( SkyBHands(is(to(create(a(good(reputation(for(itself(and(thereby(provide(a(social(network(for(the(
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flex(workers(from(which(they(can(mobilise(capital.(Thus,(there(is(a(possibility(for(SkyHands(to(build(an(enterprise(that(can(provide(the(flex(workers(with(the(meaningfulness(they(wish(from(a( future( job(by( giving( them(a(possibility( to( convert( their( cultural( capital( into( social(capital.(However,(SkyHands( is( still( facing( the(challenge(of( convincing( the( families( to( trust(the(flex(workers,(and(hire(them(for(the( jobs(that(the(flex(workers(perceive(as(meaningful.(This(challenge(stems(from(the(noticeable(point(that(the(families(had(the(need(to(make(a(disBtance(between(the(flex(workers(and(themselves.((We(see(a(tendency(towards(flex(workers(hiding(behind(their(stigmas(in(order(to(avoid(too(high(expectations(from(their(surroundings.(This(will(reproduce(the(families’(prejudices(toBwards(the(flex(workers,(which(adds(to(the(challenge(of(breaking(down(the(categorisations(of(the(flex(workers.(Even(though,(we(have(detected(some(challenges(in(the(realisation(process(of(SkyHands,(we(found(that(there(essentially(is(a(need(for(jobs(and(especially(flex(jobs(and(thus(it(can(be(argued(that(there(is(a(need(for(SkyHands(and(the(potential( it(contains.(FurBther,(we(wish(to(discuss(what(these(challenges(mean(on(a(structural(level.((((((((((((((((
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#
6.0#Discussion(Through(our(analysis(we(found(that(SkyHands(faces(several(social(challenges(in(the(realisaBtion(process.(All(the(informants(thought(of(the(general(idea(as(brilliant,(however,(when(disBcussed(in(detail(issues(of(contradicting(expectations(emerged.(As(outlined(in(chapter(1.0(the(problem(that(Marckmann(identified(is(the(inequity(in(time(between(families(struggling(to(fit(everything(into(their(everyday(lives(on(the(one(hand,(and(unemployed(people(with(nothing(to(do(on(the(other6.(Marckmann(views(SkyHands(as(a(way(to(equalise(this( time( inequity7.(The( following(paragraphs(will(discuss(possible(explanations( to(why(SkyHands( faces( these(challenges(even(though(the(concept( is(met(with(positive(attitudes.(We(will(discuss(this(by(implicating(alternative(solutions(including(voluntary(simplicity(and(another(way(of(thinking(the(structures(of(the(labour(market.(
#
6.1#A#Wicked#Problem#According(to(Rittel(and(Webber,(solutions(to(wicked(problems(are(never(clearBcut;(in(fact(it(is(not(possible(to(find(a(definitive(solution(to(a(wicked(problem((Rittel(and(Webber(1973:(160).(Hence(it(is(expected(for(Marckmann(to(encounter(challenges(when(trying(to(establish(a(solution(for(her(problem.(One(of(the(reasons(why(this(is(difficult(for(Marckmann,(might(be(that(she,(as(an(entrepreneur,(defines(the(problem(on(too(low(a(level(because(her(accumuBlated(capital(does(not(allow(her(the(option(of(mobilisation(of(capital(to(gain(the(needed(reBsources( (Ibid.:( 165).(We( know( that(Marckmann’s( interest( for( solving( this( problem( stems(from(reading(various(articles(debating(this(matter((Appendix(G:(1.59).(According(to(several(voices(in(the(debate,(the(modern(identity(has(become(connected(to(having(a(job,(which(has(induced(the(understanding(that(busyness(and(career(equals(importance((Ghelert(2009;(ReBmar(2010;(Kvist(2012;(Frovin(2013).(To(be(busy(has(become(somewhat(of(a(status(symbol(in(the(Danish(society(and(as(many(other(ideals(it(can(be(difficult(to(live(up(to.(Nevertheless,(the(regular(Danish(worker(strives(to(live(up(to(the(implied(expectations,(which(are(making(them(busy.(On(the(other(side(of(the(debate,(we(find(the(unemployed(people,(who(for(some((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((6(Hereafter(denoted(as(‘Marckmann’s(problem’.(7(Hereafter(denoted(as(the(solution. 
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reason(struggle(to(find(a(job.(These(unemployed(are(in(risk(of(falling(out(of(the(system(beBcause(of( their(unemployment.(The(problem(of(unemployment(and(busy( families( trying( to(live(up(to(the( ideal(of(society(can(thus(be(said(to(be(a(structural(problem,(at( least( in(part.(Trying(to(solve(a(problem(of(this(calibre(solely(on(a(microBlevel(might(not(help(to(solve(the(problem.(According( to(Rittel( and(Webber(you(are( in( risk(of(making( it(worse,( as( trying( to(solve(a(problem(will(always(lead(to(new(problems.(Trying(to(solve(a(problem(on(too(low(a(level( might( make( it( more( difficult( to( attack( the( problem( from( a( higher( level( (Rittel( and(Webber(1973:(165).((
6.2#Normality#&#Symbolic#Capital#In(the(analysis(we(argued(that(we(are(confined(by(the(structures(through(our(habitus.(The(question(is(whether(it(is(possible(to(identify(a(solution(that(can(change(these(structures.(As(Bourdieu(does(not(occupy(himself(with(the(matter(of(resistance,(in(the(discussion(we(have(chosen(to(draw(upon(other(theorists(as(well(to(make(sure(that(we(can(create(a(varied(picBture(when(discussing(the(possibility(of(creating(change.(For(us(to(be(able(to(explore(alternaBtive( solutions(we(deem( it( necessary( to( reflect( upon( firstly( how(we(define( normality,( and(secondly,(how(we(are(affected(by(the(structures(in(our(way(of(living.((Goffman’s(theory(is(built(upon(a(common(perception(of(what(defines(normal.(However,(he(still(does(not(concentrate(very(much(on(what(exactly( lies( in( this( common(perception.(We(find( it( interesting( to( question(whether( it( is( justifiable( not( to( elaborate( on( this(matter( of(normality,( as(we(perceive( it( as(a(normative( conception.(On( the(basis(of(our(philosophical(stance,(we(believe(that(the(conception(of(normality( is(socially(constructed,(as(we(see(how(knowledge(is(constructed(in(our(everyday(life(and(thus(we(find(it(important(to(discuss(what(the(concept(of(normality(implies.(This(is(interconnected(with(our(suggestion(that(stigma(can(be( perceived( as( a( social( control( mechanism.( Thus( we( question( who( defines( normal( and(what(is(abnormal.((We(discuss(that(the(one(who(is(allowed(to(decide(what(is(defined(as(normal,(is(the(one(with(the(most(power.(One(could(argue(that(the(discourse(dictates(how(important( it( is(to(be(acBtively(engaged(on(the(labour(market((Cf.(Chapter(1.0).(We(see(how(the(idea(of(what(should(
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be(perceived(as(normal(can(be(linked(to(Bourdieu’s(notion(of(symbolic(capital.(Margaretha(Järvinen(writes(that(“Symbolic#capital#can#be#any#kind#of#feature#or#act,#which#the#members#of#
the#group#ascribe#positive#value”*((Järvinen(2010:(347).(We(see(the(labour(market(as(a(field(where(unemployed(people(do(not(have(high(symbolic(capital.(Flex(workers(are(not( in( the(strong(position( in( this( field(because(of( their(physical( and(mental( limitations( and(because(they( are( unemployed.( Symbolic( capital( is( a( fight( of( acknowledgement( and( is( always( preBserved(or(expanded(through(struggle.(So(if(the(normal(preserve(their(capital(through(strugBgle,(which(they(will(win(because(they(are(perceived(as(the(ones(that(have(the(most(of( the(other(capitals,(the(flex(workers(will(continually(be(subjugated(by(not(being(normal.((
6.2.1#A#Dominating#Discourse#Further,(when(discussing(how(the(flex(workers(repeatedly(will(be(perceived(as(abnormal,(it(is( interesting(to(draw(upon(the(philosopher(Michel(Foucault(and(how(the(discourse(about(the(necessity(to(work,(can(be(looked(upon(as(a(governance(strategy.(In(this(context(it(is(relBevant( to(mention(Foucault’s(notion(of(bioBpower,( as(he(describes(how( this(kind(of(power(arose(gradually(as(the(nation(state(discovered(how(its(citizens(could(be(perceived(as(assets(for(creating(wealth(and(social(order((Torfing(2007:(6).(People(need(to(be(healthy(and(well(to(be(more(efficient.(BioBpower(focuses(on(preserving(lives;(it(defines(what(is(normal(and(isoBlates(and(engages(the(abnormalities.(This(perspective(supports(the(argument(that(our(perBception(of(the(normal(would(be(to(have(a(job,(while(being(either(outside(or(in(the(periphery(of(the(labour(market(would(be(defined(as(an(abnormality.((Fatima(states:(”You#are#handicapped,#when#you#are#a#flex#worker,#right?#After#all#it#is#because#
you#are#not#normal!”((Appendix(D:(27.38).(Our(argument(is(that(by(having(the(flex(workers(defining( themselves(as(handicapped( it( is( an(excellent(example(of(how( they( internalise(an(understanding(of(what( is(perceived(as(normal.(As(Foucault( states:( “[…]#power# is# tolerable#
only#on#the#condition#that#it#makes#a#substantial#part#of#itself.#Its#success#is#proportional#to#its#
ability#to#hide# its#own#mechanisms”((Foucault(1998:(86).(When(Fatima(states(that(they(are(handicapped,(it(can(be(viewed(as(a(clear(internalisation.(This(goes(in(line(with(Torben,(as(he(says:( “And# I#have#never# in#my# life#been# sick.#And# suddenly# I#am#sick.# I# find# it#difficult# to# see#
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where# I# am# supposed# to# fit# in”# (Appendix( E:( 6.58).( After( he( had( his( back( injury,( he( had(trouble(placing(himself(in(society.(To(define(oneself(as(sick(can(be(seen(as(a( tool(of(power,(as(everyone(wishes(to( fit( in.(The(subject(controls(itself(through(the(perception(of(what(is(right(or(wrong:((
“The#unemployed#are#made#entrepreneurs#in#their#own#lives.#They#are#being#constructed#as#
rational#calculating#individuals#that#driven#by#the#ambition#of# individual#success#on#the#laW
bour# market# accept# offers# on# therapy,# counselling,# education# and# job# training”*( (Torfing(2007:(7).((The( unemployed( flex(workers( are( convinced( that( they( do( the( job( training( for( their( own(sake.(However,( this(can(be(seen(as(an( internalisation(of( the(rational( individual( B(a(way( to(control(the(perception.((This(discussion(on(the(dominating(discourse(and(the(perception(of(normal(makes(it(obvious(that(these(present(a(challenge(when(trying(to(solve(problems(on(a(structural(level,(like(the(one(presented(by(Marckmann.(This(leads(us(back(to(our(critique(of(Bourdieu(in(relation(to(the(possibility(of(creating(change.(In(this(following(subBchapter(we(wish(to(initiate(the(disBcussion(of( this(dilemma(by( investigating( if(SkyHands(can( influence(the(priorities(made(by(the(parents.(((
6.3#Reproduction#&#Structures#In(the(case(of(SkyHands,(we(wonder(if(there(is(a(risk(of(contributing(to(reproduction(of(the(structures(Marckmann(wants(to(remedy.(According(to(Bourdieu,(the(systematic(struggle(for(symbolic(capital(happens(according( to(recognised(structures( (Bourdieu(1999:(396).(Thus,(relieving(the(families(of(their(daily(tasks(will(provide(them(with(more(time(to(pursue(symBbolic( capital( through( their( careers( and( inadvertently( contribute( to( the( stigmatisation( of(groups( like( flex(workers,( since( the( flex(workers( cannot( follow( the( norm( of( full( time( emBployment.(The(reproduction(of( these(structures(will( contribute( to( the(conservation(of( full(time(employment(as(a(recognised,(legitimising(principle.(
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Pernille(Dinesen,(a(busy(parent,(who(is(feeling(the(pressure(in(her(everyday(life,(argues(that(it(is(only(the(parents(who(can(give(their(children(more(presence((Dinesen(2014).(Her(arguBment( is( that( a( structural( change(providing( the( families(with(more( time(would(not(be( enBough.(She(argues(that(in(order(for(parents(to(be(able(to(spend(more(time(with(their(families,(they(essentially(need(to(want(to(prioritise(differently.(If(the(desire(for(different(priorities(is(absent,(it(is(too(easy(to(cast(blame(on(to(the(societal(structures.(This(notion(maintains(that(prioritising(is(based(on(the(agent’s(habitus,(which(in(turn(is(affected(by(the(structures(and(the(struggle(for(symbolic(capital.(According(to(Bourdieu,(habitus(will(always(reproduce(the(structures( it( is(developed( through,(because(we(draw(on(known(experiences( in(our(develBopment.( Furthermore,( the( struggle( for( symbolic( capital( happens( based( on( the( principles(that(are(already(recognised(as(legitimate((Bourdieu(1999:(396).(Against(this(backdrop,(exBtensive(structural(changes(seem(very(difficult(to(instigate(consciously,(our(argument(howBever,( is( that( change( is( part( of( the( dynamic( nature( of( reproduction( of( structures.( For(Dinesen’s(article( this(warrants( the(notion(of( the(work(discourse((Cf.(Chapter(1.0)(with(an(image( of( busyness( equalling( importance( and( thus( yielding( cultural( capital.( She( disagrees(with( the( essence( of( the( discourse,( and( in( this( disagreement( she( recognises( the( essential(structures(where(the(habitus(of(the(parents(are(reproducing(instead(of(altering.(We( see( a( tendency( towards( a(wish( for( alterations.(According( to( a(poll(made(by(Megafon,(66%(of(the(Danish(population(would(prefer(a(change(in(which(parents(are(structurally(alBlowed(to(work( less(hours(while(having(children,(and( in( turn(work( longer(hours(when(the(children(become(adults((Højbjerg(2014).(As(we(suggest,(many(of(the(debaters(think(that(it(is(difficult(to(navigate(their(daily(lives,(while(having(a(feeling(that(politicians(keep(demanding(they( should( work(more( to( ensure( coherence( in( the( public( economy.( In( consideration( to(Dinesen’s(argument(of(priorities(being(a(question(of(actually( ‘wanting’( to(prioritise(differBently,(it(can(be(argued(that(change(must(happen(on(the(microBlevel.(If(Marckmann(believes(SkyHands( is(able( to( supply( the( families(with(more( time,( they(will(be(able( to(change( their(priorities(if(they(actually(do(have(a(wish(for(a(different(life.(However,(we(still(maintain(that(the(individual(agent(will(not(be(able(to(change(the(overall(structures,(as(their(habitus(and(the( struggle( for( symbolic( capital( are( affected( by( the( structures( and( the( already( existing(principles(of(legitimacy.(We(question(whether(SkyHands(is(actually(the(right(solution(to(the(
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problem,(as(it(might(give(the(families(more(time,(but(will(not(change(their(feeling(of(stress(if(the(structures(stay(the(same.((
6.4#Voluntary#Simplicity#&#Life#Choices#To(present(a(counter(argument(to(the(constructionistic(frame,(we(argue(that(it(can(be(ontoBlogically(discussable(whether(families(actually(have(a(choice(in(their(prioritising.(By(tempoBrarily( removing( ourselves( from( the( constructionistic( frame(we( propose( a(more( individuBalistic(point(of(departure( for(this(debate.( In(the( individualistic( frame(every( individual(and(thereby(every( family(have( the( inherent(ability( to( choose(an(alternative( lifestyle( shunning(the(apparent(work(centred(paradigm.(Every(family(can(choose(to(live(in(a(community(where(every(necessity( is( situated(close( to( their(home(and( they(can(choose( to(work( fewer(hours,(use(less(money(and(spend(more(time(with(their(children.(The( concept( of( voluntary# simplicity( institutes( an( American( movement( from( the( 1930’s((Christensen(2011:(52),( initiated(on(the(grounds(of(a(spreading(critique(towards(the(large(focus(on(materialistic(wealth(and( the(onBgoing(struggle( to(gain(more(of( it.(With(an(outset(from(the(idea(that(meaning(lies(in(human(connections,(the(voluntary(simplicity(movement(argued( that( a( materialistic( focus( detracts( attention( from( the( parts( of( human( existence,(which( should(matter( the(most.(The(movement(believed( that(when(everything( is( tied( to( a(capitalistic(agenda,( there(can(be(no(real(meaning.(This( is(why(voluntary(simplicity(prioriBtised(the(simple(and(slow( life(with(a(reduced( importance(of(money(as(a(societal(currency((Christensen( 2011:( 52).( The( people( involved( in( voluntary( simplicity( thought( they( had( a(choice( to( form( their( own( lives( and( prioritise( differently,( so( they( did( not( rely( on( a( high(paycheck.(The(people(involved(in(voluntary(simplicity(would(argue(that(the(busy(families(do(have(the(power(to(change(their( lifestyles(and(that( the(structures( in(society(do(not(control( their(acBtions(and(how(they(situate(themselves.(They(would(state(that(the(busy(families(are(blind(to(what(the(real(values(in(life(are.(Lise(and(Oliver(support(this(by(saying:(”After#all,#it#is#possible#
to#arrange#your#life#as#you#want.#We#absolutely#refuse#to#take#part#in#all#of#this#stressWhubbub”((Appendix(C:(21.30).(If(one(takes(these(points(into(consideration(it(could(be(argued(that(the(wicked(problem(could(be(solved(locally(and(is(not(necessarily(just(about(governance.(HowB
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ever,(it(is(questionable(whether(it(is(actually(a(solution(to(Marckmann’s(problem.(Voluntary(simplicity(can(provide(a(micro(change(with(the(agent(in(focus,(but(fails(to(consider(the(inBequity(in(time.((Thus,(we(find(it(interesting(to(reflect(upon(whether(it(is(actually(possible(to(solve(this(matBter(without(governance.(We(wonder(if(we(can(afford(not(to(be(busy,(especially(regarding(the(difficult(international(competition.(Voluntary(simplicity(can(be(argued(to(be(a(selfish(way(of(living(as(everyone(needs(to(take(their(share(in(building(up(the(economy.(People( involved( in( voluntary( simplicity( believed( our( current( materialistic( world( to( be(stressful.(However,(maybe(we(do(not(work(as(much,(as(we(would( like(to(believe((Kastrup(2013).(Group(Senior(Vice(President(in(Vestas,(Morten(Albæk,(states(that:(“In#2012#we#think#
that#we#are#working#39#hours,#but#actually#we#are#only#working#33#hours#a#week.#In#the#past#
45#years#the#Danes’#work#day#has#averagely#decreased#with#43#minutes”*((Kastrup(2013).(He(claims( that( Danes( have( become( too( complacent( and( that( diligence( and( perseverance( are(virtues(long(gone.(We(wonder(why(everyone(should(not(have(to(participate(in(making(our(society( the(best( it( can(be.( It( can(be(argued( that(our( society(will( lose( its( social( cohesion( if(someone( is( allowed( to( drop( out,( but( still( reap( benefits( such( as( employment( and( support(allowance.( However,( we( have( through( our( analysis( and( the( discussion( of( how( to( define(normal(shown(that(there(are(groups(that(vary(from(the(perception(of(normality.(The(quesBtion(remains:(do(flex(workers(have(the(same(responsibilities(to(contribute(even(though(they(do(not(have(the(same(capabilities?((
6.5#Perceptions#of#the#Labour#Market#With(this(in(mind(we(deem(it(necessary(to(take(a(closer(look(at(the(flex(workers(we(talked(to(in(our( focus(groups,(as(several(of( them(would(rather(receive(employment(and(support(alBlowance,(than(be(part(of(the(labour(market,(as(they(feel(too(feeble(to(be(working:(“I#would#
probably#be#better#off#mentally#if#I#had#gotten#employment#and#support#allowance”((Appendix(E:( 7.17).(On( the( contrary,( other( flex(workers( knew( that( they(needed( to(work( in( order( to(function(and(feel(valuable.((
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We(wonder(why(society(cannot(make(room(for(these(people(who(do(not(fit(into(the(labour(market.(We(have(a(very(clear(perception(of(which(skillsets(and(features(an(efficient(worker(should(have.(However,(we(still(force(everyone(to(be(participants(on(the(labour(market.(We(find(it(peculiar(that(society(cannot(accept(that(some(people(might(not(be(suited(for(the(laBbour(market,(as(this(can(be(seen(as(one(of(the(reasons(for(having(a(welfare(state:(To(have(a(social(safety(net(for(people(that(do(not(have(the(resources(to(take(care(of(themselves.(ProBfessor(Tim(Knudsen(argues:(( “The#tendency#goes#towards#making#the#welfare#outputs#more#and#more#contingent(
on#the#fact#that#the#recipients#need#to#be#more#efficient#in#the#society.#The#fundamental(
idea#in#the#welfare#state#was#the#principle#that#you#were#in#the#right#to#help#if#you#land(
in#an#unfavourable#situation.#With#rights#followed#obligations”*((Knudsen(2011).((The(claim(is(thus(that(we(have(gone(from(a(’welfare’(state(to(’workfare’(state((Torfing(2007:(6).(After(the(flex(job(reform(in(2012(less(people(were(granted(employment(and(support(alBlowance(and(several(more(put(in(the(category(of(flex(workers(B(without(creating(additional(jobs.(Even(though,(the(state(attempts(to(nudge(the(flex(workers(back(into(the(labour(market,(there(is(no(work(for(them.(We(wonder(if(it(is(morally(acceptable(to(put(that(many(people(in(waiting(positions(because,(as(Fie(agues:(“Last#time#I#saw#my#shrink#[...]#she#said#to#me:#When#
you#are#approved#for#a#flex#job#[...]#it#is#actually#what#you#call#to#receive#a#preWemployment#and#
support#allowance#because#there#are#no#flex#jobs”((Appendix(E:(15.02).((In( our(welfare( society( a( common( saying( is( that( the( broadest( shoulders( should( carry( the(most(weight.(However,(to(a(larger(extent(it(has(now(become(that(the(individual(is(personally(responsible(for(contributing(to(our(welfare(society(and(if(you(do(not(work(you(are(perceived(as(a(free(rider(as(the(discourse(dictates(that(we(need(to(work((Cf.(Chapter(1.1).(We(question(why(this(perception(of(society(is(dominating,(as(it(is(clear(that(there(are(insufficient(jobs(for(everyone.(Thus,(we(find(it(interesting(to(reflect(upon(why(it(seems(so(important(to(put(peoBple( to(work.(The(essence(of(voluntary(simplicity( is( to(resign( from(the(busy(work( life,(and(SkyHands(is(built(on(the(premise(of(creating(jobs(for(the(unemployed(by(relieving(the(DanBish(families(who(are(too(busy.((
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6.6.#Priority#and#Social#Status#We(wonder(why(it(is(the(domestic(chores(the(families(need(to(be(liberated(from(and(not(the(tasks(they(have(on(the(real(labour(market.(Tim(Knudsen(argues(that(in(the(struggle(to(balBance( the(public(economy,( there(are(stronger(demands( for(people( to(work( for( their(public(benefit,(which(have( resulted( in( the( creation(of( ‘fake’( jobs.( In(order( to( refrain( from( taking(jobs(from(the(working(population,(these(jobs(become(more(and(more(‘stupid’(inter(alia(beBcause(they(do(not(match(peoples’(qualifications((Knudsen(2011).((We(argue( that( the( families(prioritise( their( tasks( in( relation( to( subjective(dispositions( like(importance,(meaning(or(manageability.(In(this(perspective(the(essence(of(prioritising(means(to( imply( subjective( value( to( one( thing( when( related( to( another.( The( downgraded( tasks(would(then(be(implied(with(less(value(in(relation(to(the(subjective(dispositions.(Considering(the(busy(schedules(Kathrine(argues:(“You#would#think#that# it# is# the# lowest#status#of# jobs# to#
come#home#to#a#family#and#do#all#the#work#which#is#in#excess”#(Appendix(B:(28:47).(This(supBplies(the(discussion(of(‘stupid’(jobs(with(a(notion(of(the(priority(and(valuation(of(the(tasks(constituting(the(entirety(of(the(job.(Also,(her(view(of(the(job’s(status(to(be(lowest(could(be(said(to(be(an(indication(of(her(own(prioritised(downgrading(of(the(specific(tasks.(In( the( frame(of( identity( through(work,(we(argue( that( taking( tasks(which(has(deliberately(been(downgraded(to( fit( the(priorities(of( the( families,(could(have(a(negative( impact(on(the(social(identity(of(the(flex(workers.(In(this(spectrum(the(categorisation(of(flex(workers(is(eviBdently(subject(to(recategorisation,(which(fits(the(new(tasks.(In(the(frame(of(SkyHands,(it(is(hard(for(the(flex(workers(to(take(other(tasks(than(the(downBgraded(excess(tasks(of(daily(life.(This(is(due(to(the(angle(of(approach(to(the(families,(which(targets(a(specific(part(of(tasks(scheduled(at(home.(As(we(have(argued(this(weakens(the(posiBtion(of(utilising(the(educational(skills(and(abilities,(which(in(turn(furthers(the(need(for(reBcategorisation(of(the(flex(worker.(The(question(here(is(if(the(recategorisation(is(for(better(or(worse.(Through(our(analysis(we(found(that(some(of(the(families(had(respect(towards(people(who(were(willing(to(demean(themselves(to(‘stupid(jobs’,(which(advocates(in(the(direction(of(positive( recategorisation.( On( the( other( hand,( the( analysis( also( showed( that( flex(workers(identify(and(categorise(themselves(in(relation(to(their(specific(handicap(and(not(their(situaBtion(as(unemployed,(which(presents(an(inconsistency(of(the(grounds(for(the(perceived(cateB
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gorisational(stigma.(Admittedly,( it( is(possible( to(have(more(than(one(stigma;( the( inconsisBtency(however(lies(in(the(weight(and(valuation(of(the(different(stigma.((In(relation(to(this(Oliver,(from(one(of(the(families,(points(out:(( “You#need#to#have#some#kind#of#meaning#in#your#life.#I#am#not#saying#that#it#needs#to#be#a#job,#
but#you#need#something#that#gives#you#meaning.#And#after#all#–# for#many#people#that# is# to#
have#a#job.#Eventually,#you#realise#that,#there#is#more#to#life#than#work,#but#of#course#it’s#alW
ways#important#to#have#something#to#get#up#for#in#the#morning”#(Appendix(C:(25.05).((Oliver’s(point(is(that(it(is(important(to(be(involved(in(meaningful(activities.(For(some(people(this(will(be(a(job,(however,(it(does(not(necessarily(need(to(be.(Most(of(the(flex(workers(did(not(experience(a(feeling(of(meaninglessness(in(their(daily(lives(and(they(did(not(need(a(job(in(order(to(have(something(to(do.(From(which(it( followed(that( if(they(should(keep(a( job(it(was(important(that(it(was(meaningful(for(them.((In(the(following(subBchapter(we(wish(to(discuss(yet(another(alternative(to(SkyHands,(as(it(is(presented( by( professor( James( Vaupel.( He( claims( that( a( labour( market( where( everyone(works(fewer(hours(is(highly(realistic.(Even(though,(the(flex(workers(cannot(work(full(time(this(might( indicate( that( they(have(a(possibility(of( finding(a(meaningful( job.(Following( this(line(of(thoughts(it(might(create(a(more(flexible( labour(market(discourse(with(room(for(diBverse(societal(groups(and(different(work(hours.((
6.7#Structures#in#the#Labour#Market#As(stated(earlier,(the(busy(families(do(want(to(change(their(everyday(lives(and(cut(down(on(their(weekly(work(hours.(We(have(questioned( if(SkyHands(provides(opportunities( for( the(families( to(change( their(way(of( life(by(giving( them(more( time,(or( if(SkyHands(only(would(provide(them(with(more(time(to(work,(as(it(is(the(way(to(accumulate(symbolic(capital.(According(to(Ulrich(Beck,(the(labour(market(has(been(refashioned(over(time((Beck:(1999).(Through(this(conception,(change(might(happen(even(though(the(structures(or( the(percepBtions(of(them,(stay(the(same.(Additionally,(Beck(argues(that(the(way(the(politicians(are(tryB
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ing(to(change(and(regulate(the(labour(market(is(out(of(step(with(how(society(is(today((Ibid.).(Professor(of(demography,(James(Vaupel,(agrees(that(“The#politicians#have#not#comprehended#
how#the#situation#is#in#Denmark#right#now”*#(Højbjerg(2014).(It(can(be(argued(that(this(is(the(case(because(the(politicians,(like(the(rest(of(us,(are(confined(by(the(structures(surrounding(us.(However,(Vaupel(suggests(that(the(politicians(could(easily(change(the(structures(of(the(labour(market(if(they(wished(to((Ibid.).(By(integrating(five(percent(more(people(into(the(laBbour(market,(it(would(be(possible(to(move(from(a(work(week(of(37(hours(to(33(hours(and(in(time(even(25(hours( (Ibid.).(The( idea( is( to(utilise( the(elders’( abilities(at( the( labour(market(even( more,( so( young( people( with( children( can( work( less.( This( way( Vaupel( suggests( an(equalisation(of(time,(by(providing(the(families(with(more(spare(time(as(a(result(of(a(shorter(work(week,(while(making(room(for(people(currently(positioned(outside(the(labour(market.(We(acknowledge(that(Vaupel(has(taken(Marckmann’s(problem(to(a(higher(level,(by(actually(suggesting( a( change( of( rules( and( structures( of( the( labour(market.( However,( a( structural(change( like( this(might(not(change(the(overall(perception(of( finding( legitimacy( in(working.(E.g.(Vaupel(still(has(the(perception(that(you(are(a(burden(to(society(if(you(are(not(working,(from(which(we(see(the(risk(of(keeping(people,(like(flex(workers,(on(the(outside.((It(can(be(difficult(to(find(solutions(for(structural(problems(like(the(one(identified(by(MarckBmann,(exactly(because(they(are(structural.(Even(when(people(wish(to(see(change(or(when(bigger( structural( changes( are( suggested(we(are( still( confined(by( the(overall( structures(of(how(to(perceive(each(other,(and(how(we(struggle(for(symbolic(capital.(In(Bourdieu’s( theoretical( framework(we( see( that( the(agent( functions(within( its( structural(limitations.(The(relationship(between(structure(and(agency(is(a(dynamic(and(ever(changing(entity,(which(is(constantly(influenced(and(altered(by(a(common(conception(of(the(structural(setting.( From(a( structural( point( of( view(habitus’( perceptions( and(decodings(of( this( strucBtural(setting(allow(the(individual(to(form(personal(traits(like(attitude(and(opinion,(but(also(more(intangible(traits(like(meaning(or(perceived(truth.(When(viewing(stigma(as(a(normative(social( control( mechanism( from( this( perspective,( there( is( no( single( agent( who( decides(whether(something(is(normal(or(not.(It(is(instead(the(prerogative(of(a(structural(decoding(of(the(conformed(sense(of( individuality.(This(encompasses(and(adds(to( the(discussion(of( the(problematic( course( of( solving( structural( problems.( Hereby( it( is( interesting( to( find( out( if(
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WISEs(in(general(are(a(way(of(sustaining(the(common(conception(of(the(stigmatised(categoBries,(which(would(exclude(certain(people(from(the(labour(market.(By(not(only(acknowledgBing(and(accepting(the(stigma(of(flex(workers,(but(also(by(portraying(and(utilising(the(stigma(in(the(business(model,(SkyHands(can(be(seen(as(ratification(of(categorisational(stigma(as(a(normative(social(control(mechanism.(Additionally,(this(loops(the(interpretable(perspective(of(Rittel(and(Webber,(when(solving(a(wicked(systemic(problem(on(too(low(a(scale,(maintainBing(the(actual(structural(problem(by(supplying(a(provisional(‘fix’.((
6.8#Sub:Conclusion#In(this(chapter(we(have(discussed(alternative(solutions(to(what(we(consider(to(be(a(wicked(problem,(which(have(helped(us(to(detect(the(potential(of(SkyHands.(We(have(discussed(whether(the(discursive(perception(of(normality(permeates(our(thinking(in(regards(to(the(way(we(adapt.(In(this(discourse(flex(workers(have(been(defined(as(abnorBmal( B(a(stigma(that( they(have( internalised(and(behave(according(to.(Further,(we(have(disBcussed(how(a(structural(alteration(is(plausible(to(come(about,(as(we(as(society(to(a(high(deBgree(reproduce(the(structures(that(we(live(by.(Voluntary(simplicity(suggests(that(it( is(posBsible( for( the( individual(agents(to(change(their(own(lives,(by(choosing(a(different( life(style.(However,( we( also( question( whether( voluntary( simplicity( can( actually( be( considered( a(realistic(suggestion(to(the(problem(at(hand,(as(this(only(solves(the(difficulties(for(the(famiBlies.(We(reflect(upon(if(our(labour(market(should(be(able(to(embrace(everyone,(or(whether(sociBety(might(have(to(accept(that(everyone(are(not(suited(for(a(job.(James(Vaupel’s(suggestion(is(to( change( the( structures(of( the( labour(market,( suggestions( that(might(help( to( change( the(perceptions(we(have(of(labour(today.(It(might(be(possible(to(question(whether(Vaupel’s(soBlution(in(itself(is(enough,(as(it(might(not(change(the(perception(of(work(as(a(way(of(accumuBlating(symbolic(capital.(Even(though(SkyHands(faces(the(challenge(of(trying(to(solve(a(structural(problem(on(a(miBcroBlevel,(there(is(a(potential(to(even(out(the(time(inequity,(and(thereby(providing(the(famiBlies(with(more(time(and(possibility(to(reprioritise.(
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However,(we(maintain(the(question(of(whether(it(is(possible(to(make(changes(and(reprioriBtise,(if(the(structures(stay(the(same.(((
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(7.0(Conclusion((Our( conclusion(will( be( bipartite.( The( first( section(will( provide( an( overlook( of( important(findings(from(our(analysis(as(well(as(certain(indications(from(our(discussion(in(order(to(exBplain(the(following(problem(formulation:(Which#social#challenges#does#SkyHands#as#a#social#
entreprise#encounter#in#the#realisation#process#of#the#project#and#why?# The(second(section(will(be(grounded( in( the(main(points(of( the(conclusion(and(consists(of(our(recommendations(for(Jane(Marckmann(as(to(how(she(can(utilise(the(findings(we(have(made(through(the(process.( (
7.1#Findings#We(see(that(the(main(social(challenges(Marckmann(will( face(are(the(question(of(economy,(prejudices,(and(different(expectations.(Further,(we(find(it(relevant(to(emphasise(that(these(matters(shall(be(considered(with(regards(to(both(structure(and(agent.( (The(financial(aspect(in(SkyHands(is(very(important(to(the(families.(They(all(emphasise(that(the(labour(from(SkyHands(needs(to(be(cheap(in(order(for(them(to(buy(the(service.(However,(as(we(have(shown( through(statements( from( the(employees( from( the( job(centre(and( from(Marckmann,(SkyHands(will(not(be(able( to(deliver(a(cheaper(service( than( the(price( from(a(commercial(and(professional(enterprise.(The(result(of(this(is(that(the(enterprise(is(not(ecoBnomically(sustainable(if(Marckmann(stays(true(to(the(idea(that(SkyHands(should(be(able(to(compete(on(regular(market(terms.( (Through(our(analysis,(we(found(that(there(are(prejudices(affecting(the(preBunderstandings(and( thereby( the( potential( relationship( between( the( two( parties( involved( in( SkyHands.(Marckmann(needs( to(address( these(prejudices( in(order( to(realise( the(potential(of( the( flex(workers(and(thereby(SkyHands’(possibilities(of(creating(a(social(change. (
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Further,( the(analysis(of(our(empirical(data(shows(that(categorisations(and(stigmas(can( inBdeed(become(a(hindrance( in( the( realisation(of(SkyHands,( as( the( families(will( take( several(precautions(before(hiring( a( flex(worker.(While( the( flex(workers(wish( for(meaningful( jobs(such(as(child(care,(the(families(all(emphasise(that(they(do(not(feel(safe(to(put(their(children(in(the(hands(of(strangers.(Instead(the(families(ask(for(a(cleaning(service(B(a(task(the(interBviewed(flex(workers(do(not(see(as(potential(and(meaningful(for(them.(The(different(expectaBtions(to(what(SkyHands(can(manage,(create(a(social(challenge(in(terms(of(making(the(differBent(needs(meet. (We(find(these(points(significant(for(SkyHands’(realisation(process(as(these(differing(percepBtions(of(economy,(flex(workers,(and(possible(tasks(will(create(social(challenges(when(bringBing(the(families(and(the(flex(workers(together.(As(pointed(out(in(the(discussion,(we(find(it(possible( to(argue( that( there(exist( indications( towards( this(matter(and( it( should(be(solved(both(on(a(microB(and(a(macroBlevel.(The(reason(why(Marckmann(will(face(these(social(chalBlenges( in( the( realisation(process(might( be(because( she(defines( the(problem(on( too( low(a(level(thus(neglecting(the(importance(of(the(structures’(influence(on(our(perceptions.( (
7.2#Recommendations#for#Marckmann#This( section( will( contribute( with( recommendations( to( Marckmann,( because( we( want( to(fashion(our(findings(in(a(tangible(matter(for(her(utilisation(in(realising(SkyHands.( (
Prejudices( are( vital( to( consider( in( relation( to( the( realisation( process( of( SkyHands.( As(we(have(shown(through(our(analysis(and(discussion(several(negative(preBunderstandings(exist.(This( might( initialise( a( situation( where( the( busy( families( do( not( choose( SkyHands( as( an(easement( to( their( challenges( in( their( busy( everyday( lives.( In( order( to( alter( the(discourse(which(permeates( the(Danish(society,(Marckmann(has( to( realise( that( the( reputation(of( the(flex(workers(needs( to(change.(By(determinately(working( to( transform(the(reputation,( she(might(be(able(to(create(a(positive(narrative(about(the(realisation(of(the(project(and(thereby(create( a( strong( social(position( (Cf.( SubBchapter(2.2),(which( can(affect( the( families’( underBstandings(of(flex(workers.( 
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(
Economy#is(one(of(the(essential(matters(to(consider(for(Marckmann,(as(she(has(stated(that(her(aim(for(the(enterprise(is(to(compete(on(regular(market(terms.(According(to(our(findings(the(price(of(the(service(is(paramount(if(the(families(should(choose(SkyHands.( SkyHands(needs( to(be(able( to(match( the(price(of( commercial(enterprises(or(preferably( to(offer(a(cheaper(service.(As(mentioned(in(chapter(2.0(the(official(document(from(the(municiBpality(of(Roskilde(delineates(a(suggestive(strategy(for(handling(social(enterprises,(and(preBsents( a( financial( focus( on,( and( funding( for( project( development( in( social( enterprises( (Cf.(Chapter( 2.2).( Finally,( the( strategy( focuses( on( creating( jobs( for(marginalised( groups.( This(entails(that(public(funding(can(be(a(viable(option,(but(must(be(utilised(in(development(and(not(operation(of(the(company.(This(signifies(that(in(order(to(make(SkyHands(economically(sustainable,( Marckmann( needs( to( ensure( a( minimum( of( operational( expenses.( Thus,( in(order(to(create(the(social(value,(she(is(hoping(for,(it(might(be(reasonable(to(implement(the(social( fund(with(SkyHands(at(a( later(point,(whenever(her(company( is(economical(sustainBable.( (
Expectations(is(the(last(point(we(find(crucial(in(the(realisation(process(of(SkyHands.(Initially(both(families(and(flex(workers(agree(that(SkyHands(is(a(brilliant(idea.(However,(their(expecBtations( towards( the( substance(of( SkyHands( vary.(We( see( this( in( relation( to( the( economic(considerations,(as(well(as(the(perceptions(of(the(flex(workers’(abilities,(but(also(in(relation(to(tasks.(The(families(saw(cleaning(as(a(possible(task(for(SkyHands,(while(the(flex(workers(strived(for(child(care,(as(they(perceived(cleaning(to(be(demeaning(or(straining.(In(order(to(create( a( space(where( the( two( groups( can(meet( in( a(meaningful( relationship( the( need( to(break(down(the(prejudices(against(the(flex(workers,(as(already(mentioned.(Further,(MarckBmann(needs(make(sure(that(the(tasks(given(to(the(flex(workers(can(foster(a(feeling(of(meanBingfulness(for(the(latter.(This(is(done(by(giving(them(the(possibility(of(creating(a(social(relaBtionship(with(the(families,(as(well(as(providing(a(space(where(the(flex(workers(gain(from(the(relation(in(terms(of(network,(meaningfulness(and(a(better(reputation. (To(succeed(with(the(realisation(of(SkyHands,(Marckmann(needs(to(do(a(matching(of(expecBtations.(Firstly,(between(herself(and( the( families(according( to(price;(Marckmann(wants( to(
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create(a(social(fund,(however(this(is(an(aspect(the(families(are(not(able(to(pay(extra(for.(SecBondly,(between(the(families(and(the(flex(workers(in(terms(of(the(types(of(services,(the(famiBlies(need(and(the(flex(workers(wish(to(perform.(In(order(to(succeed(with(this(last(point,(it(is(crucial(for(Marckmann(to(break(down(the(existing(prejudices(concerning(flex(workers.( ((
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(8.0(After(Thoughts((This(chapter(will(present(our(reflections(and(after(thoughts(concerning(the(knowledge(we(have(gained( throughout(our(project,( and( further(what(we(would( like( to(have(done(differBently.((
8.1#Target#Groups#The( outset( for( SkyHands( is( to( create( an( equalisation( of( time( between( busy( families( and(unemployed(people.(However,(on(the(basis(of(our(present(knowledge,(it(is(possible(to(argue(that(the(flex(workers(are(not(the(obvious(target(group.(The(match(between(the(flex(workers(and(the(families(is(unlikely(to(happen,(because(of(the(stigmas(that(permeate(society.((A(group(that(might(be(more(suitable(for(SkyHands(is(students.(This(is(a(group(Marckmann(herself(has(considered,(as(many(Danish(students(are(looking(for(part(time(jobs.(As(opposed(to(the(flex(workers(they(have(a(primary(occupation(ensures(their(symbolic(capital,(even(if(they(take(on(a(‘stupid(job’.(((Further,(Marckmann(must(carefully(consider(the(busy(families(as(target(group(as(well.((Marckmann(should(decide(whether(it( is(worth(to(follow(her(initial(concept,(which(was(reBlieving(the(busy( families( in(their(everyday( lives(or( if( it(might(be(more(constructive( follow(the(social(needs(of(the(flex(workers.(As(the(families(are(too(busy,(there(is(an(impending(risk(that( they(will( not(be( at(home,(while( the( employee( is(working,(why( social( capital(will( not(prosper((Cf.(Chapter(4.2.2.3).(With(this( in(mind(we(suggest(elders(as(an(alternative(to(the(families.(A(few(of(the(flex(workers(mentioned(this(themselves(when(talking(about(meaningBful(jobs.(The(elders(have(time(to(interact(with(the(flex(workers,(many(of(them(need(company(as( well( as( practical( help.((In(regards(to(the(above(mentioned(we(believe(that(as(a(social(entrepreneur(it(is(important(to(realise(that(you(cannot(judge(a(book(by(its(cover.(There(are(several(matters(one(needs(to(take( into( considerations( and(what(might( seem( like( a(brilliant( idea( in( embryo(might(have(underlying(issues.((
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(
8.2#Delimitations#with#Theory#We( experienced( limitations(with( our( chosen( theory( as(we( came( across( trust( as( a( crucial(matter.( In( this( regard( Robert( Putnam(would( have( provided( a( better( framework.( Putnam(emphasises( the( social(value(one(obtains( from(social( capital,(which( inter(alia( is(defined(as(trust.(Nevertheless,(we(decided(that(Bourdieu(and(Goffman(had(more(suitable(conceptions(regarding(both(our(gathered(data,(but(also(when(it(came(to(our(subject(matter(as(their(conBcepts(collaborates(on(two(different(levels(to(create(a(more(nuanced(entirety.(((
8.3#Different#Perspectives#If(we(were( to(write( this( project( again( a( novel( point( of( departure( could( be( to( investigate(established(social(enterprises(such(as(Place(de(Bleu(or(Specialisterne.(On(the(basis(of(this,(we(could( investigate(which(perspectives( that(might(be(useful( for(Marckmann(to( focus(on.(The(project(at(hand(has(its(central(focus(on(which(social(challenges(SkyHands(might(face(in(the(realisation(process.(A(project(with(a(best(practice(objective(might(be(a(way(to(focus(on(which(possibilities(Marckmann(would(have(with(SkyHands,(instead(of(which(obstacles(she(would(encounter.((Another(view(we(could(have( taken(on( this(project(was( to( look(at( economic( challenges(or(possibilities.(As(social(enterprises(differ( from(commercial(enterprises( in( this(aspect(could(have(created(an(interesting(project(on(the(possibilities(within(social(economy.(Several(opBtions(exist( for(social(enterprises(e.g.( funding( from(the(European(Union,(private( funds(and(public(funding.((((((
#
 (
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